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A SN O W  STO R M .
’Tis a fearful night in the winter time,
As cold as it ever could be;
The roar of the storm is heard like the chime 
Of the waves on an angry sea.
The moon is full, but her silver light
The storm dashes out with his wings to-night:
And over the sky from south to north,
Not a star is seen as the winds come forth 
In the strength of a mighty glee.
a p a rt o f it  was upon the runners. In  a  few 
minutes a comfortable seat was added, and 
he was ready for a drive.
B ut now arose another difficulty, unthought 
of before. He must have a companion— a 
lady, of course— else half the enjoyment 
would be lost. B u t who would it be ? Who 
would be seen, even with him, in such a con­
veyance as tha t ? Excuse his vanity, reader. 
He knew tha t he was a favorite. Indeed he 
could not help knowing it. B u t this was a 
special occasion. ‘ A ll the world’ was out. 
Who should he find brave enough to dare it? 
H e must see.
There were two or three young ladies who 
had long claimed his special regard, and he 
felt sure he was entirely indifferent to them. 
He had even been observing them of late, 
striving to learn the true character of each. 
This he found, as ladies and gentleman usu­
ally meet in city life, rather a difficult mat- 
matter. How he yearned to see through the 
1 false surroundings into the true and inner 
life beneath ! H e was rather old-fashioned 
in his notions, it  must be confessed ; but he 
d id  c a r e  m o re  fo r  th o  r o a l  th n n  th e  a r t i f ic ia l  
— more for the mind and heart than for the 
outward adorning. B u t how would it end ? 
Would he be wiser than his sex ? I t  was 
indeed a difficult question ; bu t he did not 
quite despair.
E lla Campbell had long been one of the 
first in his esteem. B u t recently he had 
thought her somewhat vain and superficial—
I more for the outer than the inner man, and 
he had been cautious in his attentions to her. 
He would test her now.
D riving briskly to the door, and throwing 
the reins over the horse, he quickly rang the 
hell. A servant a t once ushered him into 
the parlor, where sat the lady of his thoughts. 
She greeted him warmly, but on hearing the 
object of his visit, and the unique convey­
ance he had brought, she pleaded a previ­
ous engagement, and excused herself.
Earnest Hammond was gifted with a good 
share of penetration and when not previous­
ly blinded, read character well. Now, in­
stinctively feeling how it was, he politely 
withdrew ; and, while he rode gaily away, 
E lla Campbell sa t pouting in the room, un­
thought o f aud uncared tor by the moving 
mass without.
Earnest’s next vist was to the house of 
Squire Reed. H ere be bad long been a fre­
quent and welcome visitor, and was always 
I received quite ‘ like one of the fam ily,’ as 
j the squire often said, looking knowingly at 
his two girls, Charlotte and Bella.
Charlotte was the older and handsomer of 
the tw o ; and beauty is always attractive, 
especially with the men. She was the favor- 
' ite, too, in society. B u t a t times Earnest 
! had turned from her to the gentle, graceful 
: Bella, with her pure heart and piquant, in­
nocent ways, almost w ith a feeling of love 
for the latter.
Hers, indeed was a character to study.—  
Timid and retiring  when in the presence of 
strangers, she was yet singularly artless and 
confiding with those she best knew. There 
was a dash of independence, too, and a vein 
of romance, in her heart, pleasant and re- 
1 freshing to meet. She was graceful and pli­
ant, it  is true, but there was a  character and 
j strength there, also. Though her sister might 
I best please in a  crow d, she would be better 
H i © ^ ^  liSS" A  IpflSKS-SUeTIS knowu and loved a t home.
A ll this Earnest f e l t ; still, beauty fasci­
All day the snow come down—all day—
As it never came down before;
And over the earth at night there lay 
Some two or three feet or more.
The fence was lost and the wall of stone ;
The windows blocked and the well-curb gone *, 
The haystack grown to a mountain lift,
And the woodpile looked like a monster drift,
As it lay at the farmer’s door.
As the night set in, came hail and snow,
And the air grew sharp and chill,
And the warning roar of a sullen blow 
Was heard on the distant hill;
And the Norther! see! on the mountan peak,
In his breath how the old trees writhe and shriek, 
He shouts along the plain, ho ! ho !
He drives ftom his nostrils the blinding snow.
And grow ls w ith  a savage  w i l l :
T H E  S N O W D R I F T S .
As fast the snowy shower fell noiseless 
O’er the hard aud frozen ground,
And shrouded every pine and fir-tree 
With an ermine mantle round ;
My little, cherub boy was sporting 
On the carpet at my feet, •
With the light music of his prattle 
Chiming jn  my ear so sweet.
But 1 called him from his gambols,
Bade him let his playthings lie,
That he might see the soft-wiug’d strangers 
Floating downward from the sky.
And as we stood beside the window,
He upon the cushioned]chair,
He kissed a welcome to the snow-flakes 
With his tiny hand so fair.
And often gazed he through the window,
When high heaped the snowdrifts lay,
And tried to tell me how they glistened,
In his little childish way.
Yet often longed I for the Spring-time,
With its verdure fresh and fair,
And for the golden days of summer,
Flowery fields and perfumed air.
For many pleasant scenes I fancied—
Saw with all a parents’ joy,
Along the walks and green grass sporting 
The darling image of my boy ;
But when the snowdrifts all had vanish’d,
And the spring-time fresh nppeared,
Oh ! instead of joy came sorrow,
Crushed were all the hopes I reared.
And on this'golden day of summer,
With its softjand perfumed air,
Again I stand beside the window,
Close by stands a vacant chair j
I see the walks—the verdure—
Bowing to the breezes mild,
But oh ! my heart is sad and lonely—
Where is now my cherub child!
I listen, but no footsteps patter,
Gone the playthings from the floor,
All is siient, for his prattle 
Ne’er will chime its music more.
For when again the snow-shower falling,
Yonder walks with down shall pave,
The glistening snowdrifts then will gather 
O’er my little cherub’s grave.
THE TEST :
f o i l  anil I n i  I t i n i i n j .
Having mode large additions to], ourjl former variety of 
PLA IN  AND FANCY 
O  J3 T  Y  E! ,
We are now prepared to execute with neatness and des­
patch. every DBscRiPTiox of Job Work, such as 
Circulars, Bill-heads, Cards, Blanks, 
Catalogues, Program m es,
Shop Bills, Labels, A uction and H and 
Bills, &c., &c.
Particular nttention paid to
P R I N T I N G  I N  C O L O R S
BRONZING. &.C.
the morning alone. In  the meantime E a r­
nest and Bella had joined the motley throng 
now moving so rapid ly  thaough the city.
Now they drove down close to the w ater’s 
edge, where far as the eye could reach, one 
saw nothing but the clear, blue waters of the 
lake, with its masts and sails, making one 
think he were upon the coast of the A tlantic, 
instead of so many miles in the interior.—  
Anon they looked upon the wide-spreading 
prairie, now pure and white w ith the new 
fallen snow, and stretching far away till it 
was lost where earth and sky seemed to 
meet, Then again they were swistly pass­
ing through the wide and level streets of 
the city.
Oh, there is life and exhileration in thus 
giving one’s self up to the enjoyment of the 
hour ! N ature is a good mother to us all ; 
and when we give ourselves into her keep­
ing, we shall ever fill the heart with joy and 
gladness. Would tha t more such exercises 
— more such out-of-door exercises were freely 
enjoyed by all ! Thus shutting one’s self so 
completely within doors, as many do in wint-
. . . _ u -----.. u— ..
and joy and gladness from the eye, and all 
freshness from the heart, making one cold 
and dead before her time.
The spell of the hour was upon them ; and 
as they sped merrily along, Earnest felt his 
heart warm more and more towards the pure 
and artless girl by his side. H e had known 
her long ; ho had known her w e ll; and she 
had ever seemed the same, ingenious, tru th ­
ful, noble and good. He wondered how, 
even for a moment, he had ever thought of 
any o ther; she seemed to him, then, all tha t 
his heart could ever wish or desire. B u t 
could she ever be his? or was she destined 
for another ? The thought made him desper­
ate. H e could not endure it for a  moment. 
The question must be decided a t once, and 
w ith him to resolve was to act.
They had been talking gaily of the scene 
around them— or Bel la had been talking, he 
listening— for amid the m ultitude of vehicles 
in the street each had to attend pretty  care­
fully to his own ; then, turning to her with
room. By mitey, he was savage, now, you’d 
better believe. ’
‘ Well, I  guess his wife ain t one o f the 
best women as ever was,’ remarked the third 
speaker.
‘ G e-w hittaker! I reckon she ain t,’ ex­
claimed a youthful smoker. • My eyes, 
shouldn’t I  like to have the handling of tha t 
woman ’bout a month !’
* And what would ye do ?’ asked the first 
speaker, rather dubiously.
* Do ? W hy I ’d trim  her down. I ’d lam  
her manners.’
11 reckon she’d larn you manners, or else 
take the hair out o f yer head,’ observed 
another. ‘ W hy, I tell ye she’s a perfect 
Satan— a real she devil,— when she gits 
agoin.’
1 stood and listened to the conversation, 
and ere long I  made out tha t they were 
talking of N ed Cruden ; and then I knew it 
must have been Ned whom I  met in door­
way. I  was assure! from what I  heard 
tha t Ned and his wife lived unhappily to­
gether, and the thing surprised me not a lit- 
Tf itad  /"Uudcu I Ahby Bicknell 
made an unhappy match, then what sun  
people must be required for a happy one, 
1 thought to myself. I  knew tha t N ed was 
a  proud spirited, independent fellow, but 
then, w hat possible quality should Abby 
have that should come in contact with this ? 
I  could think of nothing. In short, I  be­
gan to discredit the tru th  o f what I had 
heard.
Ou the very next day I  found where Ned 
lived, and called upon him. I  found him in 
his barn, and he was glad to see m e; and 
after a while his joy increased beyond all 
thought of care aud trouble.
‘ And how is Abby ?’ I  asked, after we 
had conversed on various other topics.
H is countenance fell in  a moment, but I  
saw that he was struggling to hide his feel­
ings from me.
‘ 0 ,  she is so-so,’ he a t last replied.—
‘ She’ll be glad to see you.’
In  a little while we went into the house, 
and when I  saw Abby I  was a t first struck
another of those glances tha t thrilled through I with the wondrous change th a t had been 
every fibre of her being, he said, and his made upon her countenance. She was old- 
voice was earnest as he spoke, er, to be sure, but then, she looked twenty
1 Bell, I  am a business man, aud shall do ; years older than when I had last seen her 
up things in a business iashion. I  love you I before. I t  required but a single glance for
W ill you be my w ife?’
The young lady looked up astonished.—
She had. long liked him— liked him better
me to see th a t there was difficulty some­
where. A t length, however, after Abby 
had got warmed up, she was as kind aud
than any other on earth ; but she had never genial as of old, and her eyes sparkled with 
dreamed of being his wife. H e was so much the same old fire.
smoke in my house, The smoke of a pipe 
is sure sickness to my wife, and I will not 
allow it. Now think of it. Think of your 
wife— with a delicate frame, a  more sensi­
tive organization than yours— coming into 
her kitchen and finding four great, d irty 
men puffing out clouds of nasty, filthy 
smoke, each whiff of which is enough to 
sicken her and make her head ache. And 
more too. She knows tha t you are aware 
of her wishes for she has told them to you a 
hundred times. W heh you are gone she 
sees the pipe lying upon the shelf. W ith an 
aching head and sickening soul she looks a t 
them, and knows tha t she must pass through 
the ordeal again and again. She is not her­
self— she is but a passion and disgust 
wrought up by tobacco smoke— and she 
takes the filthy abomination and breaks it at 
once. Now, tell me tru[y, N e d ; isn’t all 
this the result of your pipe ?
He looked dowu upon the floor but made 
no answer.
‘ I  know it  is,’ I  resumed, ,and I know j 
tha t if  you would drop that, you would r e - ! 
store peace-----
my pipe just to suit "a, womJfi%n JBI® UP 1 
won’t be tied to tha t.’
‘ Then why not smoke out of doors ?’ i 
‘ Suppose it rains? A nd then what s h a ll! 
I  do in winter?’
‘ W hy, if  you must smoke in winter, let i 
your tobacco smoke go where you make all I 
your other smoke go. Stick your head into J 
the fire-place and smoke up chimney.’
Ned fairly smiled.
‘ I ’m in earnest,’ I  added, ‘for I can as­
sure you your pipe smoke is ofi'ensive to i 
your wife, as the smoke of burning wood is ■ 
to you. B u t I  ask you candidly— how can ■ 
you expect Abby to be happy when she i s ; 
continually annoyed by a nuisance which is 
absolutely sickening to her, and tha t too, j 
when it could be all remedied simply by | 
your taking your pipe out of doors, or into 
the wood house? And certainly you cannot 
expect a person to be pleasant when they are 
continually unhappy. Now mark me, Ned,
I  don 't mean to say th a t you are alone in 
the w rong; but I  ask you, do you love Abby 
well enough to forego a little comfort or evil 
habit for her real good?’
N ed nesitated. He twice made up his 
mouth to speak before he made out.
‘ Is  a pipe offensive to your wife?’
‘ N ot only ofi’ensive, but it is absolutely 
injurious. She canuot be in a room where 
an old pipe is being smoked five minutes 
without a headache. I used to smoke, but 1 
a t length became so disgusted with the 
stench which pervaded my house, and more­
over, I  found tha t my wife was so opposed to 
it, tha t 1 gave it up. H er mere fussing 
about the smoke would never have moved 
me, had I not been assured tha t she was really 
annoyed by it. And surely, I thought, if  
her place of duty must be there confined, I  
will not to gratify a mere whim, make her 
suffer. I  used after that, to smoke out of 
doors, but it was not always convenient, and 
I  gradually  gave it up.’
J u s t a t  this moment one of the neighbors 
came in, aud our conversation stopped.
I remained to dinner, and promised to 
call on them again before I left town.
I  d id  so at the expiration o f a week. I ' 
then walked out to N ed’s place, and g o t , 
there just- after dinner, and I found him out ' 
on the ehopping-block smoking.
‘ H a, N ed,’ I  u ttered , ‘have you moved j 
your pipe ?'
‘ Don’t say a word,’ he replied, while a | 
dewy moisture gathered in his eyes. ‘ I ! 
haven’t smoked in the house since.’
‘ A nd Abby ?’ I  said. • !
‘ She looked me in the face a moment— I 
smiled— and then she burst out a  crying.—  
She hung around my nock— told me she’d 
done wrong— begged me to forgive her— and 
— and— we had a regular scene. By the 
powers, she's improved already.’
‘ I  should think she improved a t once,’ said 
I.
‘ 0 ,  I  mean in health and looks. She 
hasn 't had a headache since.’
W hen I  went in I  found A bby singing as 
m errily as a lark. W hen she saw me she 
dropped her towel and started  towards me. 
She did not speak one word touching the 
joyful turn  affairs had taken beneath her 
roof. B u t I knew what th a t quick, warm 
grasp meant, and I  eould read the language 
of tha t glistening tear.
I  went away shortly after that, and in
three years from that time I visited L -------
again. My first call this time was upou 
N ed Cruden, and again I found him in his 
barn. Never moved a friend to g ree t me 
more quickly.
‘ A b ,' 1 said, as i  took bis band, ‘ then you 
have given up the pipe altogether.’
‘ Who told you ?' ho asked.
1 You did,’ 1 replied.
‘ Me ?—1 told you !
‘ Yes. with your, breath. It doesn't smell as 
j it did before.’ ■
i ‘ W hat 1—and was it so bad?’ Ned asked, 
i ‘ To tell the truth, Ned, it was ; for if there 
i is anything that can make a repulsive mouth, it 
j is an old tobacco pipe.’
‘ Then Abby told the truth. But I've done 
I with it now. Haven't touched a pipe for two 
years.’
‘ And don't you feel better ?’
‘ Don't I. I'd like to see the man that could 
hire me to go at it again.’
Wo wont up to the house, aad the first look 
told tiie story. The room was clean and sweet, 
the wall white, and the hearth was free from 
the filth of tobacco spit. And. Abby—ah, she 
was Abby once more—Abby of old—happy and 
joyous, and true as steel.
And as I sat and gazed upon the happy cou­
ple I  pondered upon that strange element in  hu­
man nature which will make misery and discord 
more and more, rather than bow one degree to 
simple reason. But the good dame’s inerry 
voica soon dispelled my deep thought, and 1 
was content to know in that home, a t least, tho 
demon of discord had teen exorcised b y a very 
little spirit of reason.
Family P eace.—The importance of privacy 
as a secret of matrimonial happiness is thus 
beautifully described :
“  Preserve the privacy of your house, mar­
riage, state, heart, from father, mother, sister, 
brother, aunt, and all the world. You two, 
with God’s help, build yonr own quiet world ; 
every third or fourth one whom you draw into 
it with you will form a party, and stand be­
tween you two. That should never be. .Prom­
ise this to each other. Renew the vow a t  each 
temptation. You will find your account in it. 
Your souls will grow, ns it were, together, and 
at last they become as one. Ah, if many a 
young pair had ou their wedding day known 
this secret, how many marriages were happier 
than, alas ! they are .”
“  Foit.pences ”  and “  N inepences.” — The 
new coinage bill passed by Congress is now a 
law and in operation, and “ fourpenees ”  and 
“ ninepences ”  will soon be scarce. The gov­
ernment officers are required by this law to r e- 
ceive Spauish and Mexican quarters a t 20 cents, 
“  ninepences ”  at 10 cents, and “  fourpenees ”  
at 5 cents. \V hen received at these rates they 
are to be sent to tho mint to be recoiined into 
American decimal currency.
A F ire  Incident in Boston. 1 i,as Eaved up a handsome sum of money by his
wartTBx ro„ the boston joossal, bvo.se or .tstvpos ! P“ 8everiln?.0> an.d oa bi.3 retu™ ‘he Spring,
______’ typos. , to use a sailor phrase, is to be ‘ spliced’ to a
‘ Fire, fire!’ and simultaneously with this ’ d" “5!’ter of °,ne of tll03e \ erJ  firemen who in-
shout the watchman’s rattle was sprung, and ’ pursed the cause of that alarm of fire,
the Fire Alarm told, at the same instant, th a t ! " ^ ruta 13 stranger than fiction,’ and however
the fire was in tho immediate vicinity of North 
street. A cold wind was blowing that night, 
but the firemen, warm within by the beating of 
their large hearts, heeded not the blast, and 
with their usual promptness answered the call.
severely the Boston firemen may have suffered in 
consequence of that fire alarm, the satisfaction 
of knowing it was the means of bringing about 
the above incidents, so feebly described, will 
undoubtedly fully recompense them, while it
Down Washington street, up Cambridge street, : f , e3r T ^ t l a t , al? bn3een Hand Suid®3 tbe 
through Tremont street, across State street le m °‘ , ’ aD,d tbat lf we do our duty- aud
came the engines from all directions, full i T  °°  guod res" fc. th®refr,om, we may be assured
manned, tho men at the ropes crying ‘ Shake i c u 'voate PermRted to look but upon one side
her up,’ ‘ Now heave her ahead, boys,’ ‘ Push ' °f  the plctUre'
her through,’ and other terms tending to quick­
en their speed, until they arrived at the spo 
where the alarm originated.
Save the street gas lights and their reflection 
on the slippery ice, all was darkness, and the
Africax Explorations.—From present indi­
cations, not many years can elapse ere the veil 
which has hitherto enveloped in darkness, so 
far us the civilized world is concerned, the ma-
cry ‘ All out,’ caused the ever ready firemen to ! jor part of the African continent, will be eom- 
retrace their steps homeward. To say that ‘ plctely lifted, and the character of its innermost 
there was no dissatisfaction among the firemen ' recesses became known. Africa seems now to 
at being called, many of them from their beds, j he the favorite field of operations upon which
from such an apparently trivial cause, would bo 
rather exceeding the bounds of human experi­
ence. I t was only a wonder that that dissatis­
faction did not assume a tangible form and find
the energies and resources of geographical and 
scientific explorers are expended, and their la­
bors are already being well repaid. The recent 
discoveries of Dr. Barth, Dr. Livingstone,
vent in audible accents. But no ; even those Lieut. Burton, Mr. Andersen and others, have 
S'leocad by the reflection that i add-d largely to our knowledge of the f'C0"ra- 
they would have been ready lor duty. The rtea. *:-x>uv-iue»l i/wtauiL .and the people°of °\f- 
night passed away, and the morning papers an ; ered country” which the font of the intelligent 
nonneed ‘ an alarm last evening from an un- • traveller has not yet penetrated, whose myste- 
knuwn cause,’ and thus the matter remained, ries geographers will be the more anxious to 
and was forgotten by the citizens and firemen. I and determined to reveal, in consepuence of the 
That night, however, was not to he forgotten unexpectedly favorable accounts which the la- 
so easily by at least two persons. The tene- test African explorers give of the characteristics 
ment which had been on fire was previous there- of the country, and the ability of European 
to a neat, cleanly room, with old furniture suffi- constitutions to conform to the exigencies of 
cient for its only tenant, a lady scarce beyond ; the climate. Tho number of scientific explorers 
the middle age, with brow perceptibly furrowed 1 will be increased, and Africa will nut much 
by overburdened sorrow. The walls of the room longer remain a sealed book to commerce and
were decorated with two portraits, which time civilization.
had made its mark upon, hut which tended to In this furor for African discovery, the old 
give the room a tidy appeaeanee. In that small problem of the source of the river Nile, which 
apartment had this lady toiled for nearly five has been handed down to us from the ancients, 
weary years, with no hope this side the grave, still continues to excite the highest ambitions of 
and no object in living but for herself alone, adventurous explorers. Although the English 
Continual labor was required to keep her from traveler, Bruce, distinguished himBelf by the 
want, and industriously she plied the needle to discovery of the source of the Blue Nile, us it 
sustain, as best she might, the reputation so is called, there yet remains another or Western 
well befitting poor American women of ‘ keep- branch called the White Nile, which is evident- 
ing up respectable appearances.’ On the night ly the Nile proper, and whose source is as yet 
in question she had risen from her work after a unknown. From an article in the New York 
hard day’s labor, and, laying a bundle of shirts H a M ,  containing information upon the suh- 
which she had just completed, left the house.ject derived from the proceedings of the Faris 
to purciiaso, with the only remaining money sho Academy of Scie nces, we gather some interest- 
bad received for her previous bundle, a few ar- ing facts in regard to the various expeditions 
tides with which to prepare a late supper, and which have at :cmpted to explore tho White 
breakfast the next morning. So eager was she, Nile to its source.
before the store closed, to obtain something to According to the French swans, it was a 
satiate the demands of hunger, that she did not French mathematician named Fourier, Secreta- 
notiee how near the bed, on which she had lain ry of the Academy of Sciences, who first 
tbe shirts, she had put her light. thought of a v lyage of discovery being undor-
Wliile in the act of leaving the grocery the taken upon tic  White Nile; attention being 
cry of fire was raised, and she returned home in first directed to the matter by D’Auville, a 
season only to see her worldly goods almost en- French geographer, in 1745. I t was not until 
tirely destroyed, and her employer's shirts con- twenly years after Napoleon's expedition to 
suined. The look of deep despair on her care- Egypt, however, that the project was serious!? . 
worn features was but an index of the inward thought of. Io 1839, Mehemet Ali, the Vice­
workings of than troubled mind. No monev. roy of Egypt, was inducced by tho French Con- 
indebted to her employer for the consumed sul to dispatch mi expedition for this purpose, 
shirts, no friend to share her sorrows or to ex- One of his officers, Selim Bimbaehy, was placed 
tricate her from this overpowering misfortune, at th-head  of the expedition, which consisted 
overcame her, and she sank upon the floor, so of sevin arme 1 vessels and four hundred men. 
lately clean and tidy, but now covered with His instruments being defective, and himself 
hlaqk cinders and the water used to extinguish possessing bu: few qualifications, Bimbaehy 
the flames. traced the course of the White Nile only as far
‘ Madam you had better get up and go into ;‘3 th i sixth degree of North latitude, 
one of the other rooms in the house,’ said a po_- Thisexpedit'm  cast but little additional li"-ht 
liceman who a as looking to tile duties ol his of- upon the population of the conntry, its produc- 
fice, and who, perhaps, although his voice hard- tions and clima' •, and Mehemet Ali shortly af- 
ly betrayed it, momentarily sympathized with ter ordered another expedition. M. D’Aruaud, 
the sufferer, similar scenes are so common in a French engine;r, who is still in the service of 
such localities, among the poiiee, that synipa- tho Egyptian government, was appointed com- 
thy seems forestalled by a desire to reprimand minder, and the expedition penetrated as far as 
for carelessness, and this was probably the cause 4 dvg. 42 minutes north latitude, thus travers- 
of the present coldness of manner exhibited by lng a distance of over three thousand miles 
the policeman. without the river presenting any other aspect
‘ Yes, sure, I 11 share my hed with you, and than it hears in upper Egypt and Soudan. An 
Patrick shall sit up the rest ol tho night when immense number of observations of ail kinds
older, so much wiser than she— for she was 
scarce eighteen, aud in heart a very child—  
why did he not take her sister ? She could 
not comprehend it  a t all, and almost doubted 
if  she heard aright.
F or many moments she did not reply.—  
Earnest observed her closely, and saw in her 
truthful face the unuttered thought she was 
about to speak, when the whole ludicrous­
ness of the scene burst upon her, and she 
laughed outright. I t  was now his tu rn  to 
look astonished.
‘ W hy Bella, what is the m atter ?’ he ask­
ed, somewhat hurt.
‘ Only think ! making love in a hogshead !’ 
laughed the mischevious girl, more merrily 
than before. ‘ W ho ever heard of such a 
th ing?’ and this time Earnest joined her, 
even a t his own expense.
‘ W ell, well no m atter where,’ continued 
he, taking the little hand th a t lay for a  mo­
ment outside her shawl. Do you love me, 
Bella, and will you be my wife ? Answer 
me tru ly ; will you be mine V
Yes, Earnest, yes: but I  must laugh, nev- 
; ertheless; the scene is so entirely new and
* They put everything on runners while 
the snow lasts ; for it  does not usually tarry  
long. Buggg seats, carriage tops, crockery 
crates— all are in question. A nd I  even 
saw one of the finest horses in the city draw ­
ing a hogshead on wooden runners, in which
were seated a gentleman and lady. They As he neared the door, he said, w ith in1 ludicrous. Quite a new order of romance ! 
were a very handsome couple, and bore off himself, < A  look, a word shall decide b e - ! and again her laugh rang out, loud and clear 
the palm for fast driving, as well as the most tween them. I f  one or both refuse to ride , as the song of a bird.
ludicrious looking sleigh conveyance.— Let- w;th me, it shall be a sign tha t all is over.—  j And this time Earnest joined in it as 
ter fro m  Chicago. But if  one accepts— why then who knows j heartily as she. H e could well laugh now ;
nated him. N ot th a t Bella was ugly. Oh, 
no ! B u t she was not beautiful, either ; a t 
least, save in the loving eyes and hearts of 
those who best knew her. Earnest liked 
them both. I t  were difficult, indeed, to de­
termine which was the favored one.
Ah, reader, and ‘ thereby hangs a ta le .' what may come of it?  I am twenty eight 
I t  was a New Y ear D ay in tha t far-famed now ; old enough, as my- partner told me 
city of the west— even the New Y ear D ay yesterday, to be m arried and have a home of 
of ’50. Since Christmas, w inter had set in my own. And so I  am. W e shall see ; we 
in good old fashioned earnestness. Snow . shall see.'
had falleu to the depth of several inches, and, The faces were a t the window as he drove 
being firm and hard, made excellent sleigh- up. One brightened visibly, and the other 
ing— a rare thing in the city. ' visibly pailed ; while a mingled expression
Indeed, our winters seem sadly degerate of of scorn and disappointment passed over her 
late, being much more mild and free from fine features.
snow than in the days of our fathers ; per- ‘ Good morning, ladies, good morning,’ ex- 
haps to accomodate our failing health and claimed he, as he entered their presence.—  
strength, for this la tte r fact is but too appar- ‘ I  find myself in rather an awkard position 
ent. ju s t now, and need some one to help me out.
Yet this New Y ear day seemed more a 1 must have a ride this morning, yet have 
type o f the old time. I t  was cold, yet not been unable to obtain any conveyance save 
too cold, and the sleighing was excellent.—  the one you saw as I  drove up. W hat shall 
Everybody who had a suitable conveyance, I  do ?’ and he looked to Charlotte for an an- 
or could get one, even a t any price was out swer.
enjoying the rare sp o rt; only the more keen- A n awkard position, indeed!’ answered 
ly to be enjoyed for its very rarity . I t  was, she. ‘ You had best drive alone, 
indeed, a gala d a y ; bright and beautiful' ‘ B u t must I ? ’ he asked, somewhat sor- 
overhead, brighter and more beautiful still rowfully.
in the human hearts beating so joyously be- Bella looked up quickly but she did not 
neatb. • speak.
Earnest Hammond sat in his counting ‘Surely you do not think a lady would be 
room, busily engaged in attending to the re- seen in such a conveyance ?’ continued Char- 
ception of a large quantity  of goods, ju s t re- lotte, with a  slight toss of her beautiful 
ceived. He was young vet, but fast rising head,
in wealth and position. Born in the east, he Again Bella looked up, while a painful 
had brought with him all the habits of s tr ic tf lu s h  suffused her cheek. She was sorry her 
attention to business which are there gene- i sister had thus spoken— sorry for her, griev- 
rated. W hile there was aught of tha t to ■ ed for Earnest. She felt sure too, th a t she 
claim his attention, pleasure must be w aived .1 could not have denied him— tha t whatever 
Therefore, when he did give himself to its /ie should ask would not be improper or 
enjoyments, it was with a double zest. N at- wrong. How, then could her sister speak 
urally  warm-hearted and impulsive, and so- thus ?
cial withal, as such persons must always be, Charlotte noticed the expression, and half 
he keenly enjoyed society. And when he en- j read its meaning. She did not much like 
tered it, he was ever a welcome companion, the reproof it conveyed ; and turning to her. 
both with his own and the opposite sex.—  she said somewhat scornfully.
Aud now, closing his books with a look of ‘ Perhaps my sister will go with you, W ill 
satisfaction and relief, he determined to give you, Bella?
himself up to the pleasure of this annual ‘ W ill you B ella?’ the young man repeat- 
gala day. I ed, earnestly, as he bent on her a glance
W hile business was pending, he had closed th a t thrilled every part o f her being, 
his eyes and ears to all else; but now, he F or a moment the blood rushed over her 
could not fail to hear the unusual s tir in the j brow and neck ; the next it receded, and she 
streets, and to feel, tha t while he had been i answered gaily,
engaged within doors, all had been life and ‘ And why not, indeed ?’
commotion without. When he came forth 
the street presented a  most novel scene. A
had she not promised to be his ? No m atter 
where the promise had been made ; no m at­
ter how— she was to be his— all his ; and as 
he pressed her hand a t parting, he said :
‘ Laugh, now, as much as you p lease; but 
to-night I  shall call to apoint the wedding 
day and arrange for J its ceremonies. So 
good morning, dearest,’ and in a  moment he 
was gone.
That night all was a rran g e d ; Squire 
Reed and his wife giving a  full and free 
consent; and in ju s t six weeks from that 
time, Bella Reed became Mrs. Earnest 
Hammond.
BY SYLVANDS COBB, JR.
Once in a  while there may be a ‘ house­
hold w ar,’ where the fault is all on one side, 
hut this is not generally the ease. I f  all 
the wars o f this description could be 
thoroughly sifted down, i t  would be found 
tha t the whole trouble has resulted from 
some slight cause to begin with, though this 
might not always be the case. I t  is amus­
ing, as well as mortifying, to observe how 
sympathy can sway the whole mind in re­
gard to such m atters, and how ready people 
are to denounce this one, or tha t one, ac­
cording as mere sympathy or prejudice may 
dictate.
Among my early  friends, was N ed Cru­
den. H e was a  steady, industrious, noble- 
hearted fellow, and one of the most faithful 
and true friends. Among our schoolmates 
was a girl named Abby Bicknell. She was 
a kind playmate, a warm-hearted compan­
ion, and a good-natured, loving, accommo­
dating friend. W hen she grew up she be­
came N ed Crudeu’s wife, and the newly m ar­
ried couple moved away.
Some years passed, and we th a t bad been 
schoolmates in youth, bad become separated, 
and amid new scenes and new associations
I t  was now in the forenoon, and they 
would not listen to my going away th a t day. 
Abby assured me that they had room for 
true friends and declared I  should not es­
cape her so easily as to come and go on the 
same day. 1 had no particu lar business to 
call me away, and as soon as I was assured 
I  should have a pleasunt visit I  agreed to 
stop. The afternoon I  spent w ith N ed along 
the trou t brook, and the evening we spent a t 
home.
W hen 1 went to bed I  made up my mind 
tha t Ned and his wife were two good souls, 
and th a t they ought to live happily togeth­
er. And yet I knew tha t they did not.—  
Awake to every look and motion, I had seen 
enough to assure me tha t they were misera­
ble a t times. I  could translate every look, 
and I knew what it meant. I  knew all the 
while how N ed’s thoughts were running, 
while he was silently wishing th a t his wife 
would always be as good as she was then.—  
And I eould read A bby’s every thought 
while she was wishing tha t her home might 
ever be pleasant.
There was only one disagreeable thing in 
the house to me, and tha t was the strong 
smell of tobacco smoke tha t pervaded every 
part of it. Even my chamber smelt so 
strong of it tha t I  was forced to sit awhile 
a t the open window before retiring.
On the following morning, after breakfast, 
I  went out with Ned to the barn, and I  re­
solved to ask him the question tha t lay up­
on my mind with painful weight. I  had the 
best of motives, for I believed I could help 
him. Moreover, we used to be most in ti­
mate, and 1 knew he would not take offence; 
so I broached the matter.
‘ N ed, you will excuse me, but I  must ask 
you a few questions.’
He looked a t me uneasily, as though he 
knew what was coming.
11 heard some strange stories ill one of the 
stores day before yesterday, and I  must 
know the truth of them. I  know you will 
pardon me, for I  assure you I have only a 
generous motive in asking.
Thereupon I  went on and told him just 
what I  had heard. N ed looked like one 
stricken.
‘ And has it come to th is?’ he uttered, 
clasping his hands.
‘ To what ?’ I asked, fearing he was of­
fended because I bad spoken of it.
‘ To be talked of publicly thus,’ he an ­
swered.
1 I t  has, N ed,’ I  said as kindly as I eould, 
a t the same time taking his hand. ‘ And 
now you must tell me all. Yrou and Abby 
were once my best friends, when you were 
m arried 1 felt sure you would be happy as 
could he. Now what does this m ean?’
‘ Alas, we arc not happy,’ he groaned.—  
‘ I  have put her out of the house onee ; and 
once I  shut her up. B ut O, i f  you could 
only hear her tongue. My God, how 1 have 
suffered!’
‘ B ut surely, N ed, there must be some 
cause for this. I  know th a t Abby is not 
malignant by nature. Now tell me all.—  
Tell me w hat caused yout first quarrel.’
1 W hy, I ’ll tell y o u ; the first difficulty 
we ever had was about my pipe. She was’n t 
going to let me smoke in the house. O f 
course I  wouldn’t be snubbed in tha t fash­
ion. Then shortly after that, I had some 
men to work for me, and after dinner, wethe friends o f earlier years were gradually | 
passing from memory, when, one spring, bu- j laid our pipes on the kitchen shelf, and when
siness called me to the village of L 
Vermont. I  had been there some days, and 
was entering a  store one afternoon, when I 
met a  man coming out whose countenance 
was familiar. H e passed on without notic­
ing me, and I  w ent into the store. F o r 
some time I  was very busy trying to recall 
the face I  had ju s t seen, but ere I  could 
solve the question, my attention was called
‘ B u t will you go, Bella ?’ again asked 
Earnest, in th a t straight-forward manner 
more motley, incongruous lot of vehicles it i  which ever characterized him.
were not easy to imagine. Such life and ■ ‘ I  should like it o f all th ings!’ answered
hiliarity  are always infectious, and Earnest the enthusiastic girl, forgetting the emotions 
soon caught the spirit. He, too, would join ; of the moment before.
the sledgers ; but how ? ‘ B u t remember how you are to do so,’
He inquired a t several stables for a sleigh .; continued Earnest quickly. to a  conversation th a t was going on among a
None were to be had. Y et he was not easily ‘ You will be observed of all observers,’ ; number o f men who sa t on some boxes and 
daunted, and, moreover, had an unusual j added Charlotte. barrels in one corner of the store,
share of perseverance. H e owned one o f -A nd what o f th a t? ’ called back the d e - ' < j  know anybody wouldn’t  suspect such a
the finest horses in the c ity ; of th a t he fe lt'lig h ted  girl, as she was half way up the th ; t0 look a t him>. said a d r£ d man 
sure. He remembered, too, th a t in a rem ote, stairs. who wag smoking a pipe . ,but i f s  a  fact _
part of the stable, where he had usually kept j In a moment she was re a d y ; and gaily j  had it from his next-door neighbor. H e 
him, he had one day noticed a  pair o f wood- j bidding her sister good bye, she was soon actuany  kicked his wife out of the house on- 
en runners. H e would see i f  in some way a seated beside Earnest, and they drove rapid- j jy  t |irce days ago.
conveyance could not be planned. H isY an- ly away. ' . i l , .
kee ingenuity must be brought to th e s e r - l  Charlotte had repented her momentary! ’ .e? 11V? .  rCfU, l °n aP ^"’ c . 1,]nC/  111
vice. pride when she saw the tender glance o f a gawkywh looking fellow who remtpdedyme
He soon reached the stable. The runners Earnest, as he placed her carefully upon the 0 au 0 C1 er baire  . - e  e a s h e r a n d  
were found, and in good order. B u t now for ( seat, and drew closer the folds of her large
the other part. A  hogshead, th a t for some ! warm shawl,, in which she had had the good 
reason or other had been sawed apart, and i sense to wrap herself. B u t i t  was too late, 
nicely cleaned, stoo'd before him. Instantly! now ; so, taking a  book she prepared to spend
kicks her the worst kind. One day when I  
was there to work— ye see we’d jest gone in 
to dinner— I  seed N ed take her by the nap 
o f the neek an’ chuck her into the little bed
we came to look for them after supper, they 
were gone. I  saw some of the broken 
pieces in the fire-place, and I  knew Abby 
had broken ’em up. That was the first real 
event in our catalogue of troubles, for after 
the men were gone we had some ta lk  I can 
assure you.’
The whole tru th  flashed upon me now.
‘ Who were those men tha t worked for 
you th a t day?’ I asked.
He named them, and I  recognized three 
of them as men whom I had seen in the 
store.
11 see it  all, N ed.’
‘ And don’t you thiuk she is to blame ?’
W hy— you’ll pardon me, I know— but I 
think you gave the first deep cause of 
trouble. I  know A bby’s taste, aud I  know 
th a t tobacco smoke is disgusting to her.—  
W hy. Ned, as sure as I  am alive, I  could 
not live in a house which smelled so strong 
of tobacco smoke as yours does. Even last 
night I had to open my window aud sit by 
it half an hour to get a little sweet air. I  
have been blamed by my friends several 
times, because I  would not allow them to
he cumes home,’ said a sympathizing Irish wo- ________
man. who with her husband occupied an adjoin-. narrative has never been published, 
ingroom.
Those kind words were not heard by the un­
fortunate woman, for reason had already left 
her. She was then conveyed to the adjoining 
room and laid upon a bed—yes, a bed—such an 
one as farmers’ cattle lie upon ; but it was the 
best they had, and what could they offer more?
The afternoon preceding this occurrence some
wer i made, hut, unfortunately, M. D’Arnaud's
nee this expedition, several others have been 
atte opted upon the White Nile, and it is 
averred that Don Angelo Vinco, of the Austrian 
mission established at Khartoum, examined ev­
ery bend of the Nile as far as the second degree 
of north latitude. There, it was reported, the 
river was much narrowed and navigation be­
came very difficult, owing to frequent rapidsjolly sailors landed at a pier near the loot of anJ nu,uerou,  rocks. B u fth lt whichpromised 
Hanover street, and as a matter of course, [he moat sa;isfac:ory result, was an expedition 
soon fell in w-th a couple ot sa, or boarding- forweJ tbe luJQtlf  „f  October j u^der {he 
house runners. Evening found them a t them of j Iohanimed SaiJ, the resent en.
lodgings, and with wines and yarns time passed ' H Vicerov of E L The^expedition
swiftly away, as well as their money, which w° s lanneJ ,,v rEsCi>^ ae de LautUre, who
seemed to be under the control of their exceed- was ^ Qud by of his countrylnen’t fuUr 
■ngly obligmg land-shark friends. The incidents Aug[Jrijn  -t| eman one Prussian> E lish. 
of that evening m that place would bo sufficient mani and% ne Alnerican. all of them . A  of 
to form an interesting chapter, but not being scientific professions or attainments. The Amer- 
necessurilya connecting link in this chain of iean ^ 1S Mr. Ckgne, of New Orleans, a photo- 
circumstances, they are omitted until the p e -; ^ p h i c  artist. M. l'Escayrac de Lauturc is ac- 
noil of the above mentioned alarm of fire , witb ft tioQ ?of tbe C0UQt t0 bo
‘ l i r e !  exclaimed the sailors as with one t‘ravefSedt is habituated to the climate, and to 
voice, and a un inimous move was made for the tho ,aanners and custom8 of the inbabitant 
street, to see what to them was a novelty. an(, &miliar with Afr-Can exploration. The
No you don I my jolly ffillowsi said one or cost „f the espedilion waa to be ldsf ed bv tha 
the runners, ir.ter.enng, and stationing himself Egyptian Viceroy, who provided on a liberal 
between them and the door ; ‘ it s only some a^ le 6V£>rytiling deemed ‘necessary for its suc- 
old shanty, and you II be roboed, I k n o w - eess-boais and steamers for transportation, an' 
I 0!1,. ' , 1, , • . . , , ! escort of three hundred soldiers, besides pon-
H.s remarks were suddenly interrupted by looni.rg, pioneers, sappers, carpenters and work- 
elling him seme distance „,nn T L  pntBrnri“  wna 5„nPpinP ;n nn.one of the sailors prop l 
from the door and making his way to the street. 
Without waiting for his companions he pursued 
his way to the scene of the disaster, and stood 
on the sidewalk anxiously watching for the 
first appearance of the fiery element. A small 
quantity of water from a hydrant extinguished 
the flumes, and the engines came and went. 
After tha excitement had somewhat subsided. 
Jack looked in a t the door-way, and perceiving 
.1 form being conveyed across the bead of the
men. The enterprise was superior in its ap­
pointments to all *tbat had preceded it. Tha 
party began the ascent ot the Nile in October, 
and expected to occupy two years in pursuing 
their investigations. Late reports from Upper 
Egypt, however, render it not improbable that 
this grand expedition, so munificently equipped, 
has unfortunately been disorganized, if not en­
tirely broken up, in consequence of dissensions 
between the scientific men and their chief. I t  
was believed that tho Viceroy would entrust
stairs, instinctively rushed to the spot, and the conllnand to Lieut. Aubaret, of the French 
reached there just in season to get a glimpse of The resuit wa3 not unanticipated, for an
the features, lie stood a moment as if para- . A1/ xandria leUel. of Ucc. Gtk, announcing that 
lized, when the policeman, noticing him, ordered . tbe expedition would not proceed beyond Assou- 
■ an for the p-esent, on account of the advanced 
tale of the seis m, also stated that fears were 
slr „  .. entertained that this delay would prove fatal to
‘ No !’ was the imperative answer. the enterprise. Inactivity always breeds discon-
As Jack turned to leave he glanced m a t he tent am0‘ ,issociated bl,di-a of men, and scien- 
rumed apartment, and observing the two smoky ics ar(J „„  esception t0 the ru]e. Tha
portraits winch hung upon the walls, suddenly , vicerSy has expended the sum of twentythou- 
advanced towards them. sand pounds in fitting out this undertaking, and
‘ Down stairs, tins way ordered toe police- jt w^ ld b(, ;i . ” isfortune sllould i{ pail of 
man, vexed somewhat at the obstinacy ot the
him down stairs
• Can’t you give us a sight at that woman
sailor. its purpose.
But Jack did not notice him, for his mind was Par a3 ,tb? bnllbs ° f  discovery have extend- 
concentrated on those portraits. In an in s ta n t! cd’ tbu c°ndition of the country is highly favor- 
lio started back, exclaiming— 1 a '’le for the purposes of trade. Tho navigation
‘ Show me that lady, Mr. Officer.’ ; tb,J river ,s °I’en to Egyptian commerce, and
‘ W hat have you to do with that lady ?’ ' t;,r twelve J ear3 iiast European merchants have
‘ She is my mother' ’ he ejaculated ; and with- 1 carried on a peaceful traffic with the natives,
out so much as saying ‘ by your leave,’ burst i an(  ^ collected a large amount of ivory. Ihe
open the door of the room in which his mother "’hole country appears swarming with elephants, 
lay in a state of insensibility, i and the peopla along the banks of the river are
Dumb astonishment took possession of the j numerous, peacable and hospitable,
Irish woman at this sudden intrusion, and s h e ______________-—
stood motionless, gazing a t the intruder.
Is my poor mother dead ? Speak 
‘ No.’ said the terror-stricken woman, ‘she is 
: only faint, s ir.’
1 • Give me something to bring her too then.’ 
! ‘ Wo haven't anything in the house, sir, nor 
no money to buy anything with, s ir.’
Give me some water, and run and get adoc-
Sea Waves and Sea Sickness.—The old vacua 
accounts of the waves being “ mountains 
high,” was well known to be an exaggeration ; 
but we do not think even philosophers were pre­
pared for the statement made at a meeting, 
some years since, of the British Scientific Asso­
ciation by Dr Scoresby, that they averaged do
j to r,’ said Jack, who commenced with his bravv- more than twenty feet in altitude, and rarely 
ny hands the work of resusitation. . exceeded twenty-eight feet. The popular im-
j The order was promptly obeyed, and in a few . pre9sion, principally produced by marine pain- 
1 moments returning consciousness revealed to tm's, that waves formed valleys thousands of 
1 the poor sufferer the presence of her supposed yards across, down the sides of which ships 
dead son. i slide as though they were about to be engulfed,
r. - , . ■ i 1 1. seems to have been equally erroneous, as theIt is only necessary to say that eaca had be- . , .1, r "1,1 ■ ,1 1 1  1 n. , , maximum length of ocean waves, according toloved the other dead, and that ten years had r “  j- i) . . ;  j , , -  tho same authority, is 600 feet, while in a mod-passed since their separation tn Philadelphia, , / re Qulv 30() iQ a fresb a£
; and neither had since learned anything concern- l bout *20 fee/ i;l ,engt^  A momenfa C0Dsid. 
| mg t ie 0 her. eration of these facts leads to the conclusion
Since the above incidents occurred one year ■ long ships must have a great advantago 
and more has passed. The mother is comforta- over short ones, with respect to the rapidity 
bly situated as landlady of a well patronized . w]th which they make their journey, as it is 
boarding-house, (which, by the way, does n o t ; quite evident that while the latter have to per- 
employ runners) while the son is following the < form their voyage by making a series of short 
I sea by short trips ; and it is whispered that he I curves—much to the discomfort of their inmates
—the former, by ruling the waves with their i 
commanding proportions, make shorter and | 
smoother passages. As steamers grow larger 
and larger, sea sickness must therefore gradual- j 
ly diminish.—Scientific American.
O j e  l a r i i l i i n f r  t e j r f t e , BOOK NOTICES.
Thursday Evening, Feb. 16, 1857,
The Shire-Town M atter.
Our citizens seemed to have forgotten until a 
day or two ago that by a vote of the Legislature, 
The steamer George Law, from Aspinwall nQ petitions for special legislation would be re­
evening of leb . 3. arrived at this port a t b ,
o’clock. She brings San Francisco dates of 20th ceived after the 20th inst. But they a t length 
saw that whatever was to be done in the m at­
ter of petitioning for having Rockland made a 
half-shire town (or rather for having the Janu­
ary Term of the Courts held here) must bo done 
immediately. Petitions were therefore circu-
L A T E R  FR O M  C A L IF O R N IA .
New York, Feb. 13.
of Jan ., and $1,100,000 in specie.
The George Law connected with the Golden 
Gate, which brought down to Panama upward 
of a million and a half in gold.
Messrs Broderick and Gwynn, Senators elect 
from California, are among the passengers.
, The (rigate Independent was still lying off jated to such extant as time would allow (only
P ThT st Marys had sailed for San Juan. The one day>and a larSe uumber of namas °bta>nad- 
Cyano was a t Aspinwall. We understand that there is a unanimous feel-
Advices from Panama are to the 3d inst. The ! jDg }□ favor of the change above named, and 
steamer Sierra Nevada arrived there on the 21st ; tb!,t individual to whom the petitions
ult. and departed a few days subsequently for i , , . .
San Francisco. I were presented became a petitioner a t once.—
The captain of the Sierra Nevada reports that ! Had the petitions been circulated a few days 
he saw AA alker at Rivas on the 17th of Janua- earlier we doubt not that the name of nearly 
ry, and that then the allies had not taken Vir­
gin Bay as reported by the British steamer at 
Greytown, nor had they made any attempt up­
on San Juan del Sur. lValker had an effective 
force of 1200 men, and is strongly fortified at 
Rivas whero he has a foundry, for casting balls.
The Nicaraguan route, however, is broken up.
Walker had not heard of the capture of his 
steamer up to the I7tb, but suspected some­
thing wrong.
Ship Narragansett, of Providence, arrived at 
San Juan del Sur Jan . 13.
Advices a t Panama are from Valparaiso to 
the 1st of J a n . ; Callao to 11th and Australia 
to Nov. 11.
Business at Valparaiso dull.
The U. S. ship J . Adams was still there.—
every voter in Rockland would have been ob­
tained, so manifest is it that the arrangement 
proposed is needed and deuiauded.
We learn also, that some efforts are being 
made among our neighbors of Thomaston and^ 
South Thomaston, in the same direction. They 
as well as we ought to take hold of this matter, 
for it is nearly as much against their interests 
as our own to have all the Courts held where 
they are—at the other extreme end of the Coun­
ty. W e regret that earlier action has not been 
taken in this matter, and that our friends in all 
the towns in this part of Lincoln have not 
Capt. Boutwell had arrived at Panama, and , looked out a little sharper for their interests.— 
took passage in the George Law. 'B u t it is too late now to get up petitions;
. The revolution in Peru progressed, the msur- . , . - -
gents drawing nearer the Capitol. An insur? i " “?JSX§IklS.efie!C ‘fhdivKluals of influence from 
crAntflasuoniguikshrmish with the forts, and a j everv town ought to present themselves to the 
government steamer, in which several foreign , - , . , , , . r  ,, ,vessels, including the American barque Luven- and 6,10W cIaims for tbe c ^ g o  pro-
ta , were injured. The English steamer Tribune posed. They ought to insist upon it—for if this 
end a French frigate interfered for the protec-1 arrangement is not effected, some other may be, 
tion of foreigners, when the insurgents hauled -which will render it useless for us to exert our- 
off leaving only the steamer Apurimac anchored , „ , T , , . .
in the harbor. A French sympathizer with the se*'es further in the matter. Indeed wo just 
insurgents was arrested, having in his possess-1 hear it rumored that petitions have gone up 
ion important papers. from Waldoboro' asking that it may be estab
Intercepted letters from Gen Vivanco to his ,i6hc;1 the shirc. town of  the County! and of 
wife are saiu to implicate the British and Amen- . ,□ r ,, , J
can Ministers in „the revolution. The revolu- course would follow that new and expensive 
tiooists had taken possession of the Chincha ; County buildings—Court House, Jail, &c.,— 
Islands. 1 would have to be erected there, a heavy part of
The English mail steamer Bolivia, from Pana- ,v . . . . .  , ,  r ,, o  , ,  , ,ma, had been boarded off Callao by the revolu- j tbo cost ° ‘ wblch would fal1 upon Rowland 1 -  
tionary steamer Tumbes, and an attempt made It is enough to say that the people in this sec-
Godev’s Lady’s Book.—The March No. of 
this splendid periodical is out in good season. It 
is a fine number, especially in the matter of its 
engravings, which are equal to those of any 
similar work. The fashion plates aro also ele­
gant ; and as to its literary articles it is enough 
to say that such writers as Miss Townsend, Mrs. 
Neal, Airs. Hale, and others of their class are 
constantly contributing to its pages. Tho Feb­
ruary number has uot been received. Mr. 
Godey will please forward it.
P utnam's Monthly.—The number for Febru­
ary opens with a very interesting article on 
“ New England Military Worthies of tho Olden 
Timo,”  in which Myles Standish appears first 
in the list of Alilitary worthies. The article is 
decidedly interesting, and gives us some infor­
mation that wo have never seen elsewhere rela­
tive to the character of the subject and his 
times. The “  Boston Ladies’ Reception of 
Washington” will be found capital reading for 
an evening, and “ Alemoirs of George Sand” 
another. We have just commenced to read the 
article on “  Southern Literature,”  arid expect 
to be richly paid for its perusal. The “  Edito­
rial Notes,”  the last to be named, but the first 
that we generally read, possess the usual inter­
est. The number is a good one, and does not 
show a falling off from its predecessors.
For sale by AV. A. Barker, No. 1. Spear 
Block.
The Schoolfellow. We are indebted to 
Dix, Edwards & Co., the publishers, for this
excellent little work for children. I t  in hnnrl- __ . wuaiiua mucn to amuse and
instruct the youug.
Forrester’s P laymate is another little work 
intended for the young people, aud is well 
adapted to the object. The articles are well 
written and to the point.
C o lo n e l B e n to n  in  th e  F ie ld  A g a i n « - H c  
B e lie v e s  in  F e m a le  P h y s ic ia n s .
Colonel Benton lectured in Boston the other
day, for the benefit of the New England Female 
Medical College, and sent the following reply to 
a vote of thanks sent him by Dr. Gregory, Sec­
retary of the College. The Colonel likes the 
idea of female medical education :
Tremont House, Boston, Jan. 21, 1857. 
Dr. Gregory ;—I must teg you to make my 
thanks acceptable to the Trustees of the New 
England Female Aledical College, and to the 
Afatron Managers associated with them, for their 
very kind appreciation of my effort to be of ser­
vice to the College on the evening of the 13th 
inst. It was a gratifying occasion to myself, 
and afforded me an opportunity of saying pub­
licly what I hed often said privately, and long 
felt—that the medical profession was incomplete 
without medically educated women, to go hand 
in hand with the regular physician, aud often 
to supply his place, in the treatment of com­
plaints peculiar to the female sex. As adjuncts 
to the regular physician, they would be of es­
sential service ; as practitioners themselves, no 
one can doubt their efficiency who knows their 
natural aptitude, for tho duties of nurse and 
physician. That natural aptitude is tho foun­
dation on which to build the superstructure of 
medical knowledge,
I think a matron physician should he attached 
to every seminary for the education of girls.— 
Their own knowledge and experience would tell 
them when to make inquiries : and their moth­
erly character would enable them to draw out 
revelations, (before it should be too late,) on 
which future health, or life itself might de­
pend.
I have the gratification to see than this Female 
Medical College has the countenance and sup­
port of so mauy of the Aledieal profession —a 
profession of so much alleviation to suffering 
humanity—so noted for its liberality and benev­
olence, and which dispenses an immense amount 
of charity unseen by the world. The sympathiz-~ ■' ••’-'liJitr* ■WCllIt'1 XAAu.iio <,11 Q lemare
practioner the worthy rival of the regular pro­
fession in this noble attribute of their calling.
Wishing every success to tho institution, I 
remain, dear Sir, your obliged feliow-eitizen, 
and deem myself personally fourtunate in hav­
ing made your friendly acquaintance.
THOMAS II. BENTON.
M A I N E  L E G I S L A T U R E M r . K nIIoch  W ith d r a w n  T e m p o r a r i ly  fr o m  T h e  B o n d  S tr e e t  T r a g e d y — V e r d ic t  o f  the
th e  P u lp i t — I lia  P a r t in g  A ddrcaa to  th e
C o n g r e g a tio n *
The indictment and arrest of Rev. Mr. Kal­
loch having renewed the public curiosity in his 
ease, a large audience again convened in Tre­
mont Templo yesterday morning. Rev Nathaniel
SENATE.
Thursday, Feb. 12.
Passed to be engrossed— An act to incorporate 
the St. Croix Insurance Company.
Passed to be enacted—An act to extend the Butler of Rockland, Air. Kalloeh’s friend and
timo for she Waldo Aiills Company to build , successor in the pastorate of the Baptist church
Future Housekeepers.—We sometimes catch 
ourselves wondering how many of the young 
women who are met with, are to perform the 
part ot housekeepers, when the young men who 
eye them admiringly have persuaded them to 
become their wives. W e listen to those young 
ladies'of whom we speak, and hear them not 
only acknowledging but boasting of their igno­
rance of all household duties, as il nothing 
would so low’er them in the esteem of their 
friends as the confession of an ability to bake 
bread and pies, or cook a piece of meat, or a 
disposition to engage in any useful employment. 
Speaking of our youthful recollection, we are 
free to say that taper fingers and lilly white 
hands are very pretty to look at with a young 
man’s eyes, and we have known the artless in­
nocence of practical knowledge displayed by a 
young Miss to appear rather interesting than 
otherwise. But we have lived long enough to 
learn that life is full of rugged experiences, 
that the most loving, romantic, and delicate 
people must live on cooked or otherwise pre­
pared food, and in houses kept clean and tidy 
by industrious hands. And for all the practical 
purposes of married life, it  is generally found 
that for the husband to sit and gaze a t a wife’s 
taper fingers, or for a wife to be looked at and 
admired, does not make the pot boil, or put che 
smallest piece of food into the pot, aforesaid. *
The Moral Evil or W ealth.—Orville Dew. 
ey says .—“ I am obliged to regard with con­
siderable distrust, the influence of wealth upon 
individuals. I know that it is a mere instru­
ment which may be converted to good or bad 
ends; but I more than doubt whether the 
chances lead that way. Independence and lux­
ury are not likely to be good for any man. Lei­
sure and luxury are almost always bad for any
ties with the Chinese have been adjusted : -’. .uu, « Ca vuuuty, B.iMUg  ui nasi vamuriuge, man. I know that there are noble exceptions.
On the loth of November, Captain Foote, of v,uek against the Rev. 1. S. Kalloch, and But 1 have seen so much of the evil effects of 
the United States ship Portsmouth, was on his th it he being subsequently arrested gave bond ! wealth upon the mind—making it proud, haugh- 
w a y b o m j hampoa to Canton, in the ship's with sureties in the sum of $2000, for bis ap- ty and im patient-robbing it of its simplicity,
to take her mails. Another unsuccessful a t­
tempt at revolution had been made in Bolivia. 
Advices from Australia are unimportant.
The harvest prospects were good. Flour dull 
at £22 per ton.
Nothing important from Aspinwall. Cali­
fornia news is not very important.
The Governor’s message to the legislature 
recommends the passage of an act to legalize the 
State debt, and a bill was introduced for that 
purpose.
Several shocks of an earthquake had been felt 
throughout the State. Buildings were shattered 
in Los Angelos and Santa Barbara.
The Gaudara party attacked the government 
troops at Sonora November 22d, but were re­
pulsed with a loss of IK men.
A force has been raised at San Francisco for 
a hllibustcring expedition to Sonora.
The mining news is favorable.
tion of Lincoln County are entirely opposed to 
that project.
As we said in a former article, some weeks 
since, it is not probable that in the eveut of 
having the change which we ask for effected, we 
should need or ask for the erection of any pub­
lic buildings for the present, and perhaps never, 
at tho expense of the inhabitants in the other 
end of Lincoln.
Could we but have a fair expression of the 
people on this subject, we have not the slight­
est doubt but that the result wculd be satisfac­
tory to Rockland. As it is we hope it will 
be.
M c are glad to learn that our City Council at 
a recent meeting, passed a vote instructing our 
Representative to use his influence in favor ofThe State Treasurer had deposited money with the Pacific Express Companv. for -the payment ,, , r , - „  , , , , , ,  , .
of the State interest, but the' Attorney General . plan °.f makln£ Rockland a half-shire town, 
obtained an injunction restraining the payment. ’s afl R should be, and in this the members 
------------------------------ ' of the City government have done no more than
L A T E R  F R O M  E U R O P E .  I to cxPre6S tho wish of citizens generally. We 
____ hope our Representative, whom we have every
Tho royal mail steamship Europa, Capt. rcason *° believe is a member of influence, will 
Leitch, arrived at Boston Sunday evening about look out for our interests in this matter, and 
eight o’clock, fine Europa left Liverpool on present our claims as he is able to do.—aud we 
Saturday, Jan . 31, and arrived a t Halifax on . , , , ,  r .  , , ,Saturdry, a t 5.15 A. AL, and left for this port ha\ e.n0 doubt hc wlU- Let us have the change 
at 10 A. AL Her news is three days later. ; al b^’3 session of the Legislature, ;'/' possible.
Tho Persian difficulty appears to be approach-1 -------------------------------
ing an end. It is believed that Persia has sub- ' M r .  K aU o c ll’s  C ass ,
mitted to British demands, but the intelligence ■ ,,
is still doubted in some quarters. °  | Before we go to press our readers will hav
pinnace, for the purpose of withdrawing the ., . ,
the American marines stationed in the foreign pe aanca at . 
factories, when in passing the Barrier forts, the ^ ‘d s 's precisely the course which we have 
boat was fired at by the Chinese and obliged to presumed would be pursued, and so len" as the 
put back to AA hampoa, notwithstanding that Pi, i,„ „ , .  . .
tho American flag was flying at the time, and * , ‘ ecame a subject which de-
was also waved from the boat, so that there mauded a le?>1 investigation, the friends of Air. 
might bo no mistake. Kalloch, g enerally, will be glad that the matter
The American man-of-war, Portsmouth and has assr.med the course above named. I t is 
pamfu! to the numerous friends of this gentle­
man who are still confident of his innocence, to 
too  lV that he should he subjected by the cir­
cumstances in which his enemies have placod 
Dim to anything so ennoying as a trial in a 
Court at law ; but they do not shrink from it—
Levant, immediately moved up the river and 
bombarded the forts, which the Chinese defend­
ed bravely, replying with a well directed fire, 
killing two men and wounding others, and doin<* 
some damage to the vessels. Commodore Arm­
strong then wrote to the Viceroy, demanding 
an apology within 21 hours. The reply beii.g 
unsatisfactory, the Americans proceeded at r,nce 
to take the fort which they have since d estroy- i do not fear tho resu lt, whatever amount of false
eu. In this service several lives were, ln.1;__A i , ,Since this took place, Yeh lias w r? ten to the ‘°Dy may be producod’ far tbey are conli- 
Ainerican authorities to say that th.cir th "  shall 
be respected, and that it was ent:,re)y a olistake
teat led to the misunderstanding. There are come out in tiic end appearing all the better for 
yet one or two small points a \  issue but we uu- i - , ,derstand that the A m e r i c r h a v i n g  passed through an ordeal so severe .-
dent that there are few chances for an innocent 
man to he convicted ; and they hope to see him
modesty, and humility—bereaving it of its largo, 
and gentle, and considerable humanity ; and I 
have heard such testimonies, such astonishing 
testimonies, to the same effect, from those whose 
business it is to settle and adjust the affairs of 
large estates, that I more and more distrust 
its boasted advantages ; I deny that validity of 
that boast. In truth I am sick of the world’s 
admiration ot wealth. Almost all the noblest 
things that have been achieved in the world,- 
have been achieved by poor men—poor scholars, 
and professional men, poor artizans and artists, 
poor philosophers, and poets, and men of genius. 
A man, trained in the school of industry and 
frugality, acquires a  large estate—his children
their dam across Goose River ; Resolve for al­
lowance of money paid by the State. Adj. 
HOUSE.
Thursday Feb. 12.
On motion of Mr. JOHNSON, of Augusta.
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judici­
ary be instructed to inquire whether further 
legislation is necessary in relation to mortgages 
complied with a power to sell on breach of same; 
also, in relation to the sale of timber lands re­
served for public uses.
SENATE.
Saturday, Feb. 14.
Resolve in favor of Silas S. Low came up on 
its second reading the question being on passing 
the samo to be engrossed.
The merits of the ease were briefly discussed 
by Messrs. HOYT, TWITCHELL, SCAA1AIAN, 
BURBANK. OAK, HALLOWELL and WEBB, 
and it appearing by a statement of the facts the 
claimant was deserving of and entitled to all 
that was given, the resolve was passed to bs en­
grossed.
Finally .passed—Resolve in favor of Charles 
S. Crosby and Arvida Uayford—in favor of 
town of Newburg. Adj.
HOUSE.
Saturday, Feb. 14.
Papers referred— Petition oi Benj. Litchfield 
and others of Rockland, that the costs incurred 
in securing themselves against loss on account 
of Shipbuilders’ Bank bills bo made preferred 




Papers from the House disposed of in concur­
rence.
Air. OAK, from the Committee or. Reform 
School, reported a Resolve making an appropria­




The House resumed the consideration of the 
Bill relating to the Supreme Judicial Court.
After some discussion, on a motion to print 
the bill, the House, on motion of Air. ADAMS 
of Newfield, laid the bill on the table, and or­
dered its printing. Adj.
How many wives aro responsible for tho two 
thousand seven hundred and five failures which 
took place iu the United States last year ?—E x­
change.
If we were to go into domestic matters in that 
way, it might be proper to inquire how many 
wives ate to have the credit of keeping up all 
the rest of the husbands who didn't fail !
Death of Judge P a rris .
Another of our venerable and respected citi­
zens is gone. The Hon. Albion K. Parris is 
dead. This morning he rose as usual, and at 
about half past 7 was sitting by his fire, and in 
the act of moving forward to stir it, he dropped 
upon the floor, dead, without a groan or any 
sign of suffering.
For some time past, the Judge had been suf­
fering from a constitutional infirmity, disease of 
the heart, and for the past few weeks had found 
it difficult to move about without feeling the ef­
fects of it. He had therefore kept very quiet, 
patiently waiting for the summons of death.
No man in Maine has filled so mauy places of 
trust, all the duties of which he discharged with 
singular fidelity. He was the first U. S. Dis­
trict Judge for Alaine, a member of the Conven­
tion that formed tho Constitution—was five
times elected Governor, from 1821 to 182G_
was Senator in Congress from 1827 to 1828— 
was appointed Judge of the Supreme Court 
June 25, 1828, which office he held till 183G— 
when he resigned on being apointed 2nd Comp­
troller of the Treasury, and removed to Wash­
ington.
Judge Parris was born in Auburn, Oxford 
county, in 1785 or 1786, graduated a t Dart­
mouth College in 1800 ; was ejected to Congress 
in 1815, and served till ISIS, till appointed Dis­
trict Judge. This office he held' till 1851, when 
he gave it up and returned to Portland.
In 1852 ho was elected Alayor of Portland.—
This is the last office he held, though against his 
wishes he was a candidate of his party for Gov­
ernor in 1854, and defeated. '
From 1815 to 1S53, a period of 38 years, he 
was, in public life. His last effort in public 
was as chairman of the Elgin Dinner in 1854.
Judge Parris was a man of good sound senso, 
urbane in his manners, patient and obliging in 
the discharge of the duties of offico. He had no 
brilliant qualities, and never attained to emi­
nence as a lawyer, though he made a respect­
able Judgo, lie had no enemies and enjoyed to [ overboard, but that a boat might have been 
an unusual degree the good will of all. In 1851 1 launched in 10 minutes, but they wouldn’t al- 
he united with the High street Orthodox Con- \ 1°"' anything to be done towards rescuing the
An Alleged Case of Cruelty at Sea.— An 
examination was had before U. S. Commission­
er Elias Alerwin, yesterday, in the case of Fred­
erick Dunbar, captain, and David Johnson, 
mate, of the ship Champion, who are charged 
with cruelly beating and murdering one George 
Bell, a seaman of the ship. The first witness 
was John M. Foster, a “ consul’s man,” who 
came home home in the ship, and whose testi­
mony was, in brief, that George Bell was chased 
overboard by tho chief mate, Air. Washburn, 
and Air. Johnson, the boatswain ; that it was 
one Sunday morning while the hands were 
wearing ship, and Bell was stationed a t the 
main brace. Capt. Dunbar was near him on 
the poop deck. The mate told Beil to go and 
get his cap (he had a handkerchief around his 
head.) Bell replied that ho had no cap, where­
upon the mate took a belaying pin and beat him 
upon the head. The mate then called the boat­
swain, Air. Johnson, and they both continued 
the beating until Bell’s face, in the language of 
the witness, “ was covered witli blood.” The 
witness swears that the captain was looking 
down upon the whole proceeding and did not 
interfere, and says the outcries of Bell were so 
loud as to call the attention of everybody. Bell 
finally broke away and ran forward, followed by 
the mate and Johnson. He jumped upon the 
rail forward of tho fore swifter, and thence 
sprang overboard. When Bell jumped over­
board, the boatswain was near enough to take 
hold of him. The witness says the boatswain 
sung out to Bell, as he was in pursuit of him—
Come back, you son of a
with which the latter was connected before com­
ing to Boston, appeared on the rostrum with 
Air. Kalloch, and conducted the preliminary 
services of the morning. During much of the 
time occupied by these services, Air. Kalloch 
sat with closed eyes, the pale and careworn ex­
pression of his face being more apparent than at 
any other time since the morning he first appear­
ed before liis congregation after the prevalence 
of the reports derogatory to his moral charac­
ter.
Immediately preceding the sermon of the 
morning, which was delivered by Rev. Air. But­
ler, Air. Kalloch arose, and after a somewhat 
prolonged pause, addressed the audience .sub­
stantially as follows
You all doubtless remember the circumstan­
ces under which I returned home and appeared 
before you three weeks ago to-day. Under great 
physical and mental prostration, surrounded by 
the most extraordinary and embarrassing ru­
mors, I presented myself before you atid de­
clared the whole Gospel. Up to thia timo I 
have continued tho same course, for the reason 
that I would not allow myself to be prevented 
from discharging my duty, by mere rumors, 
without foundation or tangibility
Since that time, although matters remain in­
trinsically tho same, yet externally they have 
assumed a different aspect.
As is well known to most of you. I have been 
indicted and arrested for crime, and have given 
security for my appoarance for trial
As far as my own feelings are concerned,-I 
could continue to preach for the next three weeks, 
with as good a heart as I have for the last 
three; but other reasons have influenced me to 
a different decision. Desirous to meet the trial
.. auu not as a minister, I will not
avail myself of the 6acredness ^f the profession 
to shield myself from the consequences, he they 
what they may, and contrary to the earnest and 
undivided wish of ray congregation, whose sym 
pathy has been a strong stay in this hour of 
darkness, I have determined to retire for the 
present from the ministrations of the sanctuary, 
and wait patiently aud confidently for the issue. 
Unhappy and torturing as is my position, still I 
shall enter upon the ordeal before ine with un­
doubted faith and courage, and confident of a 
just result. I ask the same fortitude of my 
congregation.
1 shall bo absent as short a time as possible, 
but long enough to make suitable preparation 
for my defense. Aleautime, my pulpit will be 
acceptably occupied and I hope you will con­
tinue to show your attachment to the Courts of 
Zion by regular and constant attendance.
Air. Kalloch concluded by introducing to the 
audience Rev. Air. Butler of Rockland, Ale., 
who occupied the pulpit during tho day.
The speech was delivered with evident marks 
of emotion, and amid great stillness on the 
part of the audience, many of whom left the 
Temple when it appeared that Mr. Kalloch was 
not to occupy the pulpit.—Boston Journal.
C oroner'N  J u r y — M r s. C u u n in g h a m  an il 
E c k e l h e ld  n s  P r in c ip a ls ,  n m l S u o d g r a s .  
n s A c cesso r y .
.N ew York, Feb. 15. Tbe Coroner's investi­
gation of the Burdell murder ended last night. 
The Jury, after five hours’ deliberation, render­
ed a verdict against Airs. Cunningham and John 
J . Eckel as principals, and young Snodgrass as 
accessory in the murder of Dr. Burdell. Au­
gusta aud Helen Cunningham are detained as 
witnesses.
After the Coroner yesterday had rendered bis 
charge to the jury, another witness was exam­
ined, who partially corroborated Farrell’s testi­
mony. This witness testified that on tho night 
of the murder he saw a man sitting on Burdell’ 
doorstep, evidently doing something to a shoe, 
which he had in his hand.
P robable D ecease of D r. K ane.-----A
despatch received a t  New York, on AIonday, 
by H . Grinnell, Esq., states tha t Dr. Kane 
has probably departed this life. The de­
spatch comes via Mobile, (supposed to have 
been received there by steamer Quaker City) 
and is as follows :
“  Havana, Feb. 13.—Dr. Kane is Btill alive, 
but cannot last through tbe day. His mind 
keeps right. He has just left his friends, and 
bade his countrymen farewell.
Wii. Morton.”
Mr. Morton has been D r, K anes’s servant 
and Steward for 7 years past, and accom­
panied him to the A rctic regions. D r. K ane 
was 34 years of age. H is disease was of a 
scrofulous nature, arising from scurvy and 
exposure during his N orthern explorations.
TnE Bond Street Murder.—The Coroner's 
examinatipn of tho Bond street prisoners took 
place on AIonday, the questions provided by law 
in such cases being very briefly uuswered. Air. 
Eckel said he was 34 years ot age ; he was a 
dealer in hides and f a t ; and was entirely inno­
cent. Mrs. Cunningham said her name was 
Emma Augusta Burdell ; wsa 30 years of ago ; 
and was entirely innocent. The answers of 
young Snodgrass wero remarkable. He said he 
was 18 years old, occupation, entry clerk ; in 
reply to tha question what he had to say to the 
charge preferred against him, he said :
“ That I am entirely innocent; I know noth­
ing whatever of the facts relative to the mur­
der ot Dr. Burdell ; if  any one knows anythiug 
about the murder in the family, 1 think it is 
Aliss Augusta Cunningham or the mother. Un­
derstand me—that is, if the murder was per­
petrated by any of the inmates of the house.”
Dunbar saw the whole proceeding. The cry of 
“ man overboard,”  was immediately raised.— 
Bell did not sink until he had passed some dis­
tance into the vessel’s wake. No effort was 
made to save him by boat, rope, or otherwise. 
The testimony of Christian Corliss, and
Hospital for Consumption.—The New York 
Herald is out in an able article in favor of the 
effort to establish a Consumption Hospital in 
that city. We make a few extracts:
“  For some years past efforts have been made 
to establish a hospital in our city for the treat­
ment of consumptive patients. A charter was 
granted, wo believe, about two years ago, since 
which time officers have been appointed and an 
appeal made to the public for contributions. 
Tho necessity for such an institution is created 
by the general hospitals, which, as in England, 
exclude those suffering from consumption, on 
the ground that it is an incurable disease.— 
Without a special hospital, the poor, when 
stricken down by this malady, aro nQt only cut 
off’ from all means of subsistence, but also from 
all hopes of relief. At present, consumption, 
which causes more than one-fifth of the adult 
mortality in this city, and to which the poor are 
peculiarly liable, from the causes already speci­
fied. is permitted to pursue its desolating career, 
alike unchecked by tho skill of the physician, 
and unalleviated by the charity of the benevo­
lent ; while for tho treatment of diseases much 
that Capt. | less common, but far more within tho control of
Abagail Gardner.—Tho Boston Courier has 
the following item of Mrs. Gardner, the woman 
who is charged with administering poison to her 
husband, because, in her opinion “  he was a 
good for nothing thing.”  I t is related of her, 
that on her way to Plymouth jail, she stopped 
a baker’s cart, took from it a quantity of gin­
gerbread, and told the baker to call at the post- 
office in Hingham and get his pay from her 
daughter, who is the post-mistress. In jail, the 
prisoner manifests indifference as to the circum­
stances which bryught her there; but report 
has it that she is “  extremely desirous of mak­
ing a good personal uppearance, wishes to dis- 
pley tier rings, pins, and other jewelry, so that 
shat ‘ she may look well, Aihen her friends call 
in to see her.’ ”
The Kalloch Case.—VYo are requested to 
state that B. F. Butler, Esq., of Lowell, has not 
been retained as counsel for the Government in 
the Kalloch case—the report that he had been 
so retained, being incorrect.—Boston Journal.
The Trenton (N. J .)  True American states 
that a boy about 12 years old, was struck with 
a stone on Sunday last, by another bov, and 
died the same afternoon from the effects of the 
injury.
Great Loss of Life by Shipwreck. -  -A Dutch 
barque, from China for Singapore, was wrecked 
in December, and 100 Chinese passengeis per­
ished. She had on board 250 in all.
their victims, excellent accommodations and all 
which science can offer, have been provided in 
the general hospitals. It is to ba hoped that 
the effort made to remedy this anomaly will not 
be suffered to die out, and that we shall soon 
seo the successful realization of the project of
Charles EllingwooH, seamen, was to the same j an hospital specially devoted to this class of dis- 
effect. These witnesses stated that there was a j eases.”
fresh breeze blowing at the time Bell jumped
A Mysterious P ersonage — Into a certain 
well-known restaurant in Park row, ever day, 
punctually at half-past two P. AL, walks an el­
derly gentleman, who proceeds straight to pri­
vate box No. 7, which at this time of day is 
always reserved for him. There he draws down 
the curtain and busies himself reading one of 
the morning papers until his dinner, Which is 
invariably composed of the same dishes, is pre­
pared for him. His gold-headed cane, with 
black silk cord and tassel, his ruffled shirt, his 
queue, his white neckcloth, and more than all, 
his precise and lofty polite demeanor declare 
him a gentleman of the old school. When his 
dinner is ready, it is set before him, and two 
small bottles of claret wine are uncorked, and 
with it two wine glasses are placed on the table. 
The old gentleman systematically then proceeds 
to finish both his dinner and his wine, and his 
maaner of disposing of the latter is what causes 
him to be regarded with unusual curiosity by 
the frequenters of the house.
Ho fills two glasses, drinks the contents of one 
himself and spills the other on the floor, aud 
thus continues until both bottles are emptied.— 
What invisible friend he imagines to be present 
with himself to enjoy the least; what unknown 
deity he propitiates by this profuse libation no 
one can tell. Certain it is that for more than 
three years has h« persisted in this curious cus­
tom, and during that timo has not spoken to 
any one connected with the establishment one 
single word. His first order was written on a 
slip ot paper, with instructions to duplicate it 
every day until the order was countermanded. 
Who the individual is who perseveres in these 
strango whims, the proprietor of the restaurant 
does not know, and he has too much good 
sense and too much respect for his pocket to in­
terfere with the peculiarities of his mysterious 
customer.—N , Y. Tribune.
Mr. Bennett thinks that the contemplated in­
stitution should not bo a mere “  home where des­
titute consumptive patients find shelter, and be pro­
vided with the necessaries o f life at 'the public ex- 
expense,’’ but a veritable hospital for the cure of 
thio disease. He condemns the heartless prac­
tice of "palliation,” which lias too long been 
the utmost effort of the faculty, and gives the 
following reasons for believing that better re­
man. Ellingwood stated that striking j with the 
belaying pin was going on every day ; that he 
(Ellingwood) was forced to go aloft when he 
couldn’t hold on except by liis arms, because his 
hands were frozen.
The government rested here, and Richard suits are now possible :
Alillett, carpenter of the vessel, was called by ! “ The question then rises, is it not possible,
the defense. He Swore that they were wearing j by any improved treatment, to accomplish more 
ship when Bell was drowned, and every man j than paliation? We believe that it is. The 
had to be at his place. Bell was bareheaded,! steady reduction which has taken place in tho 
and the mate struck him on his arm and told I number of deaths from chest diseases in New 
him to get his cap, hut the captain couldn’t j York, since the introduction of the treatment by 
have seen the blow from his position on the! inhalation, for which we are indebted to Dr. 
poop deck. The Captain behaved as a man to Hunter, is, we think, sufficiently positive evi- 
meu ; have known him to rebuke the other offi-, deuce that the resources of science in this class 
cers for violence to the hands about twenty! of maladies are not wholly exhausted, and that 
times ; there was a very heavy sea on at the ! more extensive results may be looked for, Let 
time Bell went overboard, and it wouldn’t have I us compare the statistics of consumption for 
been safe to lower a boat; it would take about I this city for the last three years, aud it will be 
half an hour to lower a qnartei b oa t; couldn’t j seen that whilst in England the mortality from 
have spared any one to go from tho ship; don’t j consumption is unchecked, with us, since tho 
think the Captain heard the cry of a man over-; use of inhalation, it is undergoing a sensible ile- 
board ; he didn’t move when the alarm was : crease. AV e give the numbers from the City In­
given. I speetor’s report:—
John Williams, tho colored steward, swore' 1854. 1855, I85G.
that the captain was in the cabin at the time, Deaths fm Consumption, 3032 2G24 2357.
and that he complained of the mate for not giv- ' Here we have the gratifying fact of a diminu- 
ing immediate information of the circumstances. ! rion in the mortality of 408 in the year 1855, 
VV’ ith this witness the testimony closed for the and of 075 in the year 185G, as compared with 
present. 11S54. I f  we contrast these results with the
. The U. S. Attorney then moved that the bail ! continually increasing mortality of the previous
have hrmness enough to act their part.—.Yew- of (j)e defendants be increased from $200 to years, there 's  no forced conclusion in ascribing
buryport Herald. $1000 each, and the Court accordingly ordered I this marked improvement to tho hold which Dr.
that they be held in that amount. Isaiaii AL ; Hunter’s system of treatment has taken of the
Atkins was accepted as the surety of Capt. j public favor. .
Dunbar. | In view of these facts we are justified in emit-
Tiie Court then adjourned to II  o’clock this ting the opinion that no hospital should be
gregational Church, under charge of the Rev 
Dr. Chickering, where he continued a consistent 
and devout worshipper to the time of his de­
cease.
Tue Shoe Trade is somewhat depressed at 
this time from the continued advance in the 
prices of all kinds of leather—that go up higher 
and higher with every month. There have also 
been some heavy failures of shoe merchants ; 
and the great snows blockading the railways, 
and the ice and freshets interrupting river navi- 
jation, have prevented the transportation of the 
manufactures, that the sales have not been so 
large as they otherwise would have reached.— 
These things have occasioned a holding up in 
manufacturers, and scarcity of money in that 
trade, but it is only temporary, i ’urehasers
from the South and West are arriving in largi 
possibly keep it, hut the third generation al- numbers, and great sales will be made at prices 
most inevitably gnes down the rolling wheel of j corresponding to the cost of stock. The manu-
fortune, and there learns the energy necessary 
to rise again. Aud yet we are, almost all of 
us, anxious to put our children, or to be sure 
that our grand-children should be put- on this 
road to indulgence, vice, degradation, and ruin 
This excessive desire for, and admiration of 
wealth, is one of the worst traits in our modern 
l civilization. We are, if I may so speak, in an 
! unfortunate dilemma in this matter. Our po­
litical civilization has opened the way for mul-
uerstanu mai tue Americr.ns wjn accept this " ,
apology, and withdraw from Canton. The --tnU our reliance is upon his innocence, and be- 
. I^o 'po^otiaries and Ga-^al commanders in chief1 cause the testimony against him cannot be made
ferenceat Can tona"<n, “ ®rica have held a can- to sppear consistent and truthful, however care- 
-e r c n c e  at canton, ou'. there have heon no r e - , r„n„ i , , , ,
suits of i m p o r t a n c e * u‘fy it may he prepared and arranged ; and
English news is of hut little interest. T h e :tboa6b u Pont,ledefenso>k o can llavethebene- 
1—ding papers are much engaged in speculations | fit of but little or no evideuce at all to establish 
relating to anticip,ated changes in the M inistry ,, his own innocence.
it  being generally believed that a  reconstruc- ‘ f .
tion of the ta b .n e t will shortly take place. "  c are Just as firm ln tbe bellsf of bls inn0"
Ita ly . : cence as we ever have been, and shall remain so, i ,,, , , , . . , ,’ titudes to wealth, and created an indefatigable 
From Naples accounts are deplorable. Terror j unld we see evldenca to convince us to tbe con- deg;re for k  . bu(. QUt mental c;Tili2ation hag not 
reigns t h r o u g h t h e  Capital and Kingdom.— trary, entirely better than any which has yet r . L t r .L
Arrests continue incessantly. The following appeared. And we are confident that this is  i S°nC Cn° USh t0 m k e  “ l'ISht “S9 ° f
cJa n " " s <ielp  \  C r'*ta*e of ! still the prevailing sentiment in Rockland, and '
r.itssiNA, dan. 28. Political arrests in Sicily , ,
increase in the most deplorable and odious man- wlletever Mr. Kalloch is best known, 
ner, without any discrimination,and even against
the opinions of the local a-jthorities. The pris­
ons are so encumbered th a t it  has been found 
necessary to dispose of '.he prisoners. Twenty- 
five were embarked iD the night between the 
20th and 21st on boa'.d the steam-corvette the 
Aliseno, to.be transported to tho Rocks of Utica 
and Pavigliano, der.ert islets off the west coast
lecturers cannot sell at the old rates ; and when 
cotton and tobacco, sugar, hemp and grain are 
high in the West aud South, giving abundant 
means, the people will not go bare-footed. In 
a very few months all the shoes in New Eng­
land—and the stock is smaller than usual—will 
he swept off’, and the supplj will not meet the 
demand. The future never looked better for 
that trade than to-day, if the manufacturers
Some hungry or malicious wretches removed 
one of the large panes of glass in the window of 
Mr. O. B. Falcs’ Store last AIonday night and 
‘ feloniously appropriated ”  a dozen bags of ex­
tra fine flour. The hags have since been found, 
but the flour is probably in somebody’s “ bread­
basket.”  A bog’s head also disappeared from 
G3” The mild weather of Saturday, 7th inst., ! Air. W illey’s prevision store. Perhaps tliat or
As will be seen in another column, Air. Kal­
loch has temporarily resigned his place as preach­
er before the Tremont Street Church, and will 
not appear again in the pulpit until tbe matter 
of his trial is disposed of.
andSt h - ° f  tbe pe°Ple r re 8arrotted' 1 broke the last links of the icy chain which had I some other ‘ 
and ttic caaspera'.ion of the people is extreme. r . . , J
Catania, Jaa . 22. Commerce is entirely a t 1 lor same tlme PreVious been stretching along 
a stand ; the tb. eatres are abandoned ; the clubs | our shores. Under these favorable circumstan-
are closed; tho streets are silent and almost 
deserted, for nobody is met but agents of tbe 
police escorted, {jy military.
Naples, Ja  n. 21. The theatres are closed; 
most of the cafes and hotels, more than half of 
the printi’jgo^ees, and a greater part of the 
librariof are a]so closed. The Custom-house is 
nearly ^eserted. Judge of tho state in which 
we e .re. The letter-boxes are shut, and every 
Pe’ .son wishing to post a letter must deliver it 
personally into tbe bands of a clerk. Since tbe 
explosion of the powder magazine and the ar­
rest of Alilano, more than 500 persons have 
been arrested, and of these certainly not more 
than 100 have been released.
One or the P igs,—A friend of ours was ar­
guing in favor of buying large pigs, in tbe 
spring, declaring it much better than to buy 
small ones, as they would eat but little more.— 
A neighbor differed from him iu opinion, where- 
uponhe told a 6tory which “  took down ”  his 
opponent, and all hearers decided tha t small 
pigs eat some. Said h e : “  Last spring 1 
bought a small pig from a drove, and he was 
good for eating, but would not grow m uch.— 
He got so, after a week or two, that he would 
eat a bucket full of dough, and after he had 
swallowed it all, I picked up the pig and put 
him in the same bucket I  had fed him from, 
and the little cuss didn't fill it ha lffu ll!"— Lynn 
News.
W arrant Issued.—A warrant has been is­
sued for tbe arrest of the husband of tbe late 
Mrs. Adams of Cohasset, whose death is sup­
posed to bane been caused by bis brutality and 
Deglect. Adame, however, has fled.
hog’s head ” knows somethin^ 
about that flour. Wo hope the chickens stolen 
from Robinson’s market will " la y  hard" on 
the thieves stomachs.ees, tlie afternoon of that day was signalized by 
a  most formidable onslaught upon the unoffend­
ing clams that are tbe lazy denizens of tbe 
“ flats”  around the “  Head of the Bay,” about 
a mile below tbe city. One lad affirms that be 
actually counted two hundred and seventy-five 
persons who were engaged in forcing from their 
clayey beds iu which they were reposing in lazy 
unconsciousness of their impending fate, un­
numbered multitudes of these much-appreciated 
bivalves. Those who had clarn-ored for an op­
portunity to regale “  the inner man”  with the 
acceptable savor of these favorite shell-fish,
doubtless hailed their advent with clam-onua bouS3 and a Rood lecture, 
ac-c/ani-afions.
AIusical Entertainment.—Tiie Rockland Band 
will give-a concert at Beethoven Hall on Thurs­
day evening of next week. The Band have 
greatly improved during the last year, and with 
their new instruments we may expect some­
thing very good at this entertainment.
r jT  The second lecture before the Rockland 
Lyceum will be delivered by Rev. J .  O. Skin­
ner of this city, a t tbe Congregational Church 
to morrow (Friday) evening. We predict a
’S B  The friends of Rev. Air. Church will not
There may be found a t the Alelodeon ' forSet tbat donation visit to bo made at bis 
Manufactory of the Messrs. Morse Brothers, and \ bouse tbis Thursday) evening. A full alien-
also a t  the Bookstores, a  now piece of Alusic 
called “ Summer Showers”  Polka, by our friend 
Geo. D. Smith (tho author of “  Lime Rock 
Puijsa.” ) A Ir.S in ith .it will be remembered, 
is a  successful Teacher of both vocal and in­
strumental music. Any one wishing to secure 
his services may do so by calling at the rooms of 
the Alessrs. Alorse over the store of Larkin 
Snow, Alain, front of Sea. St. .
dance and a plensant time is expected.
' Ship Builders & Railroad Constructors. 
Attention! ! — Go to the famous hardware 
house of Blodget. Brown & Co., 80 & 82 Pearl 
St. Boston, and seo the celebrated Burden s 
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad & Countersunk Rail­
road Spikes. ,
E t" Those of our readers who are in want of
The Secratary of the Alaine Board of Agri­
culture says in his annual report, which has 
just been rendered to the Legislature: “ I 
hold that until agriculture be pursued as a busi­
ness, and until we have faith iu it as u profita­
ble ODe, it can never attain the degree of im­
provement otherwise practicable, and there aro 
some considerations going to show that farmers
founded for the special treatment of pulmonary 
diseases without an attempt being made to 
couple wit i it Dr. Hunter’s system of practice 
which has been attended with such marked bene- 
Young Snodgrass was re-examined to day, j fits. M e are satisfied that, in order to obtain
foreuoon.
T h e  l lu r it e l l  M u r d e r  In q u in ilio u ,
New York, Feb. 14
generally luck faith in their pursuit as a and questioned as to whether he had recently for the inhalation system a fair opportunity ot 
purchased a dirk or a dagger. He answered | comparison, this gentleman could be induced to 
emphatically, “  No !”  j give a portion of his time gratuitously to the
A female who keeps a cano store in Broad- j new hospital, or any other that might bo es
business?
The Alleged Husband Poisoner. Mrs. Gard-De r? ;T fe 7 f7 h ria fo 7 o B to M te ?  a tff in g h am '' Way’ waS, Dext eS?min' d ' S1'e teStified t0 Bel1'  • t?b' i3h--d 6Cientifi° libeWl priD'
, J .................................. inor fcwn n a v a  n rev io u a  totho alleged poisoner of her husband, is now 
Plymouth jail, where sho must remain till her 
case comes up in the Supreme Judicial Court. 
The Plymouth Manorial has the following with 
reference to her appearance in ja i l :
“  We understand that since her arrival in 
this town, where she is now safely housed in 
the jail, she exhibits a recklessness, and a dis­
regard of the terrible position in which sho 
uow stands, similar to that which has charac­
terized her proceedings before, at, and after the 
death of her husband. Sho seems to be ex­
tremely desirous of making a good personal ap­
pearance, wishes to display her rings, pins, and 
other jewelry, so that "she  may look well, 
when her friends call to seo hor? ”
Served them R ight.—Simmons & Ballou tun­
nel contractors a Nortli Adams, lately vacated 
a store in Arcade block, and the next comer 
finding there part of a barrel of powder, sat it 
out upon the platform, under an awning. Two 
loafers took occasion last Sunday to sit npon or 
near this barrel and gaze a t the church-goers, 
enjoying themselves meanwhile with cigars; and 
the question being raised by ono of the fellows 
whether “  powder would burn,” the other re­
moved tho cover and applied a handful to his ci­
gar, after which both saw stars for a moment, 
and picked themselves up in various places, 
while the church congregations were brought 
out by an alarm of fire. The two men learned 
a lesson, and had it impressed upon them by 
sundry burns, bruises, ond other injuries.
A Clergyman with a P istol.—As the Rev
Dr.------was passing in the neighborhood ot 20th
street the other evening, ho was accosted by a 
rowdy who demanded his money, Instead of 
giving tho rascal his purse, the Doctor drew his 
pistol and told him “ he would get that ”  if heOF" AYe understand Air. Osgood intends soon Carpetings, are referred to the announcement, 
to open a private school, of which due notice in the advertising columns, of the New England did not clear out instantly, when the fellow 
will be givPen. j Carpet Company of Boston. | vam03ed ln doubl# ^ lck Y' M irror‘
ing two days previous to the murder, a dagger j ciples 
precisely like the one shown her, and which was ; 
subsequently found in Airs. Cunningham's prem- [ 
ises. The witness was then led into an adjoin-1 
ing room, where she pointed out Snodgrass from 
among fifty people, as the man to whom sho 
sold tho dagger.
Snodgiass was re-arrested on a warrant, and 
is now held in custody.
The estate of Dr. Burdell was to-day put in 
charge of the public Administrator.
Boston. Feb. 14.
The Grand Jury of Middlesex County have 
returned a bill of indictment charging Rev. I. 
S. Kalloch, pastor of the Tremont Temple Bapt­
ist Society of this city, with the crime of adul­
tery.
At the opening of tho Court in Cambridge 
to-day, Air. Kalloch appeared personally and
Snodgrass has been recognized as having pur- P'ead not Sudty. 8jvln!J bail in yLOOO for his 
chased a strong dagger on the day before Bur- ;‘PPeaiaDC8 Por tria  ^ R- H. Dana and H. AY. 
dell was murdered. Ho has heon committed to ainei are bis counsel.
the Tombs. Verdict this afternoon. i ----------------------------
------------------------------I Senator Fessenden.—The Washington Cot-
Singular CoiNCiDE.NCE.-Our readers are ad- ,rcspondent of tbe ®aDS°r -^ “rm i/has the fob
vised that Captain A. C. Cushman, of this city. Io"',nS *" reSard ta Senator Fessenden ; 
died on board of his ship, the Lancer, in No- , ,By ,tbe„way’ Mr' Pes3end®" 13 cha»«er.zed  
vemher last, a few days’ ‘sail from Pernambuco. by tba boutber" “ e|mber3 as be m09t «e,n 
His wife, whom he married a few months before manly mau 1Q tba Hlttck RePubhcan Party- 
his death, accompanied him on his voyago. ---------------------------
When the Lancer arrived a t Pernambuco, Cap- i The Three Powers—The press—the pulpit— 
tain Cushman’s remains were sent hqme in a I and petticoats, the three ruling powers of the 
vessel bound to Philadelphia. Subsequently ; day. The first spreads knowledge, the second 
■Mrs. Cushman took passage for home in a vessel! morals, and tho last spreads—considerably.
bound to Boston. Siie was in feeble health and ___________________
died on the voyage Both vessels arrived safely g T0 M BaooKS.-The Charleston
at their ports of destination, with the remains n  • f
of the husband and wife on board, but neither ® IT n ?  , n J  tb? friends of
wasahle to reach tho wharves on account of the f x p  ’eraor . i W* rUD blai
ice, and both remained ice beseiged—the one be- . orp  on° es^ 'n  . i„  * * a e J  represented
low Philadelphia and tho other below Boston. by Pre3toa S’ Brooks’
Last evoning Airs. Cushman’s remains urrived -------------------- ----- -
here from Boston, in charge of Alessrs. Hatch, The rose of Florida, the most beautiful of 
Gray & Co.’s Express, the vessol having hually ffow(!rs emits no fragrance. The bird of Para- 
succeeded in coming up the harbor. Captain dise( tho most beautiful of birds, gives no song. 
Cushman’s remains will probably be-received The cypress of Greece, the finest of trees, 
here from Philadelphia within a tew days, when yields n0 fruit.
the joint funeral services will be held. I t is al- , 
together peculiarly a sad and touching case, i
and full of strango coincidences and circumstan- The Kalloch Case. The cake of Rev. Air. 
ees. Truly, “  what shadows we are and what ! Kalloch will probably not come to trial for two 
shadows we pursue.”—New Bedford Standard,1 weeks a t least. There are a large number of 
7th. | cases that will have precedence.—Boston Jour.
The “ Man of P leasure.”
Rev. T. Cuyler, ot Alarket street Church, in 
liis discourse on “ Christian Alanhood,”  de­
livered on Sunday evening, made the following 
allusion to the Bond street tragedy :
“ I trust that no young man here will need to 
be warned against that wretchedly false idea of 
' manhood ’ which is so rife in certain circles of 
this million populated City. The counterfeit 
‘ manhood ’ of an oath and'a cigar-.a  bottle of 
brandy and a pack of cards—a box in the thea­
tre and a bet on the race course, Hundreds of 
young men are constantly aspiring to such 
badges of social nobility as those ! You may 
see these ambitious youths ordering, with a con­
sequential swagger, their wine suppers a t the 
fashionable 1 hells? You may detect them at 
the midnight hour pulling the door bells of 
haunts of infamy, and whispering false names 
through the iron lattice ; you may discover an 
infidel book in their trunks, locked up with an 
obscene picture, a revolver, a sporting calender, 
a directory to brothels, a few French novels, 
and—no Bible. Young women ! bewaieofsuch 
social serpents as these. They will enter your 
houses as their * father ’ entered Eden, only to 
seduce and destroy. New .York has her full 
share of these characters ; they pass for ‘ men 
of gallantry,’ ‘ men of pleasure?
Every now and then there is a tremendous ex­
plosion in our community, which blows off tho 
covering and lets us all look in upon the rotten 
heart of a certain stylo of city life. During 
the last week we have all been looking in with 
loathing and with consternation. We have 
stood in the chamber whose walls were bespat­
tered with blood, and have seen the bitter end 
of a career which cast off the sweet restraints of 
domestic purity for the polluting caress of the 
• strange womun? AVe have seen a remarkable 
cluster gathered around that corpse, amid hy­
sterical tears and ill-timed merriment. AVe 
have seen the unblushing courtesan testifying 
against the ‘ man of pleasure,’ who had Hung 
her aside for other spoil; the officer of justice 
swearing to scenes of broil and bitterness in a 
house where God’s law of marriage had been 
trampled under foot; and amid such surround­
ing we can descry some yot fresh Irom the fami­
ly altar of a rural home. Who did that deed o f 
darkness is yet a painful mystery, but it is quite 
too certain that there had been foul murder done 
to conscience and to character within those walls 
long before the garroter’s noose was slipped and 
the assasin’s poniard driven io theheart. Heav­
en save you, my dear young friend, from the 
‘ manhood ’ of lawless libertinism! And Heav­
en save our great metropolis, when its Brussels 
carpets come to be stained with blood, and the 
quiet of its stateliest streets is broken by the 
midnight shriek of murder.”
Hard to Believe.—Talton B. Butler, a tim­
ber cutter of Scrived county, Ga., went to Sav- ____  _ __
annab since Christmas to aall timber, was taken ua'deuu iflcc would not only render it awdet but leave 
aick, and. it was thought, died. There being a “  u » ^ ^ t r ^ M :
boat about to loave, his remains Ware deposited will never meniion it. Pour a single drop of “ Balm” on 
in a coffia and BSDt home. On opening the cof- your tooth brush and wash the teeth night and morning.— 
fin after its arrival, he was dis covered to smile. A “f^ E“ uTOULWcoMPLE:x7oN may easily be oe,uir 
ed by using the “ Bvlm of a Thousand Flowers. ”— 
It will remove tall, pimples and freckles from the siin, 
leaving it of n sofl and roseate hue. Wet a towel, pour 
on two or three drops, and wash the face night and morn 
ing.
SHAVING MADE EASY.—Wet your shaving brush it 
either warm or cold water, pour on two or three drops of 
‘ Balm of a T housand Flowers,” rub the beard well, 
and it will make a beautiful soft lather, much lacilitating 
tha operation of shaving. Price only Fifty cents. B 
ware of counterfeits. None genuine unless signed by 
W. P. FETRIDGE Ac CO.
, Franklin Square, New York.
For sale by all Druggists.
Sept. S5, 1856. 6m39
A PERFUMED BREATH.—Wlwt lady or gentleman 
would remain under tile curae of a disagreeable breath 
when by using the ‘-Balm of a T iiousakd Flowers”
Medical assistance was immediately called, and 
it is said that he is fast rocoveriug. He was in 
the coffin nearly two days and nights.
Extraordinary Robberies.—A German, John 
Henry, of Philadelphia, was robbed recently in 
the following high-handed m anner: In the 
evening, when near his own house, he was 
knocked down by two men, who rifled hie pock­
ets, and then assisted him into his own dwell' 
ing. Hero the thieves drew knives, and while 
Mt. Henry was at the door shouting for the 
watch, they terrified Mrs. Henry into yielding 
up the rings upon her fingers, ransacked a bu­
reau of its valuables, and rushed out the house 
with drawn knives and pistols, making their es­
cape with a large amount of booty.
New York Prohibitory Liquor Law. A se 
lect committed has reported to the New York 
Senate a now prohibitory liquor law, which it 
is thought may pass. It is quite rigorous iu 
its provisions. The first section makes it a 
misdemeanor for any person to sell any intoxi­
cating liquor as a beverage, and punishes such 
offense by fine and imprisonment; the second 
makes it an offense, punishable by fine, to be 
intoxicated in any public place.
C R A M P  A N D  P A I N  K I L L E R .
The world is astonished at the wonderful cures performed 
by the CRAMP AND PAIN KILLER, prepared by CUR­
TIS «fc PERKINS. Its equal has never been known for re­
moving pain in all cases; for the cure of Spinal Complaints, 
Cramps in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheumatism in all its 
forms, Billious Colic, Chills and Fever Burns, Sore Throat 
and Gravel, it is decideedly the best remedy in the world.— 
Evidence of the most wonderful cures ever performed by 
any medicine, are iu circulars iu the hands of Agents.
May, 15,1856. 201y
Suicide.—A young lad named Mark Cox, son 
of Warren Cox of this city, destroyed himself 
on Tuesday last by swallowing a dose of strych- 
nine. He took the poison about 9 1-2 o’clock 
A. M., aad after lingering in great agony for 
somo hours, died at 2 1-2 P. M. He was iu his 
sixteenth year.—A u g u s ta  Jo u rn a l.
The Flood in Canada.—The river Thames 
broke up on Sunday, 8th inst, Clark’s Bridge, 
at London was carried away. The bridge across 
the Kettle Creek, at Port Stanley, is gone. All 
tho warehouses were flooded. Most of the dams 
and brides on the streams are gone. Kilworth 
Bridge was carried away, aDd a man drowned.
Advertising One's Business.—Wo have just 
laid down a copy of the London Times, with 
the feeling which that journal always awakens 
in us—astonishment at, and admiration of, the 
prodigious extent to which Englishmen, in the 
pursuit of wealth, advertise their business.— 
The vaunted editorial ability of the Times is, in 
our opinion, more than matched, upon more 
than one American newspaper. But its adver­
tising supplement and its own solid columns of 
infinitely varied announcements, are a wonder 
unequaled in our journalism, as it is character­
istic of the most systematic and successful prop­
erty acquirers on the face of the earth. W hat­
ever the English have got to sell they advertise. 
The solid columns of the London Times are a 
reflection of the industry of a large part of the 
British people.—Albany Journal.
A  P e r f e c t  C u r e  a n d  n o  M is ta k e .
From the Editor of the New York Mirror, August 9.
About four weeks since, one of the compositors of this 
office was suffering so badly from a cough that he was un­
able to sleep nights, and too weak to stand at his case. He 
became very pale and thin, and gave symptoms of falling a 
victim to quick consumption. We recommended to him 
various medicines, which had no effect. Finalty, we gave 
him one bottle of WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD 
CHERRY. It afforded him immediate relief, and he is 
now a well man, and not the slightest symptom of a cough. 
These are facts, and further particulars may be learned at 
this office. We should add that the cough in the above 
ense was acompanied by a profuse spitting of blood.
None genuine unless signed I. BUTTS on the wrapper.
SETH W. FOWLE A CO., 138 Washington Street Bos­
ton, Proprietors. Soid by their agents everywhere.
Agents for W istar’s Balsam and Oxganated Bitters,—C. 
P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Rockland; A. 
SWEETLAND, Rockport; J. II. ESTABROOK, Camden; 
WM. COOK, and G. I. ROBINSON Thomaston. 2w6
V J G G J X ’S
N E U R O P A T H I C  F L U I D ,
FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil­
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Affections,
&c., Ac.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested 
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to test 
for themselves the merits of his invuluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom­
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find no su­
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef­
fects bv its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tonic and Anti- 
Spasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous system, 
and is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele­
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false cucomiums 
upon his discovery, he will refund the money paid for the 
medicine in any case of failure where it has received a fair 
trial.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, and for sale by C. P. 
FESSENDEN, No. 5, Kimball Block.
.1. H. ESTABROOK, Jr., Agent for Camden.
Rockland, May 21, 1856. 21 tf
N 0 1 E
CAUCUS.
The Republicans of the City of Rockland are 
requested to meet at the school-house near N. 
A. Farwell’s on Saturday, the 21st inst., a t C 
1-2 o’clock P. M., to nominate a candidate for 
Mayor and Municipal Judge.
Per order of the
City Committee.
Rockland, Fob. 18, 1S57-
R ET U R N  IT .-----Any person having abound volume of the “ Rockland Gazette” in their possession, belonging to this office, will confer a favor by 
returning it.
Rockland, Feb. 4,1856.
SPEC IA L NOTICES
1a ee l l i r e
O n F r id a y  E v e n in g  n e x t ,  a t  7 o 'c lo c k  iu  th e
C O N G R E G A T I O N A L  H O U S E -
REV. MR. SK IN N ER
will deliver a lecture before the Teachers Association. 
The Mozart Musical Society will be present to aid in
the exercise of the evening.
Rockland, Feb. 18, 1857.
G O O D N E  W
F O R  T H E  A E F L IC T E D .
Of all the pains since man was cursed,
I mean of body not the menial,
To name the worst among the worst,
The dental sure is transcendental.
I can sympathize with all who have been so unfortunate 
as to find it necessary to take a last sad parting interview 
with an old Friend and Grinder. It i9 truly an affecting 
scene. And i.i order to avoid the recurrence of such 
scenes as much as possible, I have, by the daily solicita­
tions of my friends and patrons, been induced to put up 
into convenient form, and offer for sale a Tooth Elixir, 
which is a sure, safe and speedy cure for (what the Poet 
Burns calls the Ilell of all diseases) the Toothache, in all 
cases where ulceration has not already taken place.
It is the same Toothache remedy that 1 have used in 
my practice for many years, and "all iu whose mouths I 
have used it can testify to its merits.
1 now put it into the market with proper directions, 
(which must be followed in order to insure success) so 
that all both far as well as those near me may have the 
benefit of it. There is one advantage in using the Elixir 
over all other remedies usually employed for tfie cure of 
the Toothache, viz, it will not injure the other Teeth. 1 
make the above statements with a perfect knowledge of 
the facts, and with whatever reputation I may have as a 
Dentist nt stake.
The Elixir may be had at wholesale and retail at the 
proprietors office and at N. WIGGIN’S Drug Store, No. 3 
Spear Block, Main Street. Rockland.
J. W.TRUSSEL.
December 16, 1856. 51tf
T o  th e  O ld  a n d  Y o u n g .
Read the advertisement of PnoF Wood’ Hair R estor­
ative in another column. “ It will do all that it professes 
to do,” says the'Editor af the Erie Observer, “ or our eyes 
have deceived us in looking at the heads of some of our "ac­
quaintances.” No one, old or young, who admires flowing 
ocks or waving curls, should fail to read. 3m6
K . W I G G I N ,
D ruggist and Apothecary,
NO. 4 SPEAR BLOCK.
(Recently occupied by J. C. MOODY.)
DEALER IN
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S ,  C H E M I -
c a l« , P c r fu iiie r y .a n d  F a n c y  Goodg.
— ALSO —
P A P E R  H A N G I N G S , W I N D O W  C U R
TAINS, FIREBOARDS AND BORDERS.
R O C K L A N D , M E .
Oct. 22, 1856. 43tf
Opinions oe the Clergy.—Vegetable Pulmonary 
Balsam for Coughs, Colds and Consumption.
The late Rev. 1)r. Leonard Woods, Andover, Mast 
writes—“ From a long use of the Vegetable Pulmonary Bal­
sam in my family circle, and in some instances among theo­
logical students, I have been led to regard it as a safe and 
efficacious inedicide.”
R ev. Dr. Lyman Beecher, Boston, says—“ I have used 
the Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam myself, with benefit, 
Catarrhal Coughs and Colds, and have known it to be used 
with good effect in the early stages of Pulmonary Affctions, 
in families around me.” Reed, Cutler Co., Druggists, 
Boston, sole proprietors. Tuke no other, as there art 
many imitations. Price 50c and SI. 5eow
w 5 g . F R Y E ?
Attorney and Counsellor a t Law
R O C K L A N D ,
L IN C O L N  C O U N T Y , M E .
O F F I C E ,  —  W ilson W hite's Block.
O ’ Particular attention given to the drawing of I n ­
s tr u m e n ts ,  and to the C o l le c t in g  o f  D cm nnda. 
August 17, 1855. 3It
^ C L A R K E TS ~U E M A L E ¥iL L S
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
Prepared from a prescription ofSir James Clarke, M. D. 
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen. This invaluable 
Medicine is unfailing in the cure of all those painful and 
dangerous disorders to which the female constitution 
subject. It moderates all exeess, and removes all obstruc­
tions, and a speedy cure may be relied on.
TO  M A R R I E D  L A D IE S  
it is peculiarly suited. It will, in a short time, bring on 
the monthly period with regularity.
Each bottle, Price One Dollur, bears the Government 
Stamp of Great Britain, to prevent counterfeits.
C A U T I O N .
These Pills should not be taken by females] that are 
pregnant, during the first three months, as they are sure to 
bring on miscarriage ; but at every other time and in every 
other case, thev are perfectly safe.
Sole Agents for this country.
I.C . BALDWIN & Co.,
'  Rochester, N. YT.
TUTTLE A MOSES, Auburn, N. Y-, General Agents.
N. B. $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au 
thorized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, ’and N. WIGGIN, 
Rockland ; and oue Druggist in every town in the United 
States.
BURR, FOSTER A CO,, No. 1 Cornhill, Boston 
Wholesale Agents for New England.
February 19, 1857. em8
The subscriber would inform those who are contemplat­
ing having
P O R T R A I T S ,  
of themselvesTor friends, that he will execute them, at the 
present time, iu
C o lo re d  C r a y o n , o r  O il.
upon the most reasonable terms, and in a slyle of great per­
fection mid elegance. Those who have
Daguerreotypes o f  departed fr ie n d s  
and wish to have their images restored to the size, color 
ami reality ot life would do well to embrace this op­
portunity, and engage the subscriber, as he warrants satis­
faction or no pay.
He may be found on Granite Street, first House west 
from Union Street.
Old Paintings, Retouched and Restored.
G. F. FLING.
Rockland, Jan. 6, 1856. 2tf
Kats, Kats, Kats.
They pollute your food !
They devour your substance !
They tease you by night,
And impoverish you by day !
Why will you suffer all this,
W h e n  n  2 5  c e n t  b ox  o f  
P A R S O N  4  C O . ’ S 
K .S T  E I T E R J U I ^ T O R
Will insure permanent relief 
IT  ACTS U P O N  R A T S L IK E  A  T E R R O R :  
They cannot stay and breath where it is,
, W. ATWELL, Portland, Stale Agent.
. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents lor 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. Gtf
D r . M a r s h a l l ’s  S n u ff .
I .  re c o n im r u d c d  by th e  B eat P h y s ic ia n s
throughout the country, and
U S E D  W I T H  G R E A T  S U C C E S S
FOR THE CURE OF
C A T A R R H A L  A F F E C T I O N S .
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine 
generally. Gtf
MRS. W IN SLO W ’S
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P .
For snle by
C . W .  A T W E L L , P o r t im id , State Agent.
C. I’. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock­
land and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine gen­
erally, 6lf
o a-’
TH IR TY  YE A R S’ E X PERIEN CE
A  A O L D  A U K S  K
Let no wife or mother neglect t 
In another column of this paper.
May 15, 1856.
read the advertisement 
It is highly impotaut.
20ly
Select School.
R. S. MAYHEW will open a select
chool in
F I N E  G R O V E  S C H O O L -H O U S E ,
commencing MARCH 16, to continue eight weeks. 
T U I T IO N .— For the term, $ 1 ,5 0 .
Less than the term, 2 5  c i s .  p e r  w e e k .
Rockland. Feb. t l ,  1857. 3w7
ILL SC|„
In Unity, by Rev. J. I. Brown, Mr. Hartley B. Rice of 
Unity and Miss Aurelia J . Young of Unity formerly of Ma- 
tinicus.
In Belfast, 8th inst., by Rev. C. Tibbetts, Mr. Davib Web­
ber, of Searsport, and Miss Adeline O. Crockett, of Belfast.
In Lincolnville, Feb. 3, by J. I). Tucker, Esq., Capt. 
George II. Alexander, to Miss Augusta M. Drink water, both 
of Northport.
In Belmont, Feb. 5, by Sanuiel Fletcher, Esq., Mr. Wil­
liam F. Mariner, and Miss Mary C. Bracket), both of Bel­
fast.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 31st, by Asa McAllister Esq., Capt. 
Ephraim Alley, of Edon, to Miss Sophia Hodgkins, of Tren­
ton.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 7, by Rev. A. Prince, Mr. Alexander 
T. Weaver to Miss Theodosia Staples, all of Ellsworth.
Ill Rockport, Feb. 6tb, by Thos. Spear, Esq., Mr. Charles 
W. Thorndike to Mrs. Sarah E. Pitts, all of R.
“ Twas a beam 
Beyond all picturing of earth ; a look 
As we have heard of angels, where no lips 
Are wanted to give utterance to thought;
Its glance was radieut thought.”
And “ thus she lived, and so she died.” How wide the 
contrast between such a departure and the death-bed of 
reconciliation.
As a church we feel that a dark cloud has swept by and 
intercepted our sunshine. A bright light has flickered in its 
socket and gone out. A praying one has gone. In the fe­
male prayer meeting she has left an empty chair. The sab­
bath school has lost a praying teacher. We doubt not that 
she is in a better, brighter world than this and still doing 
the will of her Father in Heaven.
The following lines, expressive of her implicit confidence 
in God and resignation to his divine will were written a few 
day subsequent to her last sickness, and found in a book 
by her husband the day after her burial:—
Savior into thy loving hands 
My feeble spirit I commit,
While wandering in these Border lands 
Waiting thy voice to summon it.
These Border lauds are calm and still 
And solemn are their silent shades,
Yet my heart welcomes them until 
The light of life’s long evening fades.
I heard them spoken of with dread 
As fearful and unquiet places ;
Shades where the living and the dead 
Gaze sadly in each other’s faces.
But since thy hand hath led me here 
And I have seen this Border land—
Seen the dark river flowing near—
Stood on the brink as now I stand,
There has been nothing to alarm 
My trembling soul; why should I fear?
While thus encircled by thine arm,—
I never felt thee, half so near.
In Thomaston 6th, Mrs. Sarah B. wife of G. L. Putnam, 
aged 29 years.
In Thomaston, at the residence of her daughter, 14th 
inst., Mrs.Lucv, widow of Charles Spofford, Esq., of 
this city, aged 70 years.
In Rockport, 7th inst., at the residence of her son, N. T. 
Talbot, Mrs. Abigail, widow of the late David Talbot of 
Turner, aged 81 years.
In Rockport, 15th inst., Sarah Elizabeth, daughter of 
James C., and Caroline Jordan, aged 3 years and 9 months. 
Also, two children of Mr. William Hall.
In Belfast, Feb. 7th, of consumption, Mr. Samuel Wesley 
Locke, eldest son of the late Samuel Locke, Esq,, aged 29 
years 3 months and 23 days.
In Camden, Feb. 4th, Thos. J., son of Capt. Jefferson 
Pendleton, aged 9 years.
In Bluehill, Feb. 4, in the hope of a glorious immortality, 
Mrs. Sarah Osgood, relict of the lato Dr. Osgopd, aged 75.
M;A R I  N E J O U R N A L
PORT OF ROCKLAND- 
Arrived.
February 15th, schr Marcia Farrow, Blaisdell, Baltimore. 
18th, Delaware, Bridges, Cape Cod.
Sailed.
To Let.
A tenement oyer my Store. Possession givenimmediately.




AU- R. M. PILLSBURY’S.
February 12, 1857. 3w7
Blacksm ithing.
rF IIE  subscriber, thankful for the liberal pat- 
X ronage heretofore enjoyed, would inform the public 
that he has a
L a r g e  a n d  V a r ie d  S to c k  o f  I r o n ,  
bought lor c a s h , at the lowest figure, which will enable 
him to do work at such rates as to make it an object for 
persons wanting
I R O N  W O R K ,  
to give him a call, at the foot of Winter Street, a lew 
rods below the residence of Larkin Snow.
V E S S E L  A N D  C A R R IA G E  W O R K ,  
SHOEING AND JOBBING, GENERALLY.
E L I  S P R A G U E .
Rockland, Feb. 9, 1857. 4w7
CLOSING UP.
W IN T E R  M IL L IN E R Y
YA.M? C O S T
F O R  GO D A . Y S .
at F. J.KIRKPATRICK’S, ’
N o . 3 SpoO ord B lo c k .  
Rockland, Jan. 28, 1857. 5if
C i t y  C o l l e c t o r ’s
n o t i c e :.
P IE subscriber would hereby notify the Tax- Payers of this City, that he may be found at his office on Lime Rock Street, next dour to the Post Office, every 
SA T U R D A Y ', from 9 o’clock, A. M., to 7 P. M., te re­
ceive T a x e s  assessed for the year 1856.
Such persons ns have not paid their T a x e s  are earnest­
ly requested to call and settle the same.
CHAS. A. LIBBY, Collector. 
Residence—-N o. 2 Rankin Block, Main Street. 
Rockland, Jan. 28, 1857. 41tf 5tf
O ld  A u n t  C o n a n t ’s  ”
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate held 
at Wiscasset within and for the County of 
Lincoln, February 2, 1857.
T01IN LERMOND, named Executor in a cer-
O tain insirument purporting tobrf the Inst will and tes­
tament of NANCY LERMOND, lute of Union, iu said 
County, deceased, having presented the same for Probate :
Ordered-T ha t the said Executor give notice to all 
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
posted up in a public place in the town of Union, and by 
publishing the same in the Rocklnnk Gazette, printed at 
Rockland three weeks successively, that they may'appear 
ut a Probate Court to be held at Wiscasset iu said County 
on the first Tuesday of March next, and shew cause, if 
any they have, why the said instrument should not be 
proved, approved, and allowed as the lust will and testa­
ment of said deceased.
BEDER FALES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—A t t e s t E .  Foote, Register. 3w7
M aine Insurance Co.,
A U G U STA , M E. 
Chartered Capital $300,000.
J. L. Cutler, Pres’t. J. H. W illiams, Sec’y.
D I R E C T O R S :
John L. Cutler. Augusta, I J. II. Williams, Augusta.
Samuel Cony, “  | John M. Wood, Portland,
Geo. W. Stanley, “  I Charles Jones, “
Darius Alden, “ , S. P. Shaw Waterville,
John D. Lang, Vassalboro’,
This Company was incorporated in 1853, and the amount 
of capital required by the charter has been taken by some 
of the most responsible men in the State. It is designed 
to meet tha wants of that class of our citizens who desire 
to insure iu a
S A F E  H O M E  ST O C K  C O M PA N Y '.
The subscriber having taken the Agency of 
the above POPULAR OFFICE, is prepared to 
issue Polices on
D W E L L I N G  H O U SE S, H O U S E H O L D  
F U R N I T U R E , ST O R E S, M E R C H A N D IS E  
a n d  P e r s o n a l  P r o p e r ly  g e n e r a l ly .
Also—on Vessels in port, or while building 
or repairing, against loss or damage by Fire, on
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th,1 ship Fanny McHenry, Smith,
London 19 days; brig Enterprise (of Belfast,) Grindle, Ma- 
tanzas.
Below, ship Harmonia, Doane, from Glasgow, brig Conrad,
Barry, (of Prospect.) from -----.
HOLMES* HOLE, Feb 13. Ar sells Medora, El wall,
Rockland for NYork, with loss of an anchor on the 
Shoals; J It Jewett, Oliver, NYork for Boston.
TARPANL1N COVE, Feb 14. Arr schr Medora, Elwell, 
of and from Rockland for NYork.
Sid sell Lizzie W Dyer.
Passed by at 3 PM, sell Leona, Jameson, from Rockland 
for Key West.
NORFOLK—Cldfl2th, sells. Charles William, Torrey,
Barbadoes; Vermont, Elliott St Jago; Sylvia, Hathaway, ! a3 favorable terms »S any offices that pay their 
Norwich; Jane, Ingraham, Rockland. j J k j
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 7th, ships Edw Everett, Gunby, losses promptly.
Bremen; John Spear, Bullock, Havre; barque Marlnn, 1 r
Homeward, Havana.
Towed to sea 3d, ships Wellfleet, Helen McGaw, Old 
England; 5th, barque Ninevah; sells Bullrush and Star.
Ar 14th, ship Windermere, Wilson, Havre.
Ar ut SW Paas 9th, ship Gen Cushing, Verina, Bath.
DISASTERS.
Ship Tsar, Fales, at San Francisco 15th ult, from NYork 
ns off" Cape Horn 28 days in heavy westerly gales, during 
which lost bend rails, jibbuom, bulworks, split sails, and 
sustained other damage.
Beaufort, SC, Feb 16. Sell R L Myers, from NYork 
lies strauded on Ocracocke Bar.
FRANCIS HARRINGTON
MANUFACTURER OF
B L O C K S  &  B L T M Z P S ,
A T  S T E A M  .M IL L , U P  S T A IR S ,
ROCKLAND, ME,
February, 18, 1857. 8tf
T ARD OIL.—Winter Lard Oil, of extra qual-
X-* ity constantly for sale at City Drug Store.
8tf Sign of the Blue Mortar,
E. II. COCHRAN, Agent. 
Office— S pofford  B lo c k , Main St. Rockland. 
February 4, 1857. 3m6
V A L E N T I N E S !
V A L E N T I N E S I
T H E  B E S T  A SSO R TM EN T
I N  T H I S  C I T Y  A T
Rockland, February 1, 1857.
E. R. SPEAR’S
W ho has Lost.
]" EFT a t the Store of the subscriber, io the-J early part of the present winter, a bundle of Ladies’' Boots, which the owner can have by calling, proving prop­
erty and paying for this advertisement.
SAMUEL TIBBETTS.
: Rockland, Feb. 3, 1857. 3w6
I R J A M E S  C L  A
Notice Extra.
~  ~ | THOSE baring Books belonging to me, will
R K £  S A oblige ine much, (and do a common act of Justice)
FEMALE PILLS.—A fresh invoice received this day at 
City Drug Store. Sign of the Blue Mortur. 8tf
by returning them. 
Rockland, Feb. 4, 1856.
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S . N o tic e .
M Y  patrons will please remember that they rPO WATER TAKERS.—As many persons 
111 can find at my Store, all the various kinds of Patent X  are in the habit of letting their water run to waste in 
Medicines in
F. G. COOK, City Drug Store.
Sign of the Blue Mortar-
3Zj  © £1 t  ij- © JtJ S t o r e .
L. C. BURKETT,
TXTOULD announce to citizens of Rockland
’ ’ and vicinity that he has opened a S T O R E  in the
J. 1‘- FISH building near the brook, where may be found 
all kinds of
S O L E  A N D  U P P E R  L E A T H E R ,  
LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS, 
T R U N K S , YrA L IS E S , C A R P E T  BAG S & c„
for sale wholesale or retail at the lowest CASH PRICE. 
Those in want of any of the above articles will please 
cull.
N. IL Cash and the highest price paid for Hides and 
Calfskins.
Rockland, Feb. 16, 18-57. 8tf
D. B. Bridqford.
cold weather, and by so doing depriving all the inhabitants 
on the highland of the use of water, it will become neces­
sary to shut off the water in the street from those places 
where it is running to waste and keep it off during the 
freezing weather, which will be done ut the expense of 
the j erson using the same. No further notice will be giv-
\V. A. FARNSWORTH, President, R. W. Co. 
Rockland, Jan. 27, 1857. 5tf
N. T insley Pate 
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
BRIDGFORD, & CO.,
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
ON THE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS., 
R I C H M O N D , V A .
They will make liberal C ngli A clvnitcea o n  C o n - penne
TO FARMERS & GARDENERS.
'TH E SUBSCRIBERS OFFER FOR SALE
J- 4 0 ,0 0 0  barrels of their
N E W  2 \N D  I M P R O V E D
S  S  e
Manufactured from the night-soil of New-York city, in 
lots to suit purchasers. This article (greatly improved 
within the last two years) has been in the market for eight­
een years, and still defies competition, as a manure lor 
Corn and Garden Vegetables, being cheaper, more power­
ful than any other, ami at the same time free from disa- 
i greeable odor. Two barrels ($3 worth) will manure au 
acre of corn in the hill, will save two-thirds in labor, will 
’ cause it to come up-quicker, to grow faster, ripen earlier.
, and will bring a larger crop on pool ground than any other 
1 fertillizer, and is also a preventative of the cut worm; 
j also it does not injure the seed to he putin  contact with 
it.
The L. M. Co. point to their long-standing repetation, 
and the large capital ($100,000) invested iu their business, 
as a guarantee that the article they make shall always te  
j of such quality as
e, delivered i
) command a ready sale 
the city free of charge and other ex-
ig iiw ciitH  to their address. They also will attend 
particularly to orders for the purchase of
F L O U R , F E E D .  C O R N , & c .
of Richmond generally.
8tf
C O U R T S O F P R O B A T E .
S T A T E  O F  M A I N E .
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court oi Probate held at W iscas­
set within and for the said County of Lincoln on the first , 
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord eighteen 1 
hundred and fifty-seven.
Ordered : That from and after the day aforesaid the 
Courts of Probate witliiu and for the County of Lincoln 
he held ns follows, viz:
At the Court House in Wiscassat on the first Tuesday j 
of every month except the month of August.
At the Hotel lrr Waldoboro oil the last Tuesdays of May 
and October.
At Thomaston on the Wednesday next following the 
last Tuesdays of May and October.
At the Custom House rooms in Rockland on the Thurs- j 
day next following the last Tuesdays of May and Octo- i 
her.
When sai«l Court is holden at Wiscasset it will be open- j 
ed by adjournment on the seond day for the accommoda­
tion of those whose business cuiniot be accomplished on 
j the first day of the term.
And whenever this urrngement shall conflict with any 
, ol the provisions of the 108th section of the 115lh chapter 
I of the “ Revised Statutes ” the Court will be holden on 
i the following day.
BEDER FALES, Judge.
I A ttest:—E. Foote, Register.





And at the rate of $1,50 per barrel for any quantity over 
six barrels.
(CZ A Pamphlet, containing every information will be 
sent (free) to any one applying for the same. One ad­
dress is—
THE LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
Office, 60 Cortlandt St., New York. 





P E B R  U A R  Y  M A G A Z I N E S .
Harper, Putnam, Lady’s Book, Household Words, 
Schoolfellow, Tribune Almanacs, &c , received and for 
sale by
2wC WM. A. BARKER &. CO,
In this city, 16th inst., Mr. Nathaniel W. Healy, aged 59 
years, 6 months and .5 days.
Iu this city, 13th, Mr.W. IL Burns, aged 25 years and 10 
mouths.
In this city, 15th inst., Mary J., daughter of Benjamin P., 
and Mary W. Mitchell, aged 2 years and 5 months.
In this city, 14th inst., Hattie Eva, daughter of A. P., 
and Lucy A. Waterman, aged 2 years, 1 month and 8 days.
In this city, Feb. 5, Mrs. Augusta P. wife of Mr. Eph­
raim Barrett, aged 35 yrs. 9 mos. and 23 days.
How sacred is the office of friendship when it comes to 
perform its last sad duty. To be a true friend requires every 
clement of true greatness.
To be a friend in adversity as well as in prosperity ; in 
sorrow as in joy, is to come near that standard of excel-.
lenre which God has given us in the example of our blessed A LARGE assortment of VALENTINES DlffV 
Savior. She whom we would commemorate in this brief i J.X
V A L E N T IN E S ,
V A O T M S ,
notice was such ail one.
When quite young she chose that better part which could I 
not be taken away from her. Her consecration to God 
seemed without reserve. She ever looked with an eye of j 
larity upon all and found something praiseworthy in the i
ost faulty.
She endeared herself to her friends by her unobtrusiro- 
rss of manners and sweetness of disposition. She was a 
diligent student and an excellent scholar. The lust child 
n aged and widowed mother. An affectionate hus­
band, a daughter just oil the verge of womanhood and an 
infant child, a little winter blossom, just two weeks old, 
ho can never know a mother’s love or care, survive her.
She had much to live for and yet she was ready to go.—
Of her it could he truly suid, they who knew her best loved, 
her most. Her mind was of a high order, improved by cul­
tivation and her fine classic taste, discoverable in her nice 
ujipreciation of the beautiful ill all the surrounding circum- 
itances of life. Though qualified by nature to adorn life’s 
most polished circles of society, she rather sought retire­
ment.
Her highest aim was to fulfil her duty faithfully ns a wife, 
devoted daughter, an affectionate and judicious mother, 
and her joy to ninke home all that home should lie itf the 
fullest and deepest meaning of the word. She had early 
life been called to mourn for a kind father and a loved 
ter and after her marriage, three of her little ones were
laid in the grave. This “ gentle pressure of recorded sor- ; rniTT? a  i *t i • i j  i v  5 ,
row” lifted her thoughts and affections more Heavenward. ) |  ^ L  OUDSCnbCF been d u ly  11CGDSGQ by
Her last sickness was of but two weeks duration and she
passed away in the bright noon of womauho'od as
--------“Yonder wave
Sinking in lines of silver—or the green stem 
Bowing in purple clusters o’er our hearts.”
Just previous to her departure, she folded her hands and
looking upward, $aid to her husbuud who was bending over 
her “distant portals, distant portals.”
N o , 1 S p e a r  B lo c k .
V A S M O T O T S s
V A L E N T IN E S ,
P aper Hangings.
T V T  h.iYG on hand an assortment of Paper 
Hangings. Also Curtains and Curtain Paper which
we offer v er y  c h e a p  for ca a h .
Please call and examine them.
W. A. BARKER & CO
2tf No. 1, Spear Block.
—  A N D  —
W IN T E R  C A P S
------------- t t -------------
T . A . W E N T W O R T H
N O . 2  S P O F F O R D  B L O C K ,
O F F E R S  H I S  E N T I R E
S i T O C l S .
O F  L A D I E S  F A N C Y
D D K S ,
B U F F A L O  A N D  S H A W L
A N D  W I N T E R  C A P S
AT COST,
In  order to make room fo r
SPPJHC GOODS.
Rockland, Jan. 22, 1856. 4tf
NOTICE.
S e c o n d  ESasad E‘i a ! i o !
A RARE opportunity now presents itself topurchase one of
I ln l l c t ,  CiiM i»ton &. A lie n ’s
best instruments. Rose wood case, beautiful tone, six 
and a half octaves, has been used very carefully by an ex­
perienced pianist for two years ami is nearly as perfect as 
when it tame from the manufacturers. It will be sold at 
a j;rea l b a r g a in  il applied for soon.
Inquire of
D. A. BUTTERFIELD, 
at No. 3, Thorndike Block. 
Rockland, Jan. 22, 1857. 4tf
-I the City Authorities, to keep and sell Spirituous Li­
quors in conformity to the law passed at the last session 
of the Legislature, has taken the store formerly occupied 
by Silas Kalloch. &. Co., where he will keep constantly on 
hand, the best of Wines and Liquors, for all who mav 
need the same in the City or Country. Persons licensed 
to sell in other towns, supplied on liberal terms for Cash.
N . C. WOODARD.
Rockland, Jan. 12, 1856. 86.
ItesBiiedy’s liiscovei’y.
'T'HE pure article direct from Mr. Kennedy
can be found nt
E. R. SPEAR’S.
Coal Tar,
QONSTANTLY on hand and for salo a t the
HS7 GA3 WORKS.
Adiuinistrator’s Sale.
"DURSUANT to a license from the Hon. BE- 
X  DER FALES, Judge of Probate for the County of 
Lincoln, I shall sell at
P U B L I C  A U C T I O N ,  
on the premises, on the second day of May next, (if not 
previously disposed of at private sale) all the real estate 
whereof HANNAH McDERMOTT late of Rockland in 
said County died seized and possessed, being a lot of land 
in said Rockland situate near Grace street so called, con­
taining about 5000 square feet, with a Dwelling House 
thereon.
NATHANIEL MESERVEY, Administrator. 
February 5, 1857. 3W6
C L O S I N G  O U T ?
I  W IL L  SELL
W f  JV T E jR  CL O T H IN G
F O R  6 0  D A Y S ,
Cheaper th an  the  Cheapest
TO M A K E  ROOM FO R
S P R I A J G r  G O O D S .
O. II. PERRY,
ill N o . 3  B e r r y  B lo c k .
Blacksm ithing,
rP IIE  subscriber would inform his friends and 
-L the public that he has erected a
S H O P  ON W I N T E R  S T R E E T ,
.v rods from Main Street, and nearly opposite the 
dwelling house of Larkin Snow, Esq., where he intends 
Carrying on the above business, such as
S H I P  W O R K , H O R S E  S H O E I N G ,  
AND ALL KINDS OF JOBBING.
The subscriber hopes by strict attention to business, 
good work and moderate prices to merit a share of public 
patronage.
HOSEA COOMBS.
Rockland, Jun. 21, 1857. 4w4
S W E A T I N G  D R O P S .
T H I S  good Old Lady, had been a faithful 
X  and very popular Nurse for nearly forty years. The 
old and young regarded her with veneration and love.— 
Men, Women and Children of all classes, with their vari­
ous aches, “ flocked to her for relief. Yes, dear, she would 
say, yes dear, I understand it, my precious drops will soon 
relieve you, and so they did The old Lady earned much 
money in her professional business, but unlike many of 
the “ sterner sex ” she had made no provision for old age. 
The aim ol her life was to do good, to relieve the poor 
from her purse, and the sick with her precious drops Bui 
alas! to thisk’iid old Lady, the end of earth has eome— 
But previous to her departure she bequeathed to a rela­
tive as the only legacy of value she could leave her, the 
secret of making her Sweating Drops.
The present and only proprietor purchased it at a great 
price, and has used it in his practice for many years, and 
has found it to be all the Old Lady claimed for it
In sudden Colds, Rheumatism, Cholic Pains, Chills, 
Cold Feet, Fevers, Inilauiation, and derangement of the 
Stomach and Bowels. In short, as a general remedial
C03Iip^ W O
A  n  o  1 .
ALSO
r> i  «  > V 1 H O  T 9 «  f
i.eal E sta te  and insurance Agent. 
No. 3 THORNDIKE kfroCK,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Regular weekly Sales of Furniture and other Meichan 
disc lor which consignments are solicited.
Rockland, Oct. 23, 1856. 4Xf
Fire Insurance.
E. H. C O C H R A N ’ S
IRSURAN CE AGENCY, 
BPOEPORD BLOCK, M AIN ST.,




J for sale only by
F . G . C O O K ,
Chemist and Druggist, City D rugstore.’ 
The genuine article will have the name of F. G. COOK 
written on the wrapper.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1856. 48tf
£ E T  T H E  P E O P L E  R E J O I C E !
Castor Oil, Aloes Salts, Rhubarb,
and all other disgusting Physic
A R E  T H R O W N  IN T O  T H E  S H A D E  BY'
C O O K ’ S
Cathartic Confection, or Candy Physic.
'TH IS beautiful phisic is offered to the public, 
A ns a remedy peculiarly adapted to every case where 
physic is indicated. For Billious, or Live Complaints, 
Jaundice, Headache, Dizziness of the Head, Dysentery,
W nrm r ' ’hAli,........ • -I.. ..»----- ..II I : . . ..............- •'or s, Cholii 
from a foul or
this physic has .. .......
the choicest candy. Children wiii love it aiiu 
more, mothers will rejoice that Cook has found a substi­
tute for Castor Oil, and Fathers too, will •• thtow up their 
hats” in admiration, and ecstacys of joy, that Cook’s 
Candy is in the ascendant.
Prepared by F. G. COOK sole inventor and for sale at 
Cook’s City Drug Store.
Rockland, Dec. 8, 1856. 50tf
pains,—in short lor all diseases arising 
irbid state of the stomach and bowels, 
uperior. It is as pleasant to the taste
E. II. COCHRAN,
WILL TAKE RISKS ON
d w e l l i n g  h o u s e s ,
H O U S E H O L D  F U R N I T U R E ,  
S T O R E S ,
S T O C K S  O F  G O O D S ,
F I N I S H I N G  R I S K S  O N  B U I L D I N G S
in process o f construction, and all other In ­
surable property, in the following companies, 
known to be safe and prompt in the adjust­
ment o f their losses.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or
Mutual j as applicants prefer.
MAINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
A U G U S T A , M E .
C a p i t a l  $ 3 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J. H. W illiams, Sec’y. j .  L. Cl-tler, Pres’t.
To Let.
T W O  fine tenements in Rankin Block,




Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857. 3tf
A New  and Beautiful Remedy,
C O O K ’ S  .
C O M P O U N D  E X T R A C T .
rPIIE most safe, and certain remedy ever dis- 
X  covered for the cure of 
Gonorrheoa, Gleets,
Whiles, Strictures,
Seminal Weakness, Irritation of the Bladder,
Irritation of the Urethra, Irritation of the Kidneys, &c.
&c., and all other diseases of the Urinary Organs, quite 
frequently effecting a cure in four days. It is pleasant to 
take, does not nauseate, or create any unpleasant feelings, 
or impart any unpleasant odor to the breath. Give it a 
trial and you will not be disappointed,
Prepared and for sale only bv the Inventor and Proprie­
tor F. G. COOK,
Chemist and Druggist, City Drug Store. 
Rockland, Nov. 13, 1856. 45tf
HAM PDEN INSURANCE CO.
S P R IN G F IE L D , M A SS.
C a p i t a l  a n d  A s s e t s  $ 2 1 8 , 8 8  7
J. C. P r sc n o s ,  Sec’y. W ji. I). Caliiock, Pm’t.
Charter Oak F ire and M arine Co.
H A R T F O R D ,  C O N N .
C A P IT A L , S3UO.OOO









S O M E T H I N G  N E Y V .
c o o w s
TpOIl Chapped hands and Chilblains. Will
X  cure chapped hands, immediately, and for the cure of
Conway F ire Insurance Company.
C O N W A Y , M A S S .
C A P IT A L  A N D  A S SE T S, S2OO,O0O.
D. C. Roger. ,  Sec’y. j .  s . WmiNEv, Pre.’!
5 0  » “
1 0 0  “ Scottsville
1 0 0  Geneesee
5 0  “ Baltimore
GO Half Bids
1OOO Bushels Yellow Corn. 
Meal.
2 0 0  “ 












this day received and for sale wholesale and retail 
at the lowest prices.
o. b. fales.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
tilton & McFarlands, 
S .E L .L ll.S N B E H  SIS F E S. I
' J ’HE above SAFES are now acknowledged to be i
the best that 
free from dum plies: 
fires
nufactured,
• mould, and to
hilblains it is unsurpassed. It has a beautiful perfume, 
and will make the skin, as soft ns that of a babe’s.
Lndies. come buy my Pomade, one box of it, will last 
you all Winter, I ask but twenty-live cents per box, and 
depend upon it, you will say it is the nicest ami best arti­
cle you have ever used. Prepared by the sole inventor i n z -r
and proprietor, F. G. COOK, and for sale only at COOK’S ; J>(x LuX’O H .T , C O N N .
City D rugstore. 49tf
B r id g e p o r t  F i r e  a n d  M a r in e  Co
O y s te rs ,  O y s te rs .
WE are constantly receiving fresh cargoes of Oysters direct from Tangier which we offer at wholesale at H oston  P r ic e s .
All orders by Mail,Telegraph, or other ways thankfully 
received and promptly attended to, at
F R E E M A N  &  A T W O O D ’S, 
Wholesale and retail Oyster House,
3 0 5  CougrctM  Si.« P o r t la n d , M e. 
January 7, 1857 2m2
ROBERT ANDERSON,
3Z > ©  X T  t  3T JS  lA  ®  3C" A JET
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
Jaduary, 7, 1857. 2lf
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. II. Wxsububx-, Sec’y. H. w . Chatfield, P re.’t.
Holyoke E u tu a l F ire  Insurance Co.
S A L E M ,  XI A S S .  
C A P IT A L  A N D  A SSE T T S, 8 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 .
J. 1. l.uRsjii.v, fcec’y. Augustus Story, Pre.’l.
Cheap, Cheaper, Cheapest.
The undersigned i.< Agent for the above, and has a lot uu _______ i _______ l' s.- • xi
hand varying in price from Thirty to Three Hundred Dol- f I ”  IN lx to the unexpected Competition in the 
lars. Cull anil examine. !
■ .D R Y  G O O D S  B I K E .
RocklnrJ, Jan. 14,1857. 3lf The proprietor of Ihe
T R A D E R S ’ A N D  M ECH A N ICS’ CO. 
L O W E L L .  M A S S ,  
C a p i t a l ,  5 0 , 0 0 0 .
E. F. .iiiERMLN, Sec’y. J . Converse, F re.’t.
G R E E N F IE L D  IN SU R A N C E CO. 
g i .e e n f ie l d , mass.
" .  . Davis, Si y. iR1 Abercrombie, Pre.’t.
zY
SNS&SZ.SNCE
H  A  K  T  F  O  R  D
f iicorpcratcd , 1 S 1 9. 
C A S H  C A P IT A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0
T hos. A. Alexander, Sec’y
C H E A P  C A S H  S T O R E ,
tf’ «  N O - 1 v  B L O C K ,
c fltv  It has decided to oiler the gwhoie of his present Stock a t  
C O N N
o st. This being the l a r g e s t  S to ck  its tb  _ 
i Jy and having been selected with great cure aad bought nt 
, the lo w e s t  C a s h  P r i c e s ,  lie feels confident that he 
, esn give greater bargains than can be found eleewhere.—
J Having all been purchased in the last eight months, it 
contains no ic iifa sh a o u a b le  o r  d a m a g e d  and u u -  
I s a le a b le  a r t ic le s  and nothing but a desire to convince 
1 his patrons that he is disposed to sell his goods as c h e a p  
T hos. K. Brace, Pre.’t. aa th e  c h c n p r .t  under any emergency and to Imve .„
I a l l  la iu c s  the newest ami most F a s h io n a b le  
A. B. HOUGH, Agent. S to ck  in the Market, would have induced him to make ' 
Insurance may be effected in the above Company by up- ; fhe present liberal offer.
pljing to  c .  D. SMALLEY, [ Rockland,Jun. 1,1857.
at D. STADLER’S Clothing Store.
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857- 3tf
- homasto t DSutual Insurance Co,
T H O M A S T O N , M E .
Wm. R. Keith , Sec’y. E. Rosix. on, Fres’l.
Great F alls M utual Company,
SOMe KSKORTH, n . i i .
II. Y. Hayes, Sec’y. I. G J ordan. President.
El'HRAIM BARRETT.
Book Binding.
I30R K , BEEF and LARD, just received and TTAVIXG fitted up a Book-Bindery in eon- 
L  fur ante by i LL nection YVith our Store, we are now prepared to do
F o w lc a ig  P ie c e s .
TROUBLE and single at Cost, at 
iJ  No. 3 ,  B e r r y  B lo c k .
F lo c k s  aas<! J e w e l r y .
A S  I  desire to Close out my stock of! 
XV. Clock and Jew elrj, I will sell the entire stock ‘•less ,
O. IL PERRY.
B I N D I N G
n any style required.
Particular attention paid to Binding
M U S I C , M A G A Z I N E S ,  ifcc.
B la n k  B o o k s  ruled to pattern and mad to order.
WILLIAM A. BARKER & CO..
Booksellers, Stationers, Book Binders and Blank Book
Ianufacturcrs.
N o . 1, S p e a r  B lo c k , M a in  S i.
Rockland, Jan. 14,1857. 3tt
G R A N D  R A L L Y
A t l a n t i c  M u t u a l  C o m p a n y ,
E X E T E R ,  N .  I I .
Mm. P. Moulton, Sec’y. M, Sanborn, President.
FARMERS’ A MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO.
G O R H A M , M A IN E .
J. I’lERCK, Sec’y Daniel B. Clement, Pre.’t.
R O C K IN G H A M  M U T U A L  CO .
E X E T E R ,  N . H .
d  m. P. Moulton, Sec’y. M. Sanborn, Pres’t
C. P. F E S S E N D E N , [ for the
D ruggist and  A pothecary, CITY STOVE EMPORIUM
W ar has been proclaimed against the highN O . 5 K IM B A L L  B L O C K .
K O C K I A X I ) ,  M E .
TUST received a fresh stock of Drugs, Medi-
cines and Chemicals, at the old stand No 5, Kimball
price system in  the
S  T  O  V  E  T  K  A . D  E
L IF E  BNSS'H.SNCE
elFected in R e lia b le  C o m p a n ie s .
P . S.— E. II. CO CHRA N  is devoting his
whole time to tho Insurance business, and 
pledges himself to give the most careful a t­
tention to all business in the above line. 
Rockland, December 3, 1856. AStf
Of s
U R E C R E A M 0  F T A R 'I' A R ,
for sale by C P FESSENDEN
rgest assortment of S T O V E S  in the 
iu 100 different patterns and styles, con-
NEZ
N
FIGS, CURRANTS AND CITRON,
be found at No 5, Kimball Block 501 f
I C E
for sale by
T A M A R I N U S,
Allen’s llaii 
samum, for sale by 
50tf
C O O K IN G , P A R L O R ,  O F F I C E .  A N D
STORE STOVES, SHIP STOVES,
FARMER’S BOILERS, i c . ,
Portable and Brick Furnaces.
—ALSO—C P FESSENDEN
R co to m tiv o  a n d  Z y lo h a l-  C" tJery, Willo.v, Wooden, Britannia, 
C 1> FESSENDEN
and JAPAN WARE, and a gem 
H o u s e  F i i r u i s h in u
ral assortment of 
G oods.
27?i
R. Fontain’s Cream of Wild Flowers, for
50tf
T )R
X>/ sa le  at N o  5, K im ball B lock
I  EECIIES, just received and for eale by 
Xj sotf c p fesse 'n
Oil and after J a n u a r y  1, 1 8 5 1 ,  the entire STOCK 
will be offered at c« st in order to make room for other 
kinds of G O O D S. As the proprietor contemplates 
changein Business the coming Spring.
Now is your time to purchase a good S lo v c  ch ea p .
J. 1‘. WISE,
S TRAINED Honey, for sale a t No. 5, Kimball N o.U|ock. 5oif 1 Rockland, Jan. 7,1857.
------7 ----------V N S ----------ol filTRON, FIGS, CURRANTS and RAISINS,M eat an a  Provision Store- c  received a.m forsmc i,;
b lo c k ,
2tf
Stage and R ailroad Notice
W IN T E R  A RR A N G EM EN T.
morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2
’clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with 
the I o ’c lo ck  A . M. and 4 o’clock 1‘ M. Trains fox PORT­
LAND same evening.
RETURNING—will leave BATH for Wiscasset, Dam­
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thomaston and Rockland, 
on the arrival of each train of curs at Bath.
A Stage leaves R o c k la n d  every Morning (Sundays 
excepted) nt G 1-2 o’clock, A. M, for CAMDEN, BEL­
FAST any BANGOR.
RETURNING—leaves B a n g o r  every Morning (Snn- 
da-sexcepted) at G 1-2 and arrives at R o c k la n d  about 
7 o’clock 1‘. M.
J. T. & W. BERRY Jc CO., Proprietors.
Rockland Jan. 3, 1856. ltf
TTUTIL further notice the fares by BERRY & 
V CO.’S Line ot Stages and bv Rail Road to Boston,
JO H N  W ILEY.
HAVING taken the popular and well known !stand formerly occupied by W. S. CARVER, (and i 
under the direction of L. D. CARVER, Esq.,) will keep ! 
constantly on hand a good supply of
M E A T  A N D  P O U L T R Y ,
Country Produce and Groceries, Soused Tripe, Soused i 
Pigs Feet &c., and all other articles usually found in a 
Store ol this kind, and hopes that by fair dealing and strict | 
attention to business to merit a share of the Public Pat- j
D A N C I N G .
ltf
W . O. FU LLER ,
S P E A R  B L O C K ,
HAS on hand & is constantly receiving someof the best Brands
Soiilhern and Western Flour,
together with the Common and Exira N e w  Y o r k  





and a large assortment of
G - r o c e r i e s
Flour put up in 1-8 and 1-4 Bags, warranted to suit. All 
' which will he sold cheap for Cask ut Wholesale or 
Retail.
Rockland, Oct. 8, I8o6. 41tf
Ftifl particulars given free to all who enclose a postage 
stamp or a three cent
February 5,1851
D . P . S H A N N O N  C O .
A tk in so n  D e p o t , N . I I .
6tv6
A C O U R SE of Assemblies will be com-menced at
P H C E N I X  H A L L ,
On Wednesday Evening , Dec. 10, 185G,
' to he held on every successive Wednesday evening until 
I further notice.
. Dancing to commence at 7, to continue till 12 o’clock.
1 M iimbc by ib e  R o c k la n d  C o t il lo n  B a n d ,  
• T ic k e ts — Admitting Gentleman ami Ladles, fora 
ingle evening, 50 cents, to be had ut thedoot, and at the
Thorndike Hotel. 
Rockland, Dec. C, 1S56. 50tf
G N S M I  T H  A N D
M A C H I N E  S H O P .
The subscribers have taken the Shop back 
WATERMAN’S Store, Front Street, in Milliken’ 
where they intend to carry on the
G U N S M I T H
building
B U S I N E S S ,
ALSO,—All kinds of jobbing on Iron and Steel. Taps and 
Dies made to order. All work done in the neatest man­
ner. All orders promptly attended to.
LIBBY & PIPER.
Rockland, Dec. S, 1856. 50tl
To the la d ie s  o f Rockland.
MRS. J. R. ALBEE,
GRADUATE of the Female Medical Col- 
the Female Medical 
practice of nine 
adies of Rockland 
and the neighboring communities in the profession of 
M I D W I F E R Y ,
and Physician in female complaints.
Residence— Corner of Union and Willow Sts. 
Rockland, Jan. 6,1857. Uy2















Returning - Passengers will purchase their Tickets in 
Boston for Bath, at $3,50 each. Tickets can be had of the 
Conductor between Brunswick and Bath on surrendering 
their Boston Checks, as follows :
To Wiscasset, by Stage, Nothing
“ Newcastle, “  50
“ Dainnriscottu, w 5o
“ Waldoboro’, “  75
“ Warren, “ I 25
“ Thomaston,
“ Rockland,
Rockland, Dec. 9, 1856.
1 50
J . T. & W. BERRY A CO.
50tf
H. B. EATON, M. D.
H0MCE0PATHIC PHYSICIAN 4c.
member of tho Maine Medical Association.
Member o f the Homapathic College o f Health tf-c.
D O C T O R  E A T O N  keeps constantly on hand the 
rarious Honicepathic Medicines.
B O O K S , M E D I C I N E  C H E S T S , E T C  
Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his 
residence in Rockpoit, will be promptly attended to. 
Rockport, Oct. 1855. 6m*44
J. C. LIBBY & SON,
HAVING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his extensive stock of
Stoves an d  Hard-WCiare,
.nd having since the purchase received and are still receiv­
ing from Boston and elsewhere large additions to the stock, 
feel that we are now prepared to offer to the patrons of 
this well known stand and the public generally, as good 
an assortment in our line as can be found in the CountyJ; 
mid by close application and promptness in our business 
hope to receive our share of the public patronage. 
Rockland, Oct. 21,1656. -tftf
f
BOSTON JA N . 20, 1857.
C A R P E T S ,
C H E A P E R  T H A N  E V E R !
T H E  T IM E  T O B U Y  I S  T H E  P R E S E N T !
OVB W HOLE STOCK
A t Reduced P r ic e s !!
P< cooMquence of a contemplated change in our firm, and exieuaive alierations and enlargement to be made hi our Warehouse, we shall close out our entire 
■lo%k at the following reduced rales viz: —17 T° 25 CENTS Per fur HEMP CARPETS.
g 0  CENTS per yard ior INGRAIN CARPETS.
2<Jf 1-1 CENTS per yard for UNION CARPETS.
CENTS par yard for SUPER UNION CARPETS.
50 T° 75 CENTS per y"d for DUTCH CARPETS.
g 0  CENTS per yard for TWO-PLY CARPETS.
ARNOLD’S COM BIN JED
Jig. 2
Foot-Stove, Lantern , and
N U R S E  L A M P .
REMOVAL.
CARPETS.WC CENTS per yard for SUPERFINE CAR- 
< □  PETS.
‘  ‘  CENTS per yard for KIDDERMINSTER 
CARPETS.
-1 CENTS per yard for SUPERFINE 
ENGLISH CARPETS.
T h r e e - P ly  C a r p c ta  a t  V e r y  L o w  R a t e s .  OO T0 1OK CENTS per yard for BRUSSELS 
IZtfW X jw tz TAPESTRY, comprising beautiful 
and modern styles of English and American manufacture. 1f)C To 1CO CENTS per yard lor splendid TEL-,. .LOU VET TAPESTRY CARPETS, ttuf
usual prices of which are $2,25 and upwards.
Particular attention is called to our Brussels, 
Tapestries and Velvets, as being among the 
cheapest goods which we offer in this sale.— 
Also
F L O O R  O I L  C L O T H S ,  
will be sold at the same low rates. Our assortment is 
very extensive, and consists of all widths from 3 to 24 
iset, which will be cut to any desired dimensions.
Also, BOCKINGS, CANTON MATTINGS, COIR or 
EAST INDIA MATTINGS. CRUMB CLOTHS, STAIR 
CARPETINGS, BELTINGS, FUGS, MATS, and all arti­
cles usually found*in a first class Carpet Warehouse.
3T  The prices fixed upon our goods as will be observed 
by the schedule above, is much below the usual wholesale 
prices, and will be subject to no deviation, either to whole­
sale or retail purchasers.
N e w  E n g la n d  u a r p e t  C o m p a n y . 
75 HANOVER STREET,






TO AA  w  c a iTOl f e 1U
HOBENSACK’S WORM SYRUP
.J.VDLJJ’E/l f f L L S
In Penngylvania, Kentucky and S. Carolina.
H . A  H O W A R D , o f  L o r ia r i l lc ,  ’ K y .t was 
pronounced incurable of Liver Complaint, used eight boxes 
Liver Pills, and in 7 weeks was restored to health.
G . L . E L F O R D , G r c e u v il le ,  S. C ,, says:— 
Send 12 Dozen Liver Pills and 4 dozen Worm Syrup.— 
They are highly spoken of and the demand is increasing 
largely.
I Box of H o b c n a a c k 'a  L iv e r  P i l l s  cured BEN­
JAMIN SMITH, of Philadelphia, of dyspepsia and Liver 
Complaint.
J .  S H I E F E N H I E R , o f  L a n c a s te r ,  P en n * , 
on taking three bottles passed a Tape Worm 3 3 6  inches 
long.
A'child of C . H I L T , o f  F r a n k f o r t ,  K y .,  on 
tabing one bottle of Worm Syrup, passed forty-six worms 
From another child in the same family, one bottle brought 
over SO worms.
C. W. ATWELL. Portland, Slate Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN Agents for Reek- 
land, and sold by Druggists and Dealers iu Medicine gen­
erally. Gtf
J P. WISE having purchased the exclusive • right for manufacturing and vending iu LINCOLN COUNTY, is now prepared to offer them for sale. This 
article is designed for various purposes (a few of which 
are stated iu this advertisement) is uow before the public, 
for inspection and use
It is made of different materials (mostly tin and iron,) 
and is heated by an Oil, Fluid or Alcohol Lamp, the blaze 
being protected from every external object It is so heated 
le minute as to warm and dry the feet in the coldest 
winter night, can be taken to CHURCH or any other place 
in the carriage or merry Sleigh and used as a stove or lan- 
thom while on your way
> In case of SICKNESS it can be used to advantage and 
with safety as a Lamp for lighting the room and a stove 
for warming medicine and keeping driuk at the proper tem­
perature For cooking in small quantities, water for tea 
and coffee and heating it for shaving It meets the present 
wants of the public It is a useful apparatus for heating 
flat-irons requiring about fifteen minutes A pint of water 
can be heated to the temperature of two hundred and 
twelve degrees, or boiling heat, by a two tubed lamp of 
usual size and flaine in some ten or twelve minutes, twice 
this amount in from fifteen to twenty It weighs about 
two pounds and one half, is easily carried and answers all 
the purposes of a common lanthorn
The Lowell daily News, says :—
T H E  N E W  S T O V E , L A N T E R N ,  A N D
N U R S I N G  L A M P .
This is truly a great country, and one in which from 
present appearances, wonders will never cease, we saw 
yesterday the neatest, funuiest, prettiest, most useful aud 
COnveni^’t artW’e nf Hfii’tohoM j Onp equally u»c-
iui out doors and in, that we ever dropped eyes on It is a 
foot Stove, a Lantern, a Cook Stove, a reading lamp, and 
in truly a something that no one ever thought of before, 
but every body and their wives particularly has needed. 
W h o le s a le  a u d  R e t a i l  by th e  S u b sc r ib e r .
J  P WISE,
Two doors South of the Big Coffee Pot
Rockland, Jan 6, 1856 2tf
L E W IS  K A U FM A N .
VX7OULD announce to the citizens of Rock-
*  ’  land and vicinity that he has removed hie stock of
FALL AND W IN TER
G O O D S .
To No. 1 of the N E W  BLOCK, 
on Main aud Lime Rock Streets, 
where he will be pleased to meet his old customers and 
all who wish to buy GOODS CHEAP.
As an inducement to purchasers he will sell ior 
T h i r t y  D a y s  
his present stock which was recently bought in New York 
for c a s h , at
G rea t B a r g a in s ,
Assuring them that it will pay for any one in want o 
goods to purchase at theI¥JEW STORE,
Where may always be found latest importations, such as
S H A W L S ,
Cashmere, Long and Square Shawls; Bay Slate, Stella 
aud other styles.
Cloaks, Capes, Talmas, &c.
D R E S S  G O O D S,
All colors of Plain Thibets, Plaid Thibets, Lyone»e, Co­
burgs, Alapacas. Mohairs, De Lains. Prints &c.. dec.
D o m e s t ic  W l i i t e  G oods a n d  H o a ie r y  of all 
kinds. Fancy Goods Ae., <fcc.
The subscriber would return h’s grateful acknowledge­
ment to his friends for patronuge bestowed, and would re­
quest a call from them arid all others in want of GOODS 
adapted to the season, assuring them they will find at his 
store a choice STOCK at very low prices.
Rockland. Dec 10, 1856 50tf
N E W  O P E N I N G
— OF—
FALL AND W IN TER
0
O . G .  M O m T ,
ETAS ju«t returned from NEW YORK and 
X l  BOSTON, with an E X T E N S I V E  aud C h o ic e  
selection of
F A L L  A N D  W IN T E R  GOODS,
Comprising Blue and Brown English and American Pi 
lot Cloth. Black, Blue and Brown, German Broad Cloth. 
Blue and Black Ritglon Coating.JSSuperior Black. French 
and American Doeskins. French and American Fancy 
Doeskins of the latest and most desirable styles. 
V e s t i n g s ,
A lot of Silk, Velvet, Worsted and Brocade Vestings of 
splendid styles and superior quality.
Ready-Made Clothing.
Cheaper than ever. A large stock of Men and Boy’s Over 
Coats, Dress Coats, aud Punts. Jackets of Robroy, Baze, 
Pilot, <fcc.
F U R N I S H I N G  G O O D S ,
Braces, Gloves, Collars, Cravats, Hose, White, Striped 
and Fancy Shirts, Wool Under Shirts aud Drawers, Com­
forters, Ac.
All the above Goods will be sold from 1 0  to 1 5  per 
cent cheaper than they can be bought at any other place 
this aide of BOSTON. Plense call and examine before 
makiug your purchases.
C. G. M0FFIT,
NO. 2 PA LM ER’S BLOCK,
Rockland, Oct. 9, 1856. 41tf
"2
LYON’S
BL A T E C  A I  R O N .
The Celebrated and World-Renowned
L Y O N ’ S  K A T H A R I O N .
1 0 0  G r o u  fo r  s a le  by
C. W, ATWELL, Portland, General Wholesale Agent 
for the State.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock­
land, and cold by Druggist and Dealers iu Medicines 
generally. 6jf
AMERICAN & FOREIGN PATENTS.
R .  IT . E D D Y ,
SOLICITOR OF PA TEN TS,
(Late Agent of U. S Patent Office , W ashington, 
UNDER THE ACT OF 1836 )
7 6  S T A T E  S T ., o p p o s ite  K ilb y  a t., B o s to n ,
AFTER an extensive prac.tice of upwards of twenty years, continues to secure Patents in the United States; also in Great Britain, France, and other foreign 
countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all 
Papers or Drawings for Patent, executed on liberal terms, 
and with despatch. Researches made into American or 
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa­
tents or Inventions,—and legal or other advice rendered in 
all matters touching the same. Copies of the cluims of 
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign­
ments recorded at Washington.
This Agency is»not only the largest in New England, but 
through it inventors have advantages for securing patents, 
or ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass­
ed by, if r.ot immeasurably superior to, any which can be 
offered them elsewhere. The testimonials below given 
prove that none is MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PA­
TENT OFFICE than the subsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS 
THE BEST PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, 
he would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and 
can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the 
charges for professional services so moderate. The im­
mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, 
has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi­
cations anu official decisions lelative to parents. These, I 
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical ! 
works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United : 
States and Europe, render him able, beyond question, to ! 
offer superior facilities fur obtaining patents.
All necessity of a journey to Washington, to procure a 
patent, and the usual great delay there, are here saved in­
ventors.
IT  IS  A FA CT TH A T
E. R. SPEAR,
J^EE PS a better assortment of
BOOKS,
STATIONERY,
P a p e r  H a n g i n g s ,
JE W E L R Y  and
FANCY GOODS,
of every description and sells at lower prices than any 
establishment in this part of the Slate.
P L E A S E  C A L L I A T
N o . 1 S p o ffo rd  B lo c k .  














‘ During the time I occupied the office of Commissioner 
of Patents, R. II. Eddy, Esq., of Boston, did business at 
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.—
There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity, 
who had so much busiuess before the Patent Office ; and 
there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity 
and success. I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the best in­
formed and most skiliful Patent Solicitors in the United
States, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that i T . .
they cannot employ n person more competent and trust- J a p a n n e d ,  JAl’l t ta i l i a ,  C o p p e r ,  bheet Iron, 
“ orthy, and more capable of putting their applications in . ,
form io secure for liiem an early and favorable consider- : anJ * 1*'1 ’’ constantly on hand,
nlion at the Patent Office. ! J o b  W o r k  and P lu w .b in ^  done, at short notice
EDMUND BURKE. | and warranted.
Late Commissioner of Patents?’
T H E  subscriber having made large additions 
A to his already large assortment, is now ready to offer 
customers the ihrgest aud best assortment ever offered in 
this city, and those who think of purchasing for the ce in­
to g wiuter would do well to call and examine my stock 
before purchasing elsewhere.
I wish to call particular attention to the
Green •M ountain S ta le
improved Cooking Stove, for I have no hesitation in say­
ing that for durability, convenience and economy it sur­
passes all other Stoves. Nor have I any hesitation in 
saying that I can show the largest list of sales of this 
Stove thuu any ever sold in th is city. Aguin 1 say call 
and examine for yourselves.
I wish to call attention to the 
S N O W  B I R D ,  C O O K IN G  S T O V E ,  
for burning Coal, this is the only Stove ever made that 
will burn Coal to the satisfaction of all. Hundreds of tes­
timonials can be brought for this Stove in this city.
I have all the other patterns of Cooking Stoves of any 
note.
P A R L O R , O F F I C E  a u d  C A M B O O S E
S T O V E S .
of every variety for Coal and Wood.
P U M P S , of all kinds and size*.
S H E E T  L E A D .
L E A D  P I P E .
S H I P  T R IM M IN G S .
W O O D E N  W A R E .
W IN D L A S S E S , P U R C H A S E S , S e . ,  A c .
r u n  JY „>g c  E  s
vhich can be sett at short notice and
R. A. PA LM ER  & Co.,
VU'OULD respectfully announce to the citizens of Rock- 
11 gland and vicinity that they have just opened a store
N O .’ S 4  &  5  T H O R N D I K E  B L O C K ,
where they will keep constantly on hand a full supply of
(OKA AAI) FLOUR,
and a good assortment of
w . I. GOODS AND GROCERIES.
We shall endeavor by constant attendance and a dispo­
sition to plense to merit n share of public patronage
Rockland, October I, 1856 40tf
S U P E R I O R  T O  A L L  O T H E R S
WE ARE NOW ISSUING
A NEW  SERIES OF READERS.
entitled
The Progressive Readers,
By SALEM TOWN, L. L, D. and N. M. HOLBROOK. 
ipHESE are emphatically and in all respects the Best
E very P a ten t Medicine.
IN THE MARKET,
ZE’u x ro  o.xi.ca.
THE LARGEST STOCK
T o  b e  f o u n d  i n  t h e  S t a t e .
For sale, wholesale and retail by
C . W .  A T W E L L ,
D e e r in g  B lo c k , M a r k e t  S q u a r e , P o r t la n d .
ONE BOTTLE OF
•StirclVs H ealth R estorer
Will satisfy you—it is ail it is recommended.
ATWELL’S HEALTH RESTORER 
Cures the Jaundice and Liver Complaint. 
Are yoa troubled with the Dyspepsia,
Use A twell’s Health Restorer.
Dyspepsia, indigestion and costivenesa
A r e  C u red  by A t w e l l ’s H e a lth  R e s to r e r .
All diseases caused by Foul Stomach, are CURED
B j  A twell’s Health Restore.
C. W. ATWELL, Partland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists aud Dealers iu Medicine 
generally. 6tf
From the present Commissioner.
“ August 17, 1655.—During the time I have held the 
office of Commissioner of Patents, R. H. Eddy, Esq., of 
Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction 
of business with the Office as a solicitor. He is thorough­
ly acquainted with the law, and the rules of practice of 
the Office, I regard him as one of the most capable and 
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had official in- 
tei course.
CHAS. MASON, 
Commissioner of Patents.” 
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857. ly l
I Grateful for ihe liberal patronage I have received since 
my commencement iu busiuess, be assured that nothing 
' chnll lip w i •' "i my part to meet j.otinuauce of the
Rockland, Oct. 27, 2856
S. M- VEa ZIE, 
No. 3 Beethoven Block.
44tf
R E M O V A L .
D E A N  S T A B L E R ,
M e r c h a n t T a ilo r .
D ll. SM IT H ’S
S U G A R  C O A T E D  F I L L S
FOR THE CORRECTION OF 
A l l  I r r e g u la r i t i e s  o f  t h e  S y s t e m .
I f  the blood becomes impure, it is traced to 
stoppage of the natural drains of the system, vix: of the 
Boxels, the Lungs, Kidney and Skin,
The blood and intestines must relieve them­
selves of all their worn out particles and poisonous hu­
mors, which must go through the channels that nature has 
designed.
W hat remedy then would seem most natural ?
One tha t opens all the natural outlets of the
•ystem, or only one ?
Common sense will teach any rational being, 
that a medicine having power to unstop all the natural 
outlets is the only one to be relied on.
Dr. Smith’s Sugar Coated Pills possess this
power in its fullest extent.
We present them to tho World as the 
W O R L D ’ S M E D I C I N E .
C. W. ATWELL, Portland, State Agent.
C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN, Agents for 
Rockland, and sold by Druggists aud Dealers in Medicine 
gMMally. 6tf
W IL S O N
W H IT E ’S
B LO CK .
SARGENT’S READERS
AT
w h o l e s a . b e .
E. R. SPEAR,
W I L L  furnish dealers in SCHOOL BOOKS, 
YV S A R G E N T ’S Standard Readers at B o s t o n  
p r ic e s .
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1856. 48tf
The People’s Drug Store
I  S A T
3 , S P E A R  B L O C K .
I
JS. F r e s h  S t o o l s .
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS 
PATENT MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, 
HAIR DYES, and FANCY GOODS,
J in  received and for .a le  at the
«  P E O P L E ’S D R U G  S T O R E .”  
Rockland, Nov. 24,1856.
DOORS. BLINDS & SASH
Jp 0 R  sale, corner of Rockland and Main S t..,
North End, at reduced p rice., by 
Rockland, June S, 1856.
B. F. CREELY. 
l y »
To Let.
K00M S formerly occupied by PATRICK, In Cuetom House Block. 





Rockland C ity Book Store.
M. C, A N D R E W S ,
(formerly Wakefield’s,)
N O .  3  K I M B A L L  B L O C K .
TH IS  Store is now being filled up with alarge and choice assortment of
G O O D S :
suen’as
BOOKS A N O  S T A T IO N E R Y ,
NEW AND splendid
P a p e r  H a n g in g s  a n d  B o r d e r s .
fill take the lead among all readers. The authors, as 
suceehsful praatieal teachers and elocutionists, and popu­
lar authors, have been long ami favorably known ; ami 
their names alone are a sufficient guarantee for the high 
character of the books ; but in order to secure the highest 
possible degree of perfection in every department, the 
services of an efficient corps of other educational and lit* 
erary men have been employed to assist.
The elementary books are beautifully illustrated by the , 
best artiats of the country, and the appearance and’ me- ‘ 
chauical execution of the whole series is in advance of any ' 
and ull others.
School Committees, Teachers and others 
to examine for themselves. Copies furnished free, for 
amination, at our store, or sent by mail on receipt of 
stamps to cover the postage. Postage rates are, fcr the 
First Reader, 9 cents ; Second, 12 ceuts ; Third, 15 cents; 
Fourth, 18 cents ; Fifth, 24 cents.
The series consists of the following :—
PROGRESSIVE 1’lCTORlAL PRIMER.
PROGRESSIVE FIRST READER. Now ready.
PROGRESSIVE SECOND READER. Now ready.
PROGRESSIVE THIRD READER. Nearly ready,
PROGRESSIVE FOURTH READER. In press.
PROGRESSIVE FIFTH, OR ELOCUTIONARY 
READER. Now ready.
Large stock of Books of all kinds, and every variety of 
Stationery, at lowest prices. Particular attention paid to 
furnishing Libraries.
XT Orders promptly and satisfactorily answered.
S A N B O R N . C A R T E R . B A Z IN  A  C o.
2 5  & 2 9  C o r n k ill ,  B o s to n .
Nov. 20, 1856. 3m43
CROCKERY, GLASS, '
G old  N e c k la c e s  a n d  G old  C h a in s,
with an extensive assortment of other
G O E  EJ G O O D S .
A great variety of
ZkT’d z n c y  A r t i c l e s .
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
suited to all ages Every variety of 
S C H O O L  B O O K S  a u d
N A U T IC A L  A L M A N A C S . 
Constantly on hand a good supply of
S the STORE he lately occupied was n o t, Charts, Scales, Navigators" and  A merican
well adapted for all DEPARTMENTS of his business 
being too small, he has hired a
N e w  au<l B e a u t i fu l  S T O R E  in
W ilson & W hite’s Block,
fitted up expressly for himself, where he will continue to 
carry on his business in ull its branches, with promptness 
not sparing any labor to accommodate and benefit his cus­
tomers. Announces that he has just returned from 
N E W  Y O R K  a n d  B O S T O N , with a latge and 
fresh stock of GOODS consisting of
FRENCH AND ENGLISH BROAD CLOTHS, 
Doeskins, and Cassitneres, Pilot and Beavers for Over 
Coats.
Also, a large selection of
Z S IL K  V E L V E T S
of great variety to suit the most particular taste. a
good selection of Plain
SATINS AND GRENEDINES, 
and a variety of others not mentioned here, which he will 
make to order, in STYLE and WORKMANSHIP and sell 
for C a sh  at prices as to defy the competition of any of 
the same craft. Also a large quantity of
Ready-Made C lothing
ef bis own manufacture, which he will warrant none to 
excell, and will sell nt EXTREMELY LOW PRICES. 
Gentlemens’ furnishing goods in great variety.
D . S ta b le r  would most respectfully return his sincere 
thanks to his friends and the public generally for the liber, 
al patronage bestowed oa him, and ut the same time, call 
their attention to his new piuce of business, before mak­
ing their purchases.
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to 
be made out.
Rockland, Oct. 16, 1856. 42tf
D E V IN E ’S
COMPOUND PITCH LOZENGE,
A sure and pleasant remedy for COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING, BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, and if Lungs enough are left to sustain life,
A C E R T A I N  C U R E  F O R  C O N S U M P T IO N .
A PURELY VEGETABLE PREPARATION, 
C o n ta in in g  n o  M in e r a l  P oiw ons, a n d  p er­
fe c t  ly[na fie fo r  th e  I n f a n t  o r  I n v a lid ,  
in  a n y  s ta g e  o f  w e a k n e s s .
S. D. FULLER A CO., only manufacturers, Boston, 
Mass. Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Mediciue, every­
where.
December 18, 1856. 3in51
DR. JA M E S  R O U S E ,
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON.
ROCKLAND, MAINE,
O ffice—No 1, second floor, Wilson A W hite’s Block.— 
Residence on Myrtle Stteet.
D R . R O U S E  takes this opportunity to infotm his 
friends, and the public, that he has permanently located 
himself in the City of Rockland, as designated by the above 
card, and will happy to wait upon all who may desire his 
professional services.
XT All persons who have bills of long standing, are re­
quested to call and settle immediately.
Rockland, N ov4, 1856 47tf
Ship Cabin Trim m ings
A F  every description. Water Closets. Scupper 
Vr Lead Pipe Ac. dec-, on hand and for sale at the low­
est prices. Those in want will be better accommodated 
by examining our Slock aud 'prices before ordering from 
Boston.
H. P. WOOD A SON.
N o. 1 W ilson’* Block.
Rockland, August 12,1656. 33tf
C O A S T  P I L O T .
of every description
Prices fa i r  and terms Cash.
Rockland, Oct 23, 1856
Im portant to Daguerreotypists,
MAEBLE D E A L E R S  A N D  OTHERS.
Monumental Daguerreotype Cases.
A method has long been sought for, to insert in a dura­
ble manner, Daguerreotype Likenesses to Head stones 
and Monuments. I have been manufacturing these Cases 
for the last two yoars, and can warrant them to secure the 
picture for a long number of years.
The outside cases is made of Parivan Marble, and the 
box whirb enrloses the picture nnd keeps it in a state of 
great preservation for a long number'of »ear», in made of 
brass,—a screw box. It makes a "very neat job on a 
Head Stone or monument. They are used in Greeuw-ood 
Cemetery, Mount Auburn, Laurel Ilill, and many other 
Cemetrics in the United Stages.
A liberal discount made to Marble Dealers and ’.Daguer- 
reotypists. Price from $2,25 each to $9,50. A circular of 
engravings will be sent to any address, free, with price list.
Address,
A. L. BALDWIN, Agent of Mausoleum Dag. Co., 
335 Broadway, New York3m52
COBB & SW ETT ,
D. B . Bridoford. N . Tinsley Pate
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
D. B. BRIDOFORD, &C0.
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
M E R C H A N T S ,
ON T H E  D O C K
R I C H M O N D , V A .
•  FOR THE SALE OF
L im e , H a y , P la s t e r ,  L a th s , F is h , L u m b e r  
a n d  E a s te r n  P r o d u c e  g e n e r a l ly .
Also attend particularly to orders for the purchase of 
F L O U R , C O R N , F E E D  & c ,
R E F E R E N C E S  .
R ic h m o n d . V a ,
Bacon <fc Baskervill,
Edmond, Davenport <fc Co.,
Selden Miller,
Womble «fc Claiborne,
C. T. Wortham & Co.,
Steans, Brummel «fc Co.,
D. &. W. Currie 
Richardson dc Co.
N o r fo lk . V a .
Rowland Bros.,
Baymore &. Stone.
£•* B a lt im o r e ,  M d.
Heslin Rogers.
P h ila d e lp h ia ,  P a .
French, Richards Jfc Co.,
Greiner As Harkness,
C. L. Hughs.







B o sto n , M a ss.
Seceomb Ac Dennis,
O ct. 23, 1856.
$10 ,000
W O R T H
— OF—
R E A D Y - M A D E
J U S T  H.ESOJESI'VZETD
F. E. Bradshaw,
Wm. M. Stedman Ac Co., 
J . P. Townsend Ac Co.
P o r t la n d , M e . 
P. Randall Ac Son.
R o c k la n d , M e.
F. Cobb Ac Co.,
A. J , Bird,
Healy Ac Achorn 
A. H. Kimball & Co.,




E a s tp o r t ,  M e.
C, II. Dyer,
Fisher Ac Milliken.
C a la is ,  M e .
J. McAllister Ac Co.
C iu c iu u a t i ,  O h io . 
Rawson, Wilby & Co., 
Kennett, Dudley Ac Co,, 
Graffiti if Norvill.
R ic h m o n d . Iu d . 
J . A. Bridgland.,
S t. L o u is , M o . 
Thomas Mullen.
43tf
A. P A R K E R ,
s  a , i  1 -  JVt i s .  © r  ,
S P E A R ’S W H A R F ,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TXUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con-
J-Z constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
— A L S O —
Bunting of all kinds, Colors ami Flags of every descrip 
tion. Tents, Awnings, Acc., made to order in good style. 
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended to.
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855. 6tn44
TAKE AOTICE.
S P R IN G  Ac S U M M E R  A R R A N G E M E N T .
JJO RSES, CARRIAGES and COACHES to
L E T  a t  th e  T H O R N D I K E  S T A B L E ,
Persons wishing SEATS to and from the BOATS will 
please leave their names at the Thorndike Hotel or C. S. 
BROWN’S Livery Stable, North End.
W. II. THORNDIKE.
Rockland, April 16, 1856. 16tf
TR A IN  & PH IPPS,
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
A n d  M a n u fa c t u r e r s  o f  C o r d a g e  Ac O a k u m .
Importers and Dealers in Chains, Anchois, Hemp, Bunt­
ing, Windlass Gearing, Sail Cloth, Paints, Oils, Naval 
Stores.
C O P P E R - C O A T E D  S P I K E S ,
4-c. Sole Agents CRANE’S PATENT CHAIN STOP­
PERS.
4 1  C O M M E R C IA L  S T R E E T ,
New Granite Building, opposite end North Market at., 
Boston.
W. G. Train, W. P h ipps, J r.
(Late o f  JVhiton, Train A- Co)
Apnl 4, 1856. I5ly
ROBERT RANKIN, EDWIN R. MILLAR.
R A N K I N ' &  M I L L A R .
COM MISSION M ERCHANTS,
S H I P  B R O K E R S
S T E A M S H I P  A G E N T S ,  t C . ,  
R IC H M O N D . V A .  
Consignments of Eastern Produce, 
HAY, LUMBER, LIME, BRICKS, &e„ 
solicited.
Richmond, March 7.1855. loly
R. 0. HASKIKS,
c o B i r a i s s i o a T  merchant,
N HIS LARGE NEW BUILDING OPPOSITE THE OLD 
STAND OF
U a s l 5 - i n . s d 3  Z J i l o J o y
AND IN FRONT OF THE STEAMBOAT WHARF,
R I C H M O N D , V a .
, | XZN. B. He w’ill attend particularly to the sale of Lime 
' Pln:ileri or any other produce entrusted to his care, and 
nr roaj.e pro,npt returns of the same. 3. ly.
W O O D E N  W J V R E
L E A N D E R  W E E K S ,
X O . 3 S P E A R  B L O C K .
R o c k lu u d  M e,
‘DESPEUTFULLY calls the attention of the i 
LV citizens of Rocklund and vicinity io his assortment o }
C ro c k e ry ,  C h in a  & G la s s  W a r e .
ive now on hand a full supply, embracin g all the vari- J
JA COB KOSEVELT & SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IN
CORDAGE, OIL, PAINT, TAR, PITCH,
O A K U M  & c .
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES, i
2 2  S O U T H  S T ., Jt 3 3  C O E X T IE S  S L I P ,'  
N E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors and Chains, Bunting, 
Fings, White Lead, Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent W ind-; 
lasses, &c.
S  T  O  K  A  Ct  E  .
JACOB ROSEVELT. MARCUS RO8EVELT. |
M ETCALF & DUNCAN,
S H IP P IN G  & commission;
i a ^ e i " C 3 3 . a 3 3 . t l S ,
2 4  C O E N  T I E S  S L I P ,
N E W  Y O R K .
juue 3, (23)
GEO. L. HATCH, 
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION 
M E R C H A N T ,BLUE and MULBERRY PRINTED; SAND and WHITE GRANITE, COMMON COL­
ORED, EDGED, and C. C. GREY 
aud YELLOW STONE, BEN-
| NINGTON and BROWN I ----------------------- ic
EARTHEN WARES, PT?T?T?'VV Ar E 4 P W P T T
• to which I am constantly adding ull ilie new paUerns and V i l d i T i  V 1  1 2111IV J IL L ,
I would particularly mention the superior quality o“frie,y’ 1 Conifflfcsion Merchants, and Ship 
M'hite G ran ite  Jf’are,
2 2  S o u th  S t r e e t ,  (U p  S ta i r s ,  , 
N E W  Y O R K .  I 
A. Farwell, t
of liich I have several new and very desirable shapes.
I also offer a large assortment ofGlauu W a r e ,  which,
BKOKEKS.
U. S. CLOTHING WAREHOUSE,
NO. 3 BERRY BLOCK.
T H E  subscriber baring just returned from Bos- 
-L ton, now offers to the public the largest and beat se­
lected stock of GOODS ever offered iu this city, all of 
which, having been purchased W h o lly  fo r  Cawh, 
will be sold
“ C H E A P E R  T H A N  T H E  C H E A P E S T ,”  
for CASH aud CASH ONLY.
The following comprises u small part of the stock now 
opening, v iz:
C O A T S .
A very large assortment of Heavy Beaver, Pilot, Union 
Cloth and Reversible Overcoats, Blue aud Black Sack 
aud Frock Coats, also a large assortment of business 
Coats of all qualities.
P A N T S .
Cassimere and Doeskin, Fancy Sattinett and Union 
Cloth, Blue and Black Sattinett, Mixed Doeskin and busi­
ness Punts of all descriptions.
V E S T S .
Black, Figured and Brown Satin, Figured Silk aud Cash- 
mere, Check’d Marseilles and Mixed Doeskin, Plain and ' 
Figured Lasting, Fancy Velvet and Plush.
BO O TS A N D  SH O ES. '
A large and splendid assortment of Ladies’ Kill, Moroco I 
and Gout side aud front Boots. Cloth and Kid, Congress j 
and Heel Boots. Ladies’ Kid. Morocco and Goat, Sewed i 
and Pegged Shoes of all descriptions.
Misses’ and Childrens’ Boots, Shoes and Slippers, .coni- 
prising all styles and qualities.
Gents’ French and American Calf and thick Boots. 
Grain leather and Kip Boots. Rubber Boots and Shoes. 
Calf, Goat and Imitation Goat Brogans. Congress Shoes 
of all tinds. Also, a general assortment of younhs’ and 
Boys’ Boots and Shoes.
l i m i t s  e tn e i  O £ix>s. S
Mole Skin Hats of the latest styles. Brown and Black 
Fur ami Wool Hats, both Men and Boy’s, Brown, Black 
and blue Cloth Caps, Boys and Children’s Embossed aud 
Embroidered Caps of all kinds.
G EN T'S FU R N ISH IN G  GOODS.
The most complete assortment to be found in the city.
Clocks, Fancy Goods and Jew elry,
A large and choice selection.
Trunks, Valises and Carpet Bags,
of all qualities and styles.
Seamen's Outfitting Goods
and Rubber Clothing of all descriptions.
G U N S  A N D  P I S T O L S .
Rifles, Colts ami Allen’s Revolvers, Brass and Silver
Mounted Single and Double Pistols, Ball Moulds, Tubes, 
Tube Wrenches, Rod Screws and Heads, Locks, Caps, 
Cylinders, Hammers, Powder Flasks, Shot Pouches, and 
Powder Horns.
„  O. H. PERRY.
Rockland, October|8, 1956. 43tf
J. L. GIOFRAY’S,
MANUFACTURED FROM
R O O T S  A N D  H E R B S
F o u n d  o n ly  in  th e  IS L A N D  o f  S I C I L Y .
HPHIS is to certify, that we the undersigned
L have used M-R. GIOFRAY’S Samaritan Salve, nnd ! 
have lound it to prove effectual in every case that we have ' 
used it. Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue i 





Suit Rheum, Eruptions on tne Head,
Scaid Head, Piles permanent]/cured when !
Old Sores, _______ properly applied.
REFERENCES.
Mrs. II. H. Burpee, 
Mrs. D M Mitchell. 
Miss A Adams, 
Ezra Whitney,
Dr J W Trussel.
J. T. Berry 
Wm. Berry 
Jeremiah Berry Esq.,
N. C. Woodard Esq,,
Daniel Cowan,
H. H. Burpee,
P R I C E .  2 5  C’c n t y  p e r  B O X . A liberal discount 
made to dealers.
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J  L GIOF- 
R A l, No? 1, Custom House Block, Inp stairs.1 Rockland. 
Maine
Also—Forsale bv Druggists generally,
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855. 49tf
~ A L L  H A I L ! !_
S o m e th in g  f o r  t h e  M i l l i o n !!!
AYER'S
C H E R R Y  
PECTORAL,
FOR THE RAPID CURE OF
C o l d s ,  C o u g h s ,  a n d  
H o a r s e n e s s .
BRmniLD. Mass., 20th Dec., 1855.
Da. J . C. Ayer: I do not hesitate to say 
the best remedy I have ever found for 
Coughs, Hoarseness, Influenza, and the 
concomitant symptoms of a Cold, is your‘
Cuerrt Pectoral. Its constant use in 
my practice and my family for the last 
ten years has shown it to possess supe­
rior virtues for the treatment of these 
complaints. EBEN KNIGHT, M. D.
A. B. M0RTLEY, Esq., of Utica, N. Y.. writes: “ I havs 
used your Pectoral myself and in my family ever since 
you invented it, and believe it the best medicine for its 
purpose ever put out. With a bad cold I should sooner 
pay twenty-five dollars for a bottle than do without it, or 
take any other remedy.”
C roup, W h o o p in g  C on gh , In flu e n z a .
Sprinoheld, Miss., Feb. 7,1856.
Brother Ater: I  will cheerfully certify your Pectoral 
is the boat romody we possess for the cure of IPtooping 
Cough, Croup, and the chest diseases of children. We o f  
your fraternity in the South appreciate your skill, and 
commend your medicine to our people.
HIRAM CONKLIN, M. D.
AMOS LEE, Esq., Moxterey, Ia., writes, 3d Jan., 1856: 
“ I  had a tedious Influenza, which confined me in doors 
six weeks; took many medicines without relief; finally 
tried your Pectoral by the advice of our clergyman. 
The first dose relieved the soreness in my throat anil 
lungs; less than one linlf the bottle made me completely 
well. Your medicines are the cheapest aa well as the best 
we can buy, aud we esteem you, Doctor, and your reme­
dies, aa the poor man’s friend.”
A sth m a  or P h th is ic ,  a n d  B r o n c h it is .
West Manchester, Pa., Feb. 4,1856.
Sir: Your Cherry Pectoral is performing marvellous 
cures in thia section. It has relieved several from alarm­
ing symptoms of consumption, and is now curing a man 
who has labored nnder an affection of the lungs for the 
last forty years. HENRY L. PARKS, Merchant.
A. A. RAMSEY. M.D., Albion, Monroe Co., Iowa, 
writes, Sept. 6,1855: “ During my practice of many years 
I have found nothing equal to your Cherry Pectoral for 
giving ease and relief to consumptive patients, or curing 
such as are curable.”
We might .add volumes of evidence, but the moat con­
vincing proof of the virtues p t thia remedy is found In its 
effects upon trial.
C o n s u m p t io n .
Probably no one remedy has over been known which 
cured so many and such dangerous cases as this. Some 
no human aid can reach; bnt even to those the Cherry 
Pectoral affords relief and comfort.
Astor House, New York City, March 5,1856
Doctor Ayer. Lowell: I feel it a duty and a pleasure 
to inform you what your Cherry Pectoral has done for 
my wife. She had been five months laboring under the 
dangerous symptoms of Consumption, from which no aid 
we could procure gave her much relief. She was steadily 
failing, until Dr. Strong, of this city, where we have come 
for a«lvice, recommended a trial of your medicine. We 
bless his kindness, as we do your skill, for she has recov­
ered from that day. She is not yet as strong as sho used 
to be, but is free from her cough, and calls herself well. 
Yours with gratitude and regard,
ORLANDO SHELBY, or Shelbyville.
Consumpttves, do not despair till you have tried Ayer’s 
Cherry Pectorax. It is made by one of tho best medical 
chomists in the world, and its cures all around ns bespeak 
the high merits of its virtues. — Philadelphia Ledger.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills.
taxed their utmost to produce this best, most perfect 
purgative which ia known to man. Innumerable proofs 
are ahown that these Pills have virtuos which surpass in 
excellence the ordinary medicines, and that they win un­
precedentedly upon the esteem of all men. They are safe 
and pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. Their pene­
trating properties stimulate the vital activities of tho body, 
remove the obstructions of its organs, purify the blood, 
and expel disease. They purge out the foul humors which 
breed and grow distemper, stimulate sluggish or disor­
dered organs into their natural action, and impart healthy 
tone with strength to the whole system. Not only do 
they euro tho every-day complaints of every body, but 
also formidable and dangerous diseases that have bafflod 
tho best of human skill. While they produce powerful 
effects, they are at the same time, in diminished doses, the 
safest and best physic that can bo employed for children. 
Being sugar-coated, they are pleasant to take; a«d being 
purely vegetable, are free from any risk of harm. Corea 
have been made which surpass belief were they not sub­
stantiated by men of such exalted position and chatacter 
as to forbid the suspicion of untruth; Many eminent 
clergymen and physicians have lent their names to certi­
fy to the public the reliability of my remedies, while oth­
ers have sent me the assurance of their conviction that 
my Preparations contribute immensely to the relief of my 
afflicted, suffering fellow-men.
The Agent below named is pleased to furnish gratis my 
American Almanac, containing directions for their use aud 
certificates of their cures, of the following complaints: —
Costiveness. Bilious Complaints, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Heartburn, Headache arising from a foul Stomach, Nau­
sea. Indigestion, Morbid Inaction of the Bowels and Pain 
arising therefrom. Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all Ulcea- 
ous and Cutaneous Diseases which reqtire aa evacuant 
Medicine, Scrofula or King’s Evil. They also, by pann­
ing the blood and stimulating the system, cure many 
complaints which it would not be supposed they could 
reach, such as Deafness, Partial Blindness, Neuralgia and 
Nervous Irritability, Derangements of the Liver and Kid­
neys, Gout, and other kindred complaints arising from a 
low state of tho body or obstruction of its functions.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with some 
other pill they make more profit on. Ask for ArzR’a 
' Pills, and take nothing else. No other they can give 
( you compares with this in its intrinsic value or curative 
I powers. The sick want the best aid there is for them, 
aud they should have it.
P r e p a r e d  b y  D r .  J .  C . A V E R ,  
F ractica l and A n a ly tic a l C hem ist, L ow ell, M ass.
Price 3 5  Cts. per Box. Five Boxes for $1.
SOLD BY
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN; Camden, J 
H. ESTABROOK, Jr.; Thornnston, O. W. JORDAN 
1 Portland, H. II. HAY, General Agent for the State.
T H I R T Y  Y E A R 'S  E X P E R I E N C E  
—  OF AX  —
O B D  KT U  U S B ,
A IK S  W I N S L O W ,
Au experienced Nurse and Female Physician presents t« 
I Y V E  call the attention of all, old and young, , r  Ihe attention of Mothers,
I to this wonderful preparation, which turns hack to S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
I its original color, gr«y hair—covers the head of the bald tia- ______________  7
! with a luxuriant growth—removes the dandruff, itching. F O R  C H IL D R E N  T E E T H IN G .
. and all cutaneous eruptions—causes a continual flow of It will immediately relieve them Irom pain, allay all
I the natural fluids ; and hence, if used us a regular dress- spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce inflamation ing for the hair, will, preserve its color, and keep it from and is sure to regulate the Bowels. Depend upon it falling to extreme old age. in all its natural beauty We Mothers, it will give rest to yourselves and relief and 
call, then upon the bald, the gray, or diseased in scalp, to j health to your children. Price 25 cents per hottie.|H'' . quantities of Mrs. Winslow’sI use i t : and surely, the young w:ll not, 
i flowing locks, or the witching curl, ever 
J Its praise is upon the tongue of thousandi
Watertown, Mas,, May 1,1855. 
PROF. O. J . WOOD: Allow me to attest the virtues 
and magic powers o f your Hair Restorative. Three 
inenths since, being exceedingly gray, I purchased end 
soon commenced to use, two bottles ; and it soon began 
to tell, in restoring the silver locks to thoir native coFor, 
and the hair which was before dry and harsh, and falling 
off, now^become solt and glossy, and it ceased falling, the
Agents for “  The Eagle Line ’ ’ New Y o rk ! ,d1anP.r??' lJi« 1PP<«re-1.. 11"‘I ‘he scn|p i°«  ■>" oie duagreea-O j bio itching, so annoying before, and now, I not only looktogether with a full slock of
GOLD BAND, PAINTED and LUSTRE ENGLISH and 
FRENCH CHINA ; BRITANNIA and PLATED 
WARES; TABLE CUTLERY, SPOONS,
LOOKING GLASSES AND 
WOODEN WARE
of every description, makes one of the most complete as-
SOrl6hau'bMncas’cd'iVha'vc thoi'ciu' want of any artielc. J N o  6 2  B r o a d ,— F o u r  D o o r .  J o u t h  f r o m  j “
Packets,
39  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
44 if NEW ORLEANS.
H A ZEN  & F R E N C H ,
but feel young again. 
Respectfulli CIIA3. WHITNEY.
New York, Oct. 2, 1855.
PROF. O. J. WOOD—Dear Sir : After reading the ad­
vertisement in one of the New York journals, of y
iu my line ro look through my stock before purchasing 
1 feel confident that 1 can show them goods which will 
compare favorably, both in regard to quality and prices 
with any other house in the State.
Rockland, May 14, 1656. 20tf
R E M O V A L .
J .  W A T T S ,
TJA S removed to the PERRY STORE, Comer 
J-J- of Main aud Pleasant Streets, where he will keep 
constantly on hand
C O R N ,
M E A L
A N D
F L O U R .
Also a good assortment of "W, I .  G O OD S a n d
G R O C E R I E S ,
which will be sold at the lowest market price.
Rockland, Oct. 23, 1856. 43tf






much pleased with it I continued its use for
M ilk  S tr e e t ,
Offer for sale at 1
LINSEED OIL, I
SPTS. TURPENTINE, |
COPAL VARNISH, I 
ja pa n . I
Together with a full assortment of
DRY COLORS, WINDOW GLASS,
A X D  C O M M O N  D R U G S .
February, 26, 1656. ____________ 91y
L . 'w.”H0WEs7~ 
C O U N S E L L O R  A T  L A W ,  
K I M B A L L  B L O K .
Rockland, Me.
Strict attention given to B o u n ty  L a n d  C la in m
V e have sold very large
Soothing Syrup during the past few years—over 20.000 
bottles the last year. e  believe it the best medicine in 
the world for Children Teething or for the euro of Dysen­
tery or Diarrhtea in Children, whether it arises from teeth­
ing or any other cause. It gives universal satisfaction — 
never heard a complaint from any one using it -never 
sold a medicine so universally successful in relieving pain 
and effecting cures. In all cases above stated, if tuken 
iu season, relief is immediate and absolutely certain 
CURTISS & PERKINS. 
Druggists, No. 40 Courtland Street. 
New York, Jany 20th, 1654.
A  L a d y  o f  th e  firsit R e s p e c ta b i l i ty  w r it e s  :
Dear Sir :—I am happy to be able to certify to the effi­
cacy of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup and "to the tiuth 
of what it is represented to accomplish. Having a little 
boy suffering greatly from teething, who could not rest, 
and at night by his criss would not permit any of the fam­
ily to do so, I purchased a bottle of the soothing Syrup, in 
order to test the remedy and when given to him the effect 
was like magic; he soon went to sleep, and all pain and 
nervousness dissappeared. We have had no trouble with 
him since, and the little fellow will pass through with
.vo months, and am satisfied it is decidedly the bast pre- 
j paration before the public. It at ouce removed all the
I dondruff and unpleasant itching from the scalp, and hns comfort, the cxcrucintiiig process of teething by "the sole
I restored my hair naturally, and, I have no doubt, perma- 
1 liently so.
i have permission to refer to me, all who entertain i pos:
d of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every mother 
who regards the health and life of her children should 
MRS. II. A. ALGER.
II. II. HAY, Portland, General Agent for Maine.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland; W. M. 
COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN, Thomaston; IRa GILMAN, 
1 have used Professor O. J. Wood’s Hair Restorative, , JOSEPH LONG, T. MARSHALL. St. George; J. H. ES- 
and have admired its wonderful effects. It restored my TABROOK, CARLTON Ac NORWOOD, Camden.
any doubt of its performing all that is claimed for it.
MISS FEEKS, 26 1-2 Greenwich Av.
i hair where it had fallen off; it cleans the head, and x_„ 
ders the hair soft and smooth—much more s« than oil.
I Louisville, Nov. 1, 1655. MARY A. ATKINSON.
State of Illinois, Carlisle. June 27, ’55.
I have used Professor O. J Wood’s Hair Restorative,
May 15. 1856. 201y
“THE WORLD’S GREAT REUSED?.”
, THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where ; a,,d jlave ltd”1 ifed ,,a wonderful effect. My hair 
J he has been in a very active practice about eight years; , c.on!‘n.^’ ns prematurely gray, but by the
; about one half of which period he w
! Abbott Howes.
I On account of his extensive- acquaintance in Waldo 
County he will continue co do busiuess iu the Courts there 
as well as in Lincoln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855
s of the then firm of I lh e“ Restorative,” it lias
j have no doubt, permanently :
lined i riginal color, and, I
B U R D E N ’ S
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad and Counter­
sunk R ailroad Spikes
A RE well known in the United States, and are 
conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un- ! 
varying uniformity of size, and lor the excellent quality of ■ 
the iron from which they are made, to which ir ay be’ nt- | 
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con- 1 
sidered far superior to the hand-made spike of common ; 
English iron, and inferior to nothing of the kind yet in- I 
troduced to the public.
For particulars and samples, apply to
B L O D G E T , B R O W N  Sc. C O ., | 
SO a u d  8 2  P e a r l  S t ., B o s to n , M a ss.
Dec. 18, 1856. 5 lly
H . P . W O O D  & S O N .,
NO. 1 W ILSO N ’S BLOCK.
Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Workers.
—ALSO—
HOUSE AND SHIP PLUMBING
A N D
H o o f i n g
done with promptness in a workmanlike manner and war-
M a r b l e  W o r K s ,
M A I N  S T R E E T ,  R O C K L A N D , M E -
First Door North of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.
MONUMENTS, GRAVE STONES Rockland, August 12, 1856.
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in. all the
CEMETERIES ini this vicinity.
N.B. All work delivered and set up without additional
expense to the Purchaser.
COBB & SW ETT.
Rockland, April 24,1856. 17tf
Y arns and  F lannels.
GOOD assortment of the
JMlttREJY FACTORY
W O O L E N  K N I T T IN G  Y A R N S .
—ALSO—
Plain anil Twill’d, While nnd Mix’d Flannel, suitable for 
Blankets. Drawers, Under Shirts &c. For sale by 
W. O.FULLER 
Spear Black.Wool taken in exchange Ior Goods,
Rockland, SepL 16, 1856. 23tf
DURH AM  & F L IN T ,
(At the old Stand of JOHN FLINT,)




bought at Belfast, Waldo County, expressly for this mar­
ket, at such prices and of such qualities as are not found 
at other Market Houses in this city. ALSO,—A full supply
Groceries and  V egetables,
and all those articles usually found In PROVISION 
STORES.
Customers will understand that at this establishment 
they will always get the wobth of their  Money.
G I V E  U S A C A L L
Rockland, Dsc. 6, 1858. 50tf
PE T E R  THACHER & BROTHER.
A ttorneys and Counsellors a t  Law,
O F F I C E , X O . 2 K I M B A L L  B L O C K ,
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
Pkter T haciier, R. P. E. T hacher.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 46tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A I N E .
lTRIUMPHANTa
Keep it before the People— Chat 
M c E C K R O N ’ S 
CELEBRATED LIN IM EN T
stands unrivalled and anequaled in the immense Cata­
logue of Medicine. On its own merits unaided by bought 
pull's from the Press, or by bogus certificates, pur­
porting to be from some far off place. Many eminent 
members of the Medieal Faculty use and recommend it, 
and the greatest Horsemen and Livery Keeoers in the Un­
ion use McEckron’s Celebrated Liniment and no other.— 
Try it and be convinced of its merits. Selling in 4 ounce 
bcttles nt 25 cts ; 8 ounce bottles 37 1-2 cts ; and in Quart
S. G. D EN N IS.
Rockiauil, Jan. 15, 1S56.
N. BOYNTON & CO.
Commission ITIerchants,
AXD SELLING AGENTS FOH THE
ROBBINS CORDAGE CO.,
P L Y M O U T H , M A SS.
R U S S E L L  M IL L S , and Mt. V E R N O N
D U C K  C O M P A N Y ’ S ,
are prepared to furnish Coinage and Duck of the best 
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON, )  No. 134
E BOYNTON, JR > Commercial Block,
A F HERVEY ) BOSTON. 16iy
THOMAS FRYE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, overthestore of J . Wake field Dwelling House on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo Engine Houte. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, 
will be promptly attended to . 43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.
CO M M ER CIA L H O U SE ,
H E A D  O F  C U S T O M  H O U S E  W H A R F ,  
F O R E  S T . .  P O R T L A N D ,  M E ,
N . J .  D A V IS , P r o p r i e to r .
May 14, 1856. Iyl9
To Let.
OEVERAL desirable tenements. Terms, from
$25, to $125 per year. Possession given immediately.
Inquire o f J . G. DAY,
James Street,
Rockland, October 9, 18561 41tf
(From the Washington Star.]
Among the many prepnrutions now in use for the re­
storing, preserving and beautifying the hair, there are 
none that we can reccommend with more confidence than 
Prof. Wood’s Hair Restorative, now in general use 
throughout the States. This preparation possesses the 
most invigorating qualities, and never fails in producing 
the most happy results when applied according to direc­
tions. We refer our readers to the advertisement for a 
few of the innumerable certificates which have been sent 
by parties, who have been benefitted by it, and who feel 
happy in giving testimony to its wonderful effects pro­
duced on them.
O. J. WOOD «fc CO., Proprietors, 312 Broadway, N. Y.
and 114 Market street, St. Louis'Missouri. ,
Agent in Rockland, C. P. FESSENDEN ; in Portland, bottles for only $1.
H. II.HAY. i Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN, and N. WIG-
Wholesale Agents in Boston, WEEKS dc POTTER. i G1N-
February 5, 1656. p lly j 3m6 I Wholesale Agents,
M oney! M oney! M ^ f ! - ^ ROINl&Co-’P“ iGF-8AROENT4Co’
Y ^ D Y  BE WITHOUT M ONEY’ when it ia
v, 27, 1856.
just as easy to be around with a pocket full 
as not if they only think so. I have got u new article, 
from which five to twenty dollars a day can be made, eith­
er by male or female. It is highly respectable business, 
ard an article which is wanted in every family in the 
United States. Enclose me two dollars by mail, at my 
risk, and I will forward by return mail a Circular, with 
full instructions in the art. The business is very easy— 
Try it, if you are out of employment, and you will never 
regret i t ; for it will be better for you to pay the above 
sum, uml insure you a good business, than to pay twenty 
five cents for a spurious advertisement. This is no hum­
bug. T ry i t ! T ry it  I Try it  1 Address your letters 
DW IGHT MONROE, N ew  York.
I sent one of my Circulats to an Editor in Georgia, and 
be gave me a notice in his paper like the following :
“  Mr- Monroe sent me one of his Circulars, anil I will 
just say to my renders that whoever of you are out of em­
ployment that Mr. Monroe’s business is a good business, 
and money can be made out of it by any one who engages 
i hiinibnv-” ° J
3m52
to
. H . 0 .  B R E W E R  & CO.
S H IP P IN G  & C OM M ISSION
M E R C H A N T S ,
MOBILE, ALA.
36tf
'T’EAS, TEAS.— Oolong, Ningyong and Sou- 
A ihong, an aura lot, Juil received and for aale by I 
J. watts.
IS if  Cor. Uain and Fleaaant S it. I
W hich w ill Not Leak,
A FAUCET now being used everywhere, and for every 
thing that runs.
WARRANTED, that after years of use,
1 s t .  I t  w i l l  n o t  l e a k .
2<1« i t  w i l l  n o t  w e a r  o u t.
3«l. I t  w i l l  n o t  f lo o d .
4 th .  I t  w i l l  n o t  f r e e z e .
5 t h .  I t  w i l l  n o t  w a s te .
Sueh is the Boston Faucet Co.’s
SELF-CLOSING FAUCET.
Wherever you put one on, you will never require another. 
Try one, and see if this is an exaggeration of its merits.
B O S T O N  F A U C E T  C O .
G O R E  B L O C K ,o p p o s ite  R E V E R E  H O U S E .
JOHN P. WISE, Agent for Rockland.
Boston, Sept. 10,1856. 6m37
C o r n  OiXrcL F l o u r .
CHAS. SPALDING,
A NNOUNCES to the public that he has taken 
XX the Store formally occupied by Wilson & White 
‘ X O . 0  K IM B A L L  B L O C K , 





For aale at the loweat PRICES.
Rockland, Sept. 11, 1856.
